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ABSTRACT 

This study focused on the identification of patterns of personal 

relationships that were documented in a series of thirteen 

investigations involving a Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms. 

Descriptive summaries and analyses of the various investigations were 

sought with the intent of identifying additional concepts and insights 

which might contribute to the theory. 

The investigator sought answers to the following questions: 

(1) What investigations were undertaken? (2) How were the 

investigations conducted? (3) What were the major findings of the 

investigations? (4) What patterns of personal relationships were 

reported? and (5) What implications for the theory have occurred as a 

consequence of the investigations? 

A review of related literature dealt with descriptions of 

personal relationships in classrooms which tended to foster democracy in 

education. Literary references for such descriptions included the 

thirteen investigations identified and used in this study. Literary 

considerations regarding the Theory of Democratic Processes in 

Classrooms were evolved regarding each of the categories employed as an 

analytical framework. 

One chapter of this study was devoted to detailing information 

regarding the date, author, title, problem statement, assumptions, 

methods, and findings of each of the thirteen investigations. The data 

xii 



xiii 

chapters presented the findings of the coded results of the various 

investigations. In the final chapter, patterns of personal 

relationships concerning concepts and insights derived from the 

investigations were reported. Among the concepts and insights concerned 

with these patterns, the following seemed most heuristic: 

(1) Democratic processes tend to be experienced in an environment where 

there is daily interaction; where individuals seem to be in charge of 

their own choices; and where persons seem to accompany each other in a 

supportive manner, and (2) When democratic processes are experienced, 

persons tend to develop their maximum potential; learning appears to 

involve intrapersonal explorations of interests; and an atmosphere of 

freedom and trust tends to allow for mutual respect and concern. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A continuing problem for educators has been one of providing 

descriptions of personal relationships in classrooms that foster demo-

cracy in education (Dewey 1966, p. 322). In response to this concern, 

recent research on classroom effectiveness demonstrated that experimen

tal programs embodying democratic processes have advantages over the 

traditional (Jennings 1977, p. 568). Carl Rogers (1977, p. 288) 

supported this research with the following statement: "It has been 

established that where teachers share their power and trust their 

students, self-directed learning takes place at a greater rate than in 

teacher-controlled classrooms." Together with Martin Buber, Rogers 

(1980, p. 18) claimed that permission to be a separate person in 

teacher-student relationships is what makes for the autonomous develop

ment of another individual and the realization of democracy in 

education. 

Abraham Maslow (1968, p. 189) noted that new understandings of 

democracy in education tend to emerge as conceptions of human capaci-

ties, potentialities and goals change. One evolving viewpoint of 

democracy in education is expressed by Jean Piaget (1976, p. 87), who 

said, "Education shall be directed to the full development of the human 

personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and 

fundamental freedoms." 

1 
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Another such viewpoint was established by a Theory of Democratic 

Processes in Classrooms developed by William D. Barnes and Clyde D. 

Tidwell (1974). The theory stated, "Democratic processes occur when 

warm, personal, equal, and productive relationships free each person to 

see himself as having expanding choices" (Barnes 1977, p. 53). A series 

of investigations involving this theory was conducted resulting in 

doctoral dissertations. 

Full impact of outcomes to research does not end, however, with 

accumulated doctoral dissertation data. Arthur Combs (1976, p. 369) 

clarified this fact wih the following statement: "We are deeply 

committed in our society to the development of programs based upon the 

outcomes of research and the development of open-ended approaches to 

instructional strategies." 

Statement of the Problem 

In this study the following problem will guide and direct 

the investigation: What patterns of personal relationships were 

documented in a series of investigations involving a Theory of 

Democratic Processes in Classrooms? 

The following elements will address the problem: 

1. What investigations were undertaken? 

2. How were the investigations conducted? 

3. What were the major findings of the investigations? 

4. What patterns of personal relationships were reported? 

5. What implications for the theory have occurred as a consequence 

of the investigations? 
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Significance of the Study 

A pragmatic understanding of democracy in education springs from 

the interplay between the individual and the changing environment 

(Toffler 1974, p. 13). Educators have probed the meaning of a democracy 

that proclaims equality of opportunity as its ideal, and requires 

educational processes that unite learning and social application, ideas 

and practice, work and recognition of the meaning of what is done (Dewey 

1962, p. 226). It has been affirmed that when self-concepts and 

personalities are developed from warm, personal, equal, and productive 

classroom relationships, democracy in education tends to become feasible 

(Barnes 1977, pp. 56-57). With the intent of defining democracy in 

education, a Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms has been 

formulated and a series of investigations involving the theory has been 

conducted. 

The present study will describe, summarize, and analyze the 

investigations grounded in this theory. Because the investigations 

attempted to test experiences of democratic equality in the classroom, 

certain patterns of personal relationships tended to emerge. 

Implications drawn from such cumulative patterns should assist educators 

in future efforts to employ democratic processes in classroom 

situations. 

Assumptions Underlying the Problem 

For the purpose of this study, the following assumptions were made 

concerning the investigations conducted and the results reported: 
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1. The study is productive in terms of better understanding the 

social and psychological dynamics of democratic processes in 

classrooms. 

2. The descriptions, summaries, and analyses of the various 

investigations in democratic processes in classrooms are useful 

in identifying possible future patterns of personal relationships 

in classrooms. 

3. The descriptions, summaries, and analyses of the investigations 

in democratic processes in classrooms are heuristic in terms of 

their theoretical implications for future study and 

experimentation. 

Limitations of the Study 

The following operated as limitations in this study: 

1. The study was limited to one general Theory of Democratic 

Processes in Classrooms. 

2. The study was limited to qualitative descriptions, summaries, and 

analyses of thirteen selected doctoral dissertations focused on 

democratic processes in classrooms. 

3. The study utilized thirteen investigations covering a 1970-1983 

time span. 

Definition of Terms 

The following constitute the essential concepts utilized within 

this investigation: 
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Democracy: refers to a way of living that stresses social concerns 
and relationships of individual worth and integrity (Dewey 1966, 
p. 87). The foundation of democracy is based on the concept that 
when people are free they can make their own choices (Combs 1971, 
p. 78). 

Democratic processes in classrooms: refers to a theory of personal 
relationships in classrooms. This concept emerged as a theory of 
warm, personal, equal, and productive human relationships in 
classrooms where individual choicing is at a maximum (Barnes 
1977, p. 53). 

Significance: refers to qualitative comparisons of the 1.0 Inner 
Direction categories and/or the 2.0 Other Direction categories 
illustrated in the bar graphs (Figures 1 through 27). In this 
study, significance is determined in terms of the present 
investigator's observations. 

Explanation of the Theory 

The "Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms," as formulated 

by Barnes (1977, p. 88), is constituted of two parts. The first of 

these is called Inner Direction and refers to the inner organization of 

teachers that helps them relate in more democratic ways with other 

persons in the classroom. This first part of the theory lies behind the 

social action which teachers perform, and is hidden from view to all 

outsiders (Barnes 1977, p. 58). The second part is called Other 

Direction and refers to the action part of the theory where teachers try 

to build bridges of human contact with others in the classroom (Barnes 

1977, p. 58). This part of the theory is very public and social, and it 

can be easily observed. These two parts are described by the following 

system of categories: 

1 
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The Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms 

Inner Direction: 

SELF AS PERSON: This category refers to the self-perception of 
the teacher. The teacher attempts to see him/herself as 
adequate, interested, curious, equal with others and choicing 
(Barnes 1977, p. 88). 

SELF AS LEARNER: This category refers to a perception the 
teacher has of "self as learner." The teacher attempts to 
make his/her learning productive, always occurring, and 
usually exciting and pleasant (Barnes 1977, p. 88). 

SELF IN RELATIONSHIPS: This category refers to an inner organi
zation of intentions held by the teacher. The teacher 
attempts to live in the present moment and to enjoy and 
relate with others in warm, personal, productive ways (Barnes 
1977, p. 88). 

Other Direction: 

CONTACT: This category refers to a personal contact made with 
each class member. The contact is made by extending greet
ings, beginning to talk to and listen to each person present 
(Barnes 1977, p. 59). 

CONSULT: This category refers to a process by which teachers 
speak with students about special interests (Barnes 1977, pp. 
61-62). Barnes (1977, p. 62) claimed that in consult-ing 
with young people, one tries to ask them about things which 
touch their lives and about which they can easily visit. 

FIND: This category refers to the identification of individual 
interests which permits developing personal relationships to 
expand and deepen. Barnes (1977, p. 63) cited that it makes 
good sense to move with people where they are rather than to 
bring them to aims and goals totally outside themselves. 

SHARE: This 
learners. 
learning 
and enjoy 

category refers to an equal exchange of ideas as 
"Share" suggests that those who are together in a 

environment can partake in common of an experience 
each other in the process (Barnes 1977, p. 65). 

ACCOMPANY: This category refers to a situation where the role of 
the teacher becomes that of a learner-participant. When this 
role is assumed, each member of the group appears to be self
directing, self-controlling and yet cooperating and 
contributing (Barnes 1977, p. 67). 
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The above theory, as a categorical framework, together with its 

numbering system for analytical purposes, is as follows: 

The 

1.0 

2.0 

Theory of Democratic Processes 

Inner Direction 

1.1 SELF AS PERSON 

1.2 SELF AS LEARNER 

1.3 SELF IN RELATIONSHIPS 

Other Direction 

2.1 CONTACT 

2.2 CONSULT 

2.3 FIND 

2.4 SHARE 

2.5 ACCOMPANY 

in Classrooms: 

Design of the Study and Procedures 

The following procedures were used in conducting this study: 

A. Descriptive Summary 

1. Thirteen investigations involving a Theory of Democratic 

Processes in Classrooms were identified and assigned 

chronological numbers (see Appendix A) • 

2. Each investigation was described and summarized employing a 

Descriptive Summary Framework (see Appendix B). This 

framework was derived from the first three elements of the 

problem statement. 
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B. Analysis 

1. Each data chapter of the investigations was subjected to 

content analysis to ascertain possible patterns of reported 

personal relationships. This was accomplished employing an 

Analytical Framework (see Appendix C). This framework was 

derived from the fourth and fifth elements of the problem 

statement and the categories of the Theory of Democratic 

Processes in Classrooms. 

2. The data derived from the content analysis of each of the 

investigations were displayed in bar graphs (see Appendix D) • 

These were arranged as frequency distributions by categories 

of the Analytical Framework. 

3. The investigator achieved productive integrations from the 

data chapters by isolating and identifying implications for 

the Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms. 

C. Conclusion 

1. The investigator integrated the content analysis of all 

thirteen investigations by utilizing a distribution chart 

(see Figure 1) in order to isolate and identify total 

implications for the Theory of Democratic Processes in 

Classrooms. 

2. The investigator sought new concepts and insights concerning 

the theory through the use of the qualitative approach to 

research. This was accomplished by taking the stance of an 

investigator who is present to the research situation. 
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Kruger (1979, p. 16) claimed that for such an investigator, 

"Each future-intending moment will be filled with 

possibilities, anticipations, and questions." This approach 

is characterized by the attitude of openness for whatever is 

significant for the adequate understanding of the discovered 

phenomena. 

The following steps were taken by the investigator in order to 

test the proposed design of the study: 

1. The following two data framework sheets were developed: the 

Descriptive Summary Framework and the Analytical Framework (see 

Appendices B and C). 

2. The two framework sheets mentioned above were then tested for 

their usefulness in deriving productive implications. Two of the 

thirteen investigations were randomly selected for the testing. 

3. The data derived from the Descriptive Summary and Analytical 

Frameworks were displayed as frequency distributions on bar 

graphs in order to ascertain the appropriateness of this 

instrument (see Appendix D). 



CHAPTER 2 

RELATED LITERATURE AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Introduction 

Descriptions of personal relationships in classrooms that foster 

democracy in education are noteworthy in the literature. Literary 

references for such descriptions include the investigations identified 

and employed in this study. Because the investigations considered in 

this study attempted to test experiences of democratic equality in the 

classroom, certain patterns of personal relationships were documented in 

them. Personal qualities involved in democratic relationships have thus 

received considerable attention. 

The "Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms," was developed 

with regard to personal qualities involved in democratic relationships. 

This theory, as formulated by Barnes (1977, p. 88), is constituted of 

two sections. The first of these is called Inner Direction and refers 

to the inner organization of teachers that helps them relate in more 

democratic ways with other persons in the classroom. This first section 

of the theory lies behind the social action which teachers perform and 

is hidden from view to all outsiders (Barnes 1977, p. 58). The second 

section is called Other Direction and refers to the action part of the 

theory where teachers try to build bridges of human contact with others 

in the classroom. This part of the theory is very public and social, 

and it can be easily observed. 

10 
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The above theory, as a categorical framework, together with its 

numbering system for analytical purposes, is illustrated in Figure 1 on 

the following page. 

Literary Considerations of the Theory 

1.0 Inner Direction 

1.1 Self as Person. The following literary considerations of the 

category 1.1 Self as Person were developed with regard to "Self-Concept 

and Behavior." 

Although definitions of good teaching are conceived in terms of 

the behavior of the teacher, Combs, Richards, and Richards (1976, 

p. 368) claimed that we are still unable to distinguish with any degree 

of confidence items of teacher behavior which can be clearly associated 

with either good or bad teaching. Combs, Richards, and Richards (1976, 

p. 368) continued to point out, "Recent attempts have been made to 

discover how good teachers typically perceive their tasks, themselves, 

the students with whom they work, the purposes they are attempting to 

carry out, and the ways of using themselves which they feel are 

appropriate for carrying out their tasks." 

Such an attempt was made by Barnes when he considered teacher 

behavior as follows: 

In our personal theory of the democratic processes in learning we 
believe that our behavior must be very different from that of the 
teacher who sees herself or himself as the one in control of the 
learning environment. In order to behave in what we think of as 
"warm, personal, equal, and productive ways," we believe that we 
need to have a very different kind of personal organization, an 
Inner Direction which gives us the balance, the stability, the 



1.0 INNER DIRECTION 

1.1 Self as person 

I see myself as an adequate person. 
I see myself as an interested, curious person. 
I see myself as an equal with every person 
I see myself as a choicing person. 

1.2 Self as learner 

My learning is always occurring--I choose 
what I wish to know. 

My learning proceeds most productively 
when I pursue my own interests. 

My learning is most productive where the 
context is one of support, warmth, and 
encouragement. 

My learning can be exciting and pleasant 
--not dull and dreary. 

1.3 Self in personal relationships 

My intent is to relate to others in warm, 
personal, productive ways. 

My intent is to enjoy, not judge and 
control, other persons. 

My intent is to live this moment fully 
--not the past, not the future. 

2.0 OTHER DIRECTION 

2.1 1---1 CONTACT 1 

2.2 1------1 CONSULT 1 

2.3 1----------1 FIND 1 

2.4 1-------------1 SHARE 1 

2.5 1-----------------1 ACCOMPANY 1 

Figure 1. Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms. I-' 
tv 
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patience, and the understanding which seem to be musts if we are 
to feel and behave as we intend to (Barnes 1977, p. 86). 

According to Combs, Avila, and Purkey (1971, p. 39), the most 

significant factor affecting behavior is the self-concept. For each 

person, his self-concept is who he is. It is his frame of reference 

from which he makes his observations. Combs, Richards, and Richards 

(1949, p. 276) also claimed that although it is known that adequate 

people have the capacity for compassion and openness to experience, we 

are only beginning to discover the tremendous impact of a person's self-

perception on his behavior and functioning. Impetus to this claim was 

made by the poet Emerson when he said, "What we are, that only can we 

be." For this reason, it is paramount that awareness of self, as a 

teacher, be preferably positive and well-defined (Zunin and Zunin 1972, 

p. 149). 

The formation of a definitive and positive self-concept is 

crucial to teacher preparation. Gooding (1964, p. 32) emphasized that 

besides the formation of positive personal perceptions, it is necessary 

that a teacher develop other related perceptions, namely: (1) rich and 

extensive perceptions about the teaching field; (2) perceptions of self 

leading to adequacy; (3) accurate perceptions about the purpose and 

process of learning: and (4) accurate perceptions about people. The 

formation of personal qualities of the teacher is so important that 

Combs (1965, p. 81) remarked, "A professional training program must 

either help its students to become the most effective people they can be 

or help them to leave the profession as gracefully as possible." He 

continued to say, "If behavior is a function of personal meaning, then 
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perceptions must become the rest of the teaching-learning situation. So 

also, if perceptions are the stuff of growth and the basis of 

intelligent behavior, then personal meanings become the stuff of 

learning, the material with which we must work" (Combs et al. 1962, 

pp. 68-69. 

Supranovich (1982, p. 20) defined teaching as a "performing art," 

wherein the values espoused by a teacher determine their teaching 

behavior. According to Harnachek (1971, p. 32), "Our behavior is a 

function of how we feel about ourselves." Behavior is influenced not 

only by the accumulation of our past and current experiences, but by the 

personal meanings we attach to our perception of those experiences 

(Harnachek 1971, pp. 32-33). Combs et al. (1962, p. 68) alluded to the 

fact that people behave in terms of the perceptual meanings existing for 

them at the moment of action. Conversely, because perceptual meanings 

are tempered by the structure of self-concept, Postman and Weingartner 

(1973, p. 65) adhered to the belief that "the behavior of men is largely 

governed by the structure of their beliefs, feelings, purposes, and 

attitudes." Kelley (1962, pp. 76-77) clarified this idea when he said, 

"Teacher attitudes toward youth are probably the most important factor 

in any school, because attitude controls behavior and the behavior of 

the teacher toward the student builds or diminishes." This internal 

frame of reference, concerned with what goes on inside the individual, 

is sometimes referred to as humanistic psychology. 

Combs, Richards, and Richards (1976, p. 2) spoke of humanistic 

psychology as an approach which attempts to integrate the study of an 
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indi vidual's behavior and his perceptions or meanil~gs. Humanistic 

psychology, also referred to as perceptual psychology, is also defined 

as an awareness--an interpretation and a reaction to objects and events 

by the individual to his environment (Fitch 1976~ Gibson 1969; Sargent 

and Stafford 1965). Child (1973, p. v.) warned that "observers usit:lg 

this internal frame of reference may forget the person in order to study 

the process occurring within him." 

All levels of perceptual psychology involve sensitivity to the 

individuation of the person. Rogers (1980, p. 204) reinforced this 

concept when he stated, "The self and personality emerge from experience 

sensitivity to all or part of his experience--sensitive to what is 

going on in his environment, sensitive to other individuals with whom he 

is in relationship, and sensitive perhaps most of all to the feelings, 

reactions, and emergent meanings which he discovers in himself." 

Individual discovery and interpretation to environmental objects and 

events give rise to the development of personality. 

The following literary considerations of the category 1.1 Self as 

Person were developed with regard to "Personality and Individuation." 

Fitch (1976, p. 196) pointed out, "When a child is born he 

neither likes or dislikes himself. • His self-concept at birth is 

zero." The personality and self-concept of an individual is actualized 

by a growing awareness of interaction with environment. "Man is in the 

odd position of being his own designer," explained Morris (1966, pp. 68-

69), "and we may ask, what is the essence of a being who creates his own 

essence? The answer must be that this is always an open question--to be 
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answered by every individual in the process of living his life." In the 

process of living, a person learns to accept his own individuation and 

others as a function of having experienced acceptance (Combs et al. 

1962, p. 57). Acceptance of one's individuation constitutes the basis 

for personality development. 

The growing awareness of one's uniqueness awakens the self

concept which is not only the most prominent aspect of the individual 

phenomenal world, but it also tends to be the most stable aspect for the 

future (Fitts 1971, p. 37). 

acceptance of individuality. 

Acceptance of a distinct self-concept is 

Hall (1979, p. 24) contended that 

individuality assumes that each person has his own set of values, goals, 

learning styles, learning time, self-esteem, interests, and ways of 

actualizing himself. She stated, "Individuality is seen as an aggregate 

of distinguishable personal attributes is no way inferring that a person 

does not function as a concerned member of society." This statement was 

supported by Krech and Crutchfield (1962, p. 487) who ascertained that 

"the individual's behavior in the group is partly determined by a basic 

personality which is beyond group control." Reichle (1978, p. 16) 

referred to an individual's awareness of self as a "distance reducing 

behavior" which is desired in human relationships. This reference is 

enriched by Zunin and Zunin (1972, p. 149), who stated, "In order to 

become meaningfully involved and make contact, one must have an 

awareness of self. Put another way, we must have our own identity and 

awareness--preferably positive and well-defined." 
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Although each person shares a certain core of human qualities, 

"being human means that each individual is the unique offspring of a 

social heritage. Society both liberates and limits the 

potentialities of individuals • by molding attitudes, beliefs, 

morals and ideals • • which an individual chooses to use or act 

upon" (McIver and Page 1953, pp. 46-47). McMurrin (1954, p. 13) 

reiterated this idea when he said, "Not only man the individual, but man 

the social being, is capable of genuine and positive achievement." 

According to Tidwell (1971, pp. 15-16), such genuine and positive 

achievements are made possible by a process of assimilation--the 

blending of a person's cultural characteristics and common sharing. 

These irreversible and accumulative experiences constitute personality 

formation. Reichle (1978, p. 31) suggested that positive personality 

formation, developed by reciprocal relationships, aids the individual in 

developing feelings of self-direction and self-actualization. Persons 

who possess positive personal perceptions tend to be more successful 

than those who possess a negative view of self (Noble 1981, p. 13). 

"Healthy, socially interacting individuals," said Maslow (1968, p. 25), 

"have sufficiently gratified their basic needs for safety, belonging, 

love, and respect." A leader of democratic learning is this type of 

individual. 

Gefke (1972, pp. 8-9) suggested that the definition of a 

democratic person in the classroom is a person who assumes individual 

responsibility and respects the thinking of every group member. 

Openness to the life in the classroom means first of all being open to 
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one's inner life as a person--one's individual personality. Moustakas 

(1966, p. 17) expressed this concept as follows: 

It means centering oneself in evolving perceptions and 
potentialities which come to fulfillment in living itself; it 
means being aware of human values as well as intellectual and 
social values; it means being open to the unfolding process in 
learning and to values and meanings which include but transcend 
facts or techniques; it means letting each person be himself; 
encouraging and valuing individuality and letting it shine forth. 
It means recognizing the child as a valuable being in his own 
autonomy and independence and understanding the child through 
listening, communion, and genuine presence. It means respecting 
and accepting as fact the reality of those perceptions for· the 
child. 

Rogers (1969, p. 106) described the democratic leader in the 

classroom as a "facilitator who comes in direct personal encounter with 

the learner by being himself--by being a unique, individual person 

rather than a 'faceless embodiment of a curricular requirement.'" By 

seeing themselves as persons who are liked, wanted, acceptable, as 

persons of dignity and integrity, of worth and importance (Combs et al. 

1962, p. 51), the democratic leader in the classroom tends to see his 

students in like manner, thus allowing their individual personalities to 

grow and flourish. 

1.2 Self as Learner. The following literary considerations of 

the category 1.2 Self as Learner were developed with regard to "Methods 

of Learning." 

Uniqueness of individuation dictates uniqueness of learning 

styles. It is a pedagogical theorem that there are as many methods of 

learning as there are learners because the processes of learning revolve 

around the learner's powers of choice and freedom. "The extent of 
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freedom," explained Chaitanya (178, p. 350), "is measured by the range 

of alternatives from among which a choice can be made. The 

possibility of choice is the first condition for any meaningful analysis 

of the concept of freedom." Schneideman (1945, p. 434) poignantly 

claimed that an absence of choice and freedom in learning is morally and 

mentally detrimental. She stated, "A member of any group who is 

commanded in every act loses on two counts: (1) He loses the ability to 

think for himself, and (2) to profit by whatever foolish act he commits 

and he also loses dignity" (Schneideman 1945, p •. 434). These 

losses set the stage for failure in learning, and Jersild (1952, pp. 99-

100) described the scenario as follows: "Many children find the 

educational scene so filled with failure, so full of reminders of their 

limitations, and so harsh in giving those reminders, that they hate 

school." If a student is to learn successfully, the learning must be 

relevant, exciting, informal, and child-centered. 

Relevant learning arises from the interests and experiences of 

the learner. Spears (1951, p. 94) commented, "Learning is an active 

thing; it comes from within, and it is achieved through the learner's 

doing something about or with his surroundings--people and things." The 

open-method (child-centered) of learning, therefore, requires a thorough 

knowledge of the pupils, their environment, and their personality. 

Learning becomes exciting when it occurs in a climate that facilitates 

self-direction. In reporting on a school where self-directed learning 

takes place, Postman and Weingartner (1969, pp. 177-178) wrote the 

following: 



The students did a great deal of writing and talking. They 
asked many questions of an intense, personal nature. And they 
came every day. Not because they were required to come, but 
because they felt that what was happening had something to do 
with them. • •• The "subject" concerned their perceptions of the 
world and their attempts to communicate with that world. For 
this reason, each session was intensely interesting. The 
instructor never had occasion to say, "What will we discuss?" 
The students always knew what they were to discuss because, in a 
sense, the discussion of the previous lesson had not ended. 
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Self-directed learning is not, however, devoid of curriculum 

formation. Structure is an element of knowledge and knowledge is an 

element of learning. Postman and Weingartner (1969, p. 102) postulated, 

"Almost all of what we customarily call knowledge is language. 

Understanding of a subject is understanding its language." The 

structural elements of relevant, self-directed learning were summarized 

by Silberman (1970, p. 333): 

Certain skills or abilities are also essential to the educated 
man: the ability to learn for himself, to take hold of a subject 
and "work it up" for himself, so that he is not dependent upon 
his teacher's direction; the ability to think for himself, "to 
ask the right critical questions and to apply rigorous tests" to 
his hunches, so that he is not dependent upon the ideas and 
opinions of others; the ability to communicate his ideas and 
feelings to others. The fact that there, therefore, should be no 
one curriculum to be specified for everyone does not mean, 
therefore, that there should be no curriculum at all. 

A relevant, child-centered curriculum of learning is based upon the 

present perceptions of the learner. 

Individual methods of learning depend upon individual methods of 

perception. What is perceived is what the individual has learned from 

past experiences (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 18). Noble 

(1981, p. 15) asserted that the individual is constantly searching his 

perceptual field for new meanings, and to the degree that his perceptual 
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field is open or closed will determine his assimilation of knowledge. 

Rokeach (1960, p. 50) clarified this concept with the following 

statement: 

At the closed extreme, it is the new information that must be 
tampered with--by narrowing it out, altering, or containing it 
within isolated bounds. In this way, the belief-disbelief system 
is left intact. At the open extreme, it is the other way around: 
new information is assimilated as is, and in the hard process of 
reconciling it with other beliefs, communicates with other 
peripheral, as well as intermediate beliefs, thereby producing 
"genuine" changes in the whole belief-disbelief system. 
Regardless of whether a belief-disbelief system is open or 
closed, it forms a psychological system. 

The Gestalt System is a psychological system that prescribes perceptual 

learning and awareness. 

Gestaltism subscribes the "Basic Law of Perception" by which we 

see objects in relation to the background within which the objects are 

located, rather than seeing them as separate. This law is referred to 

as the "figure-ground law" which dictates an equilibrium of figure and 

ground perceptions. Noble (1981, p. 15) explained, "Figures emerge and 

recede from the ground as the perceiver's attention changes. As a 

person searches, there is a change in his perceptual field. Figures 

emerge from the ground as the discrimination process occurs." Learning 

appears to differentiate in accordance with the Gestalt phenomenon of 

perception. Although many people can be in the same general situation 

at the same time, they will not perceive the same things about the same 

objects, nor will they all see the same things because of differences in 

awareness and attention span. Combs, Richards, and Richards (1976, 

p. 23) took note of this: 



The most detailed perceptual field includes only a few of the 
vast number of objects, details, and meanings which are or might 
be present in the fields of others in the same physical 
situation. For instance, if any of us began to make a close 
study of the room (or place) in which we are at the moment, it is 
probable that we could spend months, years, even a lifetime 
making a series of discoveries about it, even though we may think 
we are already familiar with our surroundings. 
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The dependency of methods of learning upon the uniqueness of perception 

reveals its limitlessness. 

The following literary considerations of the category 1.2 Self as 

Learner were developed with regard to "Teacher as Learner." 

It is a common assumption that learning and teaching constitute 

polarity. Taba (1962, p. 20) suggested, "Some educators, in their 

desire to preserve and transmit our cultural heritage, maintain that 

mental discipline is important in the training of the mind and that 

subjects such as math and Latin are useful for this purpose." In 

traditional settings, educational goals of teachers at times take 

priority over the learning interests of the students. Tidwell (1971, 

p. 25) stressed that in the democratic process of learning there is a 

need for the teacher to become involved in the sharing and discovery 

process. The irreversibility of teaching and learning is apparent in 

the Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms. When the teacher's 

perception is that of "self as learner," the attempt is to make his/her 

learning productive, always occurring, and usually exciting and pleasant 

(Barnes 1977, p. 88). This attempt conditions the teacher as learner. 

The open-learning teacher tends to live vicariously through his 

students, as Bridges (1973, pp. 5-7) pointed out: "We project into them 

the hope of and responsibility for finding the relation to reality that 
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we ourselves cannot find." Friedman (1974) referred to the open-

learning teacher as one who shifts from the role of teacher to the role 

of facilitator. A facilitator helps students learn what they want or 

need to learn without teaching it to them, but by learning with them 

(Friedman 1974, p. 259). The role of an open-learning teacher is 

further clarified by Friedman's (1974, p. 32) verse: 

If I keep from meddling with people, they take care of 
themselves. 

If I keep from commanding people, they behave themselves. 
If I keep from preaching at people, they improve themselves. 
If I keep from imposing on people, they become themselves. 

The role of the open-learning teacher is like the role of the 

conductor of an orchestra: 

In an orchestra, the first violinist obeys the conductor because 
he is as keen on a good performance as the conductor is. The 
private who jumps to attention does not, as a rule, care about 
the efficiency of the army. Every army is ruled mostly by fear, 
and the soldier knows that if he disobeys he will be punished. 
Learning can be of the orchestra type when teachers are good. 
(Neill 1960, pp. 156-157.) 

The role of the teacher is that of facilitator, encourager, assister, 

colleague, and friend of his students (Blume 1971, p. 413). This 

mutuality implies egalitarianism or equality, and equality implies 

democracy. 

Sterman (1976, p. 27) commented, "For democracy to flourish, 

participation on an equal basis must be maintained." Learning is most 

effective when a student's contribution is based upon his being treated 

as an equal to the teacher. Gefke (1972, p. 22) reiterated the need for 

equality in the learning process when she said, "The democratic leader 

tends to encourage students to behave as though everyone in the learning 
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environment, including the teacher, is equal." On the contrary, a 

teacher who feels that his or her power and knowledge is always superior 

to that of a student will be unable to deal with student comment in 

human, person-to-person terms. Reichle (1978, p. 33) pointed out that 

arbitrarily based stratification in the classroom leads to judgment 

rather than shared feelings. She went on to say: 

The classroom teacher is almost always different from the learner 
in terms of age, education, and position. It is not uncommon 
that the teacher is additionally of a different socio-economic 
and ethnic background. It is also quite common for teachers to 
see students as generally aimless and ignorant. This aggregate 
of differences can make it easy for the teacher to feel more 
powerful and knowledgeable by comparison. This is a potential 
danger, though few school people notice its implication since the 
school and its environment of vicarious democracy accept these 
assumptions ~ priori. (Reichle 1978, pp. 33-34.) 

Fromm (1965, p. 273) warned that alienation will be fostered by this 

type of teacher who communicates by telling rather than sharing. 

Because the facilitation of learning is the aim of education, it is 

clear that good teaching involves more than knowing. A teacher can 

facilitate learning only in a climate of equality. Rogers (1969, 

p. 114) reinforced this fact: 

Teachers can be facilitators of learning only when they have a 
deep trust in the human organism. When teachers distrust 
students, they select subject matter they believe students must 
learn and force the information upon them--a direct control of 
human lives. When, on the other hand, teachers trust students, 
they give them choices and allow them to choose what and how they 
want to learn. 

Rogers continued to define the role of a teacher as the most important 

classroom resource. In a climate of equality, therefore, it is his 

function to make himself and his knowledge and experience available to 

th~ student, but not impose himself upon them (Rogers 1969, p. 131). 
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This implies participatory leadership and necessitates the teacher to 

himself be a learner. The benefits of this position were brought out by 

Dale (1972, p. 49) when he said, "We learn something well when we try to 

teach it to someone else." 

A positive view of a teacher as a learner can be seen by the ways 

the teacher respects the uniqueness of the individual learner. 

According to Ray (1961, pp. 271-380) and Kipnis (1958, pp. 173-180), 

participatory leadership of the teacher creates positive attitude and 

behavior changes. Bishop (1972, p. 12) found that participant 

leadership helped establish patterns of interaction among people, and 

Tidwell (1971, p. 11) clarified that these patterns of interaction are a 

primary concern in the use of democratic processes in the classroom 

teaching-learning situation. When a teacher becomes a participant-

learner, he becomes involved in the interaction of learning. 

"Involvement," said Milner (1980, p. 9), "suggests the establishment of 

working relationships with other people engaged in shared activity." 

1.3 Self in Relationships. The following literary considerations 

of the category 1.3 Self in Relationships were developed with regard to 

"Productive Relationships." 

According to Young (1942, p. 363), initial interactions of an 

infant with other people begins the long task of becoming human. 

Socialization is developed through interaction with society. What a 

person is and what he does are determined by the people with whom he 

interacts. Margaret Mead (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1949, p. 167) 

said, "We learn who we are and what we are by the way we are treated by 
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others. People are continually discovering and rediscovering themselves 

from birth to death." Human life can be defined poetically as the 

marvelous interlude between dust and dust during which an individual 

forms a dynamic web of relationships with his environment. Commenting 

on human relationships, Montagu (1962, p. 62) wrote, "Every human being 

necessarily forms a network of social interrelationships from which he 

cannot possibly extricate himself without doing considerable harm, both 

to himself and his society in the process." When an individual lives in 

the present moment and enjoys and relates with others in warm, personal, 

and productive ways (Barnes 1977, p. 87), his network of 

interrelationships can be democratic. Rogers (1980, p. 44) summarized 

the positive aspects of productive relationships by saying, "I like my 

life best when it faces outward most of the time. I prize the times 

when I am inward-looking--searching to know myself, meditating and 

thinking. But this must be balanced by doing things--interacting with 

people or producing something." Open relationships create an atmosphere 

conducive to the enhancement of a person's potential (Noble 1981, 

p. 19). When human potentials are enhanced by interaction, 

relationships are productive. 

Reciprocal relationships can be subversive and threatening, but 

they are always mutually responsive and cause change. Democratic 

relationships seem to promote a reduction of social distance (Bishop 

1972, p. 9), whereas a laissez-faire behavior isolates, separates, and 

abandons humans. Those persons behaving in a laissez-fair~ manner 

usually have little or no regard for social concerns (Reisman 1966, 
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pp. 11-12). The effects of reciprocal relationships were spoken of by 

Laing (1967, p. 30; 1969, p. 82), when he said, "The reality of the 

world and of the self are mutually potentiated by the direct 

relationship between the self and the other. Human beings are 

constantly thinking about others and about what others are thinking 

about them, and what others think they are thinking about them." 

Lee (1959, p. 48) expanded this concept: "The self is related to 

the other in conciliation and formed with the other a whole in process, 

maintained through continuing reciprocities." Productive relationships 

contribute to the formation of a healthy person. It is for this reason 

that Brewer and Tidwell (1977, p. 1) claimed, "The major problem today 

is the scarcity of non-destructive personal relationships." 

A healthy person is self-actualizing and fully functioning. 

Their productive personal relationships develop meaning and commitment 

in their lives. This type of person is described by Combs et ale (1962, 

p.165): 

Fully functioning people have a feeling of oneness 
fellow man and a conviction that all human beings are 
man's destiny. They seem acutely aware that what 
other people has an effect on what happens to them. 
not imply conformity or sameness, since adequate 
little fear of not being their unique selves. 

with their 
involved in 
happens to 

This does 
people have 

Productive teacher-student relationships in the classroom can be 

initiated by a teacher-facilitator who is self-actualizing and fully 

functioning--who is capable of building "bridges of human contact with 

others in the classroom" (Barnes 1977, p. 86). 
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The following literary considerations of the category 1.3 Self in 

Relationships were developed with regard to "Teacher-Student 

Relationships." 

A deliberate, selective, and intentional form of education goes 

on in classrooms where teacher-student relationships are occurring 

(Friedman 1974, p. 242). Such relationships, characterized by mutual 

responsibility, encourage classroom participation in terms of individual 

talents and contributions (Combs, Avila, and Purkey 1971, p. 211). This 

is because the facilitation of significant learning rests upon certain 

attitudinal qualities which exist in the personal relationship between 

the facilitator and the learner (Rogers 1969, p. 105). 

Reichle (1978, p. 27) stressed positive human relationships in 

learning: "An environment based on the quality of human relations is 

not a place where learning can be forced or pressured • but an 

environment wherein from the standpoint of the learner there is real 

discovery." Barnes (1977, p. 279) also stressed this idea when he said, 

"The quality of relationships with young people is the single most 

important thing in the classroom." Although the relationship of each 

child to the teacher and to the class changes from day to day and may 

change enormously in the course of the year (Holt 1972, p. 11). Trujillo 

(1982, p. 36) maintained that classroom relationships will be productive 

to the degree the teacher perceives students as adequate and accepts 

them and is favorably disposed toward them. Fielder (1950, pp. 234-245) 

said, "Teachers need practice in good human relationships," and Fromm 

(1955, pp. 121-128) gave them the following advice: "Everyone of your 
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personal relationships to man must be a definite expression of your 

real, individual life corresponding to the object of your will." Rogers 

(1969, p. 106) continued: "Perhaps the most basic attitude of a teacher 

is realness or genuineness. When the facilitator is a real person 

entering into a relationship with the learner without presenting a front 

or a facade, he is most likely to be effective." Behaviors become 

established by the quality of relationships that exist in an 

organization (Franzen 1970, p. 18). Classroom behaviors are established 

by the quality of teacher-student relationships. 

Franzen (1970, p. 18) wrote that behaviors become standardized by 

the power relations that exist in an organization. According to Coltrin 

(1974, p. 17), the relationship which develops between the teacher and 

the student can range from situations of total teacher direction with no 

concern for student interests, to situations of openness where student 

interests are the basis of the classwork. The range of relationships 

determines the range of classroom behaviors. It is for this reason that 

Cronbach (1963, pp. 32-52) stressed, "Human relationships and behavioral 

patterns in the classroom should be considered an important phase of the 

student's school life." Tidwell's (1971, p. 22) statement, "The teacher 

needs to be sensitive to all behavioral acts of the student," hinged 

upon Dewey's (1966, p. 18) definition of democracy: "Democracy is a way 

of life requiring sensitive participation of every human being in the 

formation of values that assist men to pattern their relationships to 

act together." The democratic behavior of the teacher tends to make him 

"real" and give him the ability to meet students on a "person-to-person" 
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basis (Rogers 1980, p. 106). Rogers (1969, p. 119) described this 

democratic teacher behavior: 

When teacher behaviors tend to be "open" the student 
responses tend to be "productive." • • When teacher behaviors 
tend to be "closed" • the student responses tend to be 
"reproductive.". .• Teachers who are interested in process and 
facilitative_ in their interactions produce self-initiated and 
creative responses in their students. Teachers who are 
interested in evaluation of students produce passive, memorized, 
"eager to please" responses from their students. 

Along the same vein, Tidwell (1971, p. 47) related that as a 

teacher becomes involved with students, he tends to become accepting, 

and the starting point for the "psychological warmth" process is 

established. It is the intention of the democratic leader to become 

involved with the student in order to develop a relationship of high 

trust and minimum anxiety. Regarding the behavioral intentions of a 

teacher, Barnes (1977, pp. 86-87) stated: 

Under the self in personal relationships, we talk of the intent 
we have in behaving in the classroom. We hope that these intents 
are continuously reflected in our behavior as we relate to 
people. They are: (1) My intent is to live this moment fully, 
not in the past, and not in the future, (2) my intent is to 
enjoy, not judge and control other persons, and (3) my intent is 
to relate to others in a warm, personal, and productive way. 

These intentions, however, are not always realized. 

"Two critical outcomes of the structure of the public school," 

Cusick (1973, pp. 211-212) pointed out, "are seen as (1) little 

student-teacher interaction and (2) very little student involvement in 

formal school activities." Anderson (1983, p. 25) suggested that these 

outcomes were the causes for student drop-out. Weinstein and Fantini 

(Chandler 1983, p. 17) further clarified the situation with the 

following statement: 



Today's schools are failing to make contact with students because 
they lack intrinsic relevance for many children for four reasons: 
First, there is failure to match teachers' procedures to student 
learning styles. Another reason for irrelevance is that material 
is used that is poorly related to student knowledge of his 
physical realm of experience. A third reason for poor contact is 
that teaching materials and methods usually ignore the learner's 
feelings. The last reason for poor learning by students goes a 
step further than level of relevance to ignoring concerns of 
students. 
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Situational exigency is intensified by Smith (1976, p. 48), who 

stated, "In schools, particular programs or organizational patterns are 

not important. The important thing is the human element--teachers who 

combine a sense of humanity and justice in dealing with young people 

with the requisite knowledge and teaching skills." 

Reichle (1978, p. 25) suggested the open classroom as a place 

where the human element of personal relationships can develop a flexible 

and dynamic learning situation. Reichle continued to specify, however, 

that the "open" classroom may involve more structure than the 

traditional classroom and the methods of organic structuring also means 

more work for the teacher. "In the open method classroom," said Franzen 

(1970, p. 12), "the individual pupils communicate directly with each 

other, and the teacher becomes a resource person who encourages critical 

thinking." Certain literature on classroom methods associates the open 

classroom with alternative education. 

Alternative education seeks to provide an environment for a 

personal relationship that can be productive (Hall 1979, p. 33). Raywid 

(1981, p. 552) , in commenting on the importance of personal 

relationships said, "Alternative schools tend to rely on close, personal 

relationships instead of rules. • Charismatic leadership tends to 
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play a larger role than do formal principles of role and function." 

Further specifications of the alternative school were made by Chandler 

(1983, pp. 13-14): 

In alternative schools teachers are more caring and responsive to 
students below grade level. In alternative schools emphasis is 
placed on interpersonal skills and attitudes of respect, caring, 
and trust. In alternative schools teachers appear to feel that 
relationships between students and teachers are as important as 
the curriculum. 

With the view that an overemphasis on rules can lead to 

impersonalization of teacher-student relationships, Glasser (1969, 

p. 56) showed favor toward the informal abnosphere with the following 

statement: "Quiet and order have no place in classrooms because quiet, 

orderly, and unemotional students in a class are rarely learning." Kohl 

(1969, p. 6) gave a further warning: "Schools that run too smoothly may 

provide an environment where a person can be quiet and orderly without 

learning anything." In alternative education, a teacher must be able to 

accept and clarify emotional expression and to relate emotional 

expression to ideas (Amidon and Flanders 1968, p. 3). "With the absence 

of behavioral expectations in alternative education," related Wilson 

(1977, p. 85), "an informal atmosphere can bring about a new kind of 

relationship with beneficial effects on both teachers and students." 

Descriptions of personal relations in alternative programs of 

education have been characterized as democratic and egalitarian. The 

informal democratic classroom will generate more trust and significantly 

more positive attitudes toward learning (Bills 1952, pp. 313-320), 

because with leader-member relationships, group members set their own 
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goals, assess their own development, and members develop more security 

(Gefke 1972, p. 9). 

Combs et ale (1962, p. 178) claimed that when a teacher relates 

to a student as an equal, the student is encouraged to become active, 

responsible, and trustworthy. On the contrary, however, Franzen (1970, 

p. 11) pointed out that in the stereotyped role, relationships of the 

teacher and the student can be described as special forms of dominance 

and subordination. Waller (1967, pp. 279-280) provided historical 

significance to this type of relationship: "Historically, teachers, 

through their language, movements, modes of dress, have clung to the 

maintenance of social distance between themselves and the learners. 

Movement toward learners was considered unprofessional." Cusick 

(1973, p. 184) presented practical significance for this type of 

relationship: "Teachers' behavior of keeping their distance from the 

students and ignoring non-task oriented activity, was probably an 

attempt on their part to avoid the inevitable conflicts that arise when 

the student's social structure emerges in the classroom situation." To 

diminish this type of relationship, Combs (1965, p. 16) suggested, 

"Students who are learning to be teachers must learn to use student 

perceptions and to respond and relate with them in the process of 

teaching." Contact marks the very beginning of teacher-student 

relationships that are personal, responsive, and egalitarian. 
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2.0 Other Direction 

2.1 Contact. The following literary considerations of the 

category 2.1 Contact were developed with regard to "Interactional 

Beginning." 

Martin Buber (1953, p. 11) emphasized the essence of contact when 

he said, "All real living is meeting." Although meaningful living and 

human growth occur through contact, Erikson (1963, p. 48) contended that 

the American culture lacks opportunities for close human contact. 

Contact marks the very beginning of an interactive situation. This 

concept was expanded by Perls, Hefferline and Goodman (1951, pp. 121-

122) as follows: "When persons are in contact, they not only respect 

their own and the other's opinions, tastes, and responsibilities, but 

actively welcome and animation and excitement of the airing of 

disagreements." Zunin and Zunin (1972, p. 3) referred to contact as the 

beginning of an interactive situation when they said, "When one 

individual greets another with a warm, firm handshake, he has just made 

an initial contact which tends to create a comfortable environment for 

the two within which to begin to know each other and work together." 

They defined contact as "the way one meets and relates to another person 

during the initial phase of interaction" (Zunin and Zunin 1972, p. 3). 

Contact consists of a greeting, or a gesture of warmth and 

understanding upon meeting. Barnes (1977, p. 69) averred, "Contact is 

the initial process, the beginning attempts to form person-to-person 

relationships." Berne (1972, pp. 3-4) spoke of contact as an initial 

process in the following statements: "In order to say 'hello,' you 
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first get rid of all the trash which has accumulated in your head since 

you first came home from the maternity ward. To say 'hello' 

rightly is to see the other person, to be aware of him as a phenomenon, 

to happen to him and to be ready for him to happen to you." 

An analogy of the initial process of contact was given by Ginott 

(1965, p. 68): "Contact is likened to a reaching out across the void of 

interpersonal experience--a reaching out from one person to another." 

Because initial contacts have to do with names, greetings, and 

originating statements of identification, relating to others also 

includes the ability to disclose the self to others. Hall (1979, p. 41) 

claimed that this process involved a significant element of risk taking. 

Strauss (1959, p. 45) pointed out that although the element of risk is 

present, the process of identifying allows a person to organize his 

action with reference to the acts of people around him. Erikson (1968, 

p. 156) strengthened this idea: 

importance upon identity formation. 

"Each individual places great 

Each person seems to be concerned 

about persons and experiences which make sense to him--and the responses 

to these which will be appropriate." The element of risk in 

identification is eased when people experience environments of high 

trust. They tend to be more personal, intimate, and direct in warm, 

responsive environments. When persons sense fear, alienation, or 

threat, they tend to avoid personal contact (Tidwell 1971, p. 22). Yet, 

the need for identity stems from the very condition of human existence. 

Fromm (1947, p. 51) wrote that people are alone and related at 

the same time. It is easy for a person to be alone in a crowd of 
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people. Stonequist called this type of person a "marginal man" in the 

following statement: "The marginal man is poised on the edge of several 

groups but fully accepted by none of them" (Stonequist 1937, p. 201). 

The tensions of alienation experienced by the "marginal man" can be 

broken by the spoken word. To call upon Marshall McLuhan's unique 

aphorism: "The medium is the message"~ the medium of initial 

communication is language. Strauss (1959, p. 15) defined linguistics as 

the "heart of human processes." 

The value of the human power of speech in establishing initial 

contact was mentioned by Bishop (1972, pp. 13-14): 

The value of the human power of speech in informal groups lies in 
getting individuals to work together and in easing social 
tension. • Using language, the participants in an informal 
group establish awareness of each other and make a series of 
personal contacts. • When an informal group first meets, a 
sequence of initiatory social greetings usually occurs-
originating and interacting occur simultaneously. 

Even non-verbal speech and psycho-social setting actions convey 

definite meaning upon initial contact (Reichle 1978, p. 18). Rogers 

(1969, p. 164) related to this fact by saying, "The verbal behavior of 

meeting is always accompanied by non-verbal signaling and psycho-social 

setting, as there are no purely verbal utterances." Zunin and Zunin 

(1972, p. 149) commented, "Even the most fleeting contact with someone 

entails some involvement. Involvement entails communication 

verbally/non-verbally." Cherry (1967, p. 3) commented on the power of 

human non-verbal communicating, stating, "Social intercourse is 

strengthened by gestures, nods, smiles, frowns, handshakes, kisses, and 

other body movements that convey subtle understanding." Human 
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communication is a primary concern in the classroom. Martin Buber 

referred to communication in the classroom in the following passage: 

Communion in education is just communion. It means being opened 
up and drawn in. Freedom in education is the possibility of 
communion; it cannot be dispensed with and it cannot be made use 
of in itself; without it nothing succeeds, but neither does 
anything succeed by means of it; it is the run before the jump, 
the tuning of the violin; the confirmation of the primal and 
mighty potentiality which it cannot even begin to actualize. 
(Buber 1965, p. 91.) 

The following literary considerations of the category 2.1 Contact 

were developed with regard to "Contact in Classroom Relationships." 

Milner (1980, p. 15) discussed interaction and participation when 

he stated, "We believe that the main influence of the teacher in the 

classroom occurs in his moment-by-moment interaction with students. 

• • . The ways this interaction develops tend to establish limits to the 

opportunities students have for participation." Student participation 

involves both an experience and a behavior, and Nevill (1977, p. 162) 

asserted that "both experience and behavior are always in relation to 

someone or something." Although the identification process for teacher 

and student is satisfied when basic human wishes are fulfilled, namely, 

new experience, security, participatory response and recognition (Landis 

1959, pp. 138-140), Barnes emphasized the need for continuous contact. 

He said, "Without continuous contact the opportunities for developing 

warm, personal, equal, and productive relationships are not present" 

(Barnes 1977, pp. 59-60). 

Reichle (1978, pp. 14-15) used the term "extension" to describe 

opportunities of personal relationships. She defined the word 

"extension" as follows: "Extension is the process by which a person can 
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move toward another, the initiation of a relationship, the basis upon 

which personal involvement may be built. Extension can be described as 

teachers meeting, signaling, and setting persons and spaces so that a 

maximum of contact, mutual accessibility occurs." Montessori believed 

that opportunities for warm, personal relationships were impossible if a 

teacher did not possess a "spirit of love and understanding for the 

individual student (Rippa 1971, p. 359). Tidwell (1971, p. 46) used the 

term "psychological warmth" to describe the interpersonal relationship 

of contacting and identifying. Gold (1978, pp. 303-304) noted, "Warm, 

accepting relationships can enhance self-esteem and constrain delinquent 

behavior ••• and can affect humanistic education." 

Humanistic education is characterized by respect for individual 

students and greater opportunity for freedom and independence (Dewey 

1966, p. 87). When a teacher makes the initial move to form some sort 

of relationship with the student, the integrity and respect for the 

student tends to be upheld. The need for humanistic education where 

acceptance and caring are expressed by personal recognition was 

discussed by Kelley (1962, p. 92): "If schools are going to be good 

places for students, all kinds of young people will have to be accepted 

and made to feel accepted, cared for, and honored for their uniqueness. 

Schools are needed where students will feel that somebody cares 

about every single one of them; where there will be no second class 

citizens." Social and psychological contact allows a classroom climate 

that expresses acceptance and respect--a climate where awareness allows 

a person to be his unique self. 
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Erikson (1963, p. 82) remarked, "In the ideal circumstance, 

where teacher and student establish social and psychological contact, 

the roles of the teacher and the student seem to disappear." According 

to Rogers (1969, p. 167), "Each person prefers personal relationships 

rather than relationships where roles are acted out." The disappearance 

of "roles" when genuine contact is achieved, is spoken of as "a space of 

jointness" by Levinger (1977, pp. 5-6): "Awareness begins from 'point 

zero' to a place where persons develop and maintain a unique space of 

jointness--joint experiences, joint norms, and other mutual norms." 

With the disappearance of "roles," personal perception of another 

begins. Combs et al. (1962, p. 19) declared, "Teachers who make genuine 

contact with students show genuine warmth, awareness and regard for each 

student and begin perceiving them as they are, not as the teacher wants 

them to be." The absence of roles and the presence of acceptance is so 

significant to learning that Lembo (1969, p. 94) made the following 

statement: "An individual wants to be accepted by persons with whom he 

feels affinity. To the degree of acceptance • that degree of 

learning." Dewey averred that the most productive contact with a person 

results when the initiator begins with the experiences of the other 

person and uses them to locate the interests of that person (Dewey 1966, 

pp. 257-258). This process is called consulting. 

2.2 Consult. The following literary considerations of the 

category 2.2 Consult were developed with regard to "Learning Through 

Dialogue." 
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The identification process begun with initial contact ev"lves 

into verbal interaction about the interactor's personal feelings, 

attitudes, values, interests, ideas, and special events. To consult is 

to participate in this verbal interaction. To consult is to make the 

effort to learn about the other through dialogue (Barnes 1977, p. 69). 

According to Jung (1954, p. 80), "When a person is consulted, he faces 

the problems and the interests of his life, which themselves educate 

him. If the lessons of life and work run counter to what is formally 

taught, they will probably supersede it." Democratic learning is rooted 

in the processes of consultation. "Democratic learning," asserted 

Riordan (1972, p. 10), "is not so much concerned with designing 

effective learning packages, but with creating a setting where students 

can play an active, creative role in deciding the direction their 

education should take." Bishop (1972, p. 20) suggested that to engage 

in the process of locating an interest, the participants verbally 

express them and interact to isolate and classify the interests being 

considered. The teacher, as a democratic leader, tends to encourage 

individuals and the group to select goals that are in line with their 

own needs and interests (Gefke 1972, p. 22). Consultation and activity 

selection affords the teacher excellent opportunities to become involved 

with the students and the cooperative learning process (Tidwell 1971, p. 

30) • Through the process of interactional dialogue and consultation, 

new avenues of learning are discovered. 

In the open process of discovering and interacting, each class 

member seeks insights and explores with others (Fromm 1947, p. 84). 
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Learning becomes relevant when it focuses upon using the personal 

interests of learners. Borton (1970, p. vii) discussed this in the 

following: 

A student learns increasingly sophisticated processes for coping 
with his concerns about his inner self and the outer world. By 
stressing the relation between processes and concerns, it should 
be possible to make school as relevant, involving, and joyful as 
the learning each of us experienced when we were infants first 
discovering ourselves and our surroundings. 

Consulting makes possible the oft-stated need for relevance in learning 

(Noble 1981, p. 20). Dewey (1916, p. 391) took note of the traditional 

patterns of behavior which teachers manifest regarding student 

interests: 

Thus in education we have that systematic depreciation of 
interest which has been noted, plus the necessity to practice, 
with most pupils, of recourse to extraneous and irrelevant 
rewards and penalties in order to induce the person who has a 
mind • • • to the truths to be known. Thus we have the spectacle 
of professional educators decrying appeal to interests while they 
uphold with great dignity the need of reliance upon examinations, 
prizes, and the time-honored paraphernalia of rewards and 
punishments. 

Coltrin (1974, pp. 20-21) asserted that the relevant learning that flows 

from the process of consultation has the surest opportunity for 

occurring in a democratic environment. He noted: 

In a democratic environment, the teacher will not appear so 
constrained in his relationship with the students, since he will 
be consulting with them about their interests for 
significant data for learning. In the democratic environment, 
work is centered around the needs, ideas, and questions of the 
individual members of the class. In this process ••• students 
are encouraged to pursue questions to logical conclusions. 

Although it has been noted that excessive reliance on subject 

matter and textbooks can destroy relevant learning by eliminating 

interaction of teacher-student dialogue the textbook persists to be used 
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with predominance. Coltrin (1974, pp. 17-18) recalled, "In the 

traditional classroom, the teacher in consultation with colleagues and 

administrators often is expected to select a textbook and 

determine what is to be used • • • on the basis of teacher interest and 

with little regard to student interest." On the contrary, Silberman 

(1970, p. 324) observed, "In a democratic classroom, materials will be 

developed and used according to the needs expressed through the process 

of consultation between teacher and student." 

The need for consultation as a basis of relevant learning is 

analogous to the need for a positive self-perception as a basis for 

relevant learning. 

consultation, the 

As a teacher learns about a student through 

student increases in positive self-perception. 

According to Barnes (1977, p. 61), "Consulting a person about his life 

is a very significant step in democratic behavior. It tends to move the 

people involved rather rapidly from a quite direct and uncomplicated 

matter of saying, 'I'd enjoy being with you and talking with you,' to a 

very sensitive and crucial part of contact with another." The elements 

of trust and respect embedded in the process of consultation tend to 

function as promoters of self-perception. These elements are also 

necessary ingredients in classroom interactional dialogue. 

The following literary considerations of the category 2.2 Consult 

were developed with regard to "Classroom Consultation." 

By consulting, recognition of approval is received from another, 

and internal harmony is created (Milgram 1969, p. 123). Recognition of 

approval gives the individual permission to be a separate person. Buber 
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(1953, p. 18) claimed that this is what makes for the autonomous 

development of an individual who believes he is prized and of worth. 

Where such an independent individual exists, interests are fostered 

through consultation and learning, and personal social processes seem to 

be promoted (Gross and Murphy 1964, p. 181). The personal respect 

generated in this situation can create a democratic climate in the 

classroom. A democratic climate in the classroom reflects Holt's (1969, 

p. 103) suggestion 'of respect for others: "Respect means treating 

students as if their ideas made some difference, and when we treat 

people this way, whatever their age, color, or background, we find that 

communication barriers disappear and learning takes place." 

Kelley (1962, p. 93) spoke of a democratic classroom climate when 

he said, "The secondary school we need is one where acceptance and love 

replace rejection: where there is enough consultation with youth so that 

they feel some ownership and involvement; where someone cares." Sterman 

(1976, p. 18) related that when teachers seek to learn about students, 

they are consulting. Students do wish to be consulted about their lives 

and interests, but they often perceive they are being ignored when 

teachers fail to extend contact. It is the humanistic teacher who is 

capable of rendering to the students recognition and approval by 

consultation. Patterson (1973, pp. 106-107) took note of this when he 

said, "A basic characteristic of the humanistic teacher is a profound 

respect for each child as a unique human being, a person of worth." 

Humanistic education is based on affective methodologies. 

Weinstein and Fantini (1970, p. 10) maintained that humanistic education 
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involves significant contact: "Significant contact with pupils is most 

effectively established and maintained when the content and method of 

instruction have an effective basis." Humanistic education has also 

been described as a personal methodology of non-constraint. This idea 

was clearly expressed by Brewer, Chandler, and Tidwell (1983, p. 22): 

The methodology of non-constraint which makes awareness possible 
is a personal methodology in which time is spent with people, 
attention is paid to their exact words, their expressions, and 
their gestures. The methodology makes no prior assumptions that 
experience should be anything other than what it is, that people 
should be anything that they are not. Expectations are 
relinquished. 

A personal, humanistic methodology will involve a minimum number 

of rules for both students and teachers. Such rules will be most 

effective if arrived at through mutual discussion and consultation in 

accordance with the democratic process (Washington 1970, p. 19). Mutual 

discussion or consultation in humanistic education is a part of the 

identity process and is built upon the assumption that each person is 

capable of relevant contributions, and that his existence is valued 

(McMurrin 1954, p. 13). Tidwell (1971, p. 37) confirmed this fact: 

"Consulting is part of the identification process and is undergirded by 

the assumption that each person is capable of relevant comment and 

action and that his existence is of primary worth." 

When each student is accepted as a person of worth, the 

individual's point of view is regarded as substantial and as the most 

real and valid way of knowing him (Moustaska 1966, p. 282). Acceptance 

of a student as an individual means accepting his interests, and often 

in doing so, a teacher must refrain from "helping" where help may be 
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perceived as interference (Ginott 1965, p. 20). Chandler (1973, p. 13) 

related that alternative schools generally accept each individual 

student, encourage growth opportunities in friendship, belonging, and 

achievement, as well as in self-actualization and personal growth. 

Laing (1966, pp. 89-90) explained that when a teacher "accepts" a 

student, he takes the stance of an "existential position." He stated, 

"In an 'existential position' the teacher accepts the learner as having 

a unique worth in his own right. The teacher attempts to move toward 

the existential position of the other without interfering with the 

stated interests" (Laing 1966, p. 90). According to Rogers (1969, 

p. 105), "The teacher must prize the learner and care for his feelings, 

his opinions, and his attitudes and thus develop a basic trust in him." 

Postman and Weingartner (1969), discussing how one teacher 

conducted a class in which consultation and trust was a primary 

ingredient, appeared to support the proposition that when humanistic 

methodologies are employed, the teacher will have confidence in the 

student's ability to judge for himself what is valuable to him. 

observed: 

The students did a great deal of writing and talking .••• They 
•• asked many questions of an intensely personal nature. And 

they came every day. Not because they were required to come, but 
because they felt that what was happening has something to do 
with them •••• The "subject" ••• concerned their perceptions 
of the world and their attempts to communicate with that world. 
For this reason, each session was intensely interesting .• 
The instructor never had occasion to say, "Today we will 
discuss • "The students always knew what they were to 
discuss because, in a sense, the discussion of the previous 
lesson had not ended (Postman and Weingartner 1969, pp. 177-178). 

They 
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When humanistic methodologies are devoid of teacher-student 

consultation and mutual acceptance and trust, negative characteristics 

of education prevail. Kohl (1978, p. 10) responded to this situation 

with the following words: 

Most of public schools seem more like kennels than places of 
instruction, and the service they provide is more like obedience 
training than preparation for future citizenship. Principals, 
counselors, psychologists, and administrators are there to ensure 
student conformity and compliance--and now an entire arsenal of 
control devices is at their disposal, ranging from behavior 
modification to the traditional paddleboard to the more recent 
solution of drugging "hyperactive" children by using Ritalin. 

Crary (1969, p. 35) commented on his concern about the individual child 

in school who rarely or never receives the special attention which 

derives from contact and consultation: 

Education deals with only one child at a time. The 
responsibility implied is grave indeed. For the child, if 
education to any considerable degree is effective, it can truly 
make or break him. Society often expresses considerable concern 
for children in general, but society calls no single child by 
name. The child may be the only one concerned for himself, and 
this subjectivity unguided may lead to a distorted image of self, 
and, at worst, to a destruction of self. 

Guidance and consultation in the classroom lead to the finding 

and discovery of the other. Shostrom (1966, p. 16) commented, "Doing 

your own thing is not enough; we cannot risk not seeking out those 

significant others. Independence is not my thing •••. To achieve the 

full reality of interdependence requires risk-taking, seeking out, and 

communicating with others." To seek out and communicate with another is 

to move toward finding and discovering the other. 
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2.3 Find. The following literary considerations of the category 

2.3 Find were developed with regard to "Self-Actualization and 

Discovery." 

The discovery of some of the other person's needs, interests, and 

concerns constitute what Barnes (1977, p. 63) called Find. By 

identifying and finding individual interests, developing personal 

relationships are permitted to expand and deepen. With the discovery of 

individual interests, interrelatedness can lead to self-actualization. 

Humanistic education can provide the scenario for discovery. 

Maslow (1976, p. 31) explained that a model of humanistic teaching needs 

to be one characterized by uncovering and unleashing the self--as 

opposed to a model emphasizing creating and shaping the self. The 

process of discovering the self--one's uniqueness--and relating to 

others in a growth-producing way inevitably leads to the actualizing of 

self (Hall 1979, p. 43). Tidwell (1971, p. 28) observed the problems 

and dangers inherent in failure to share or relate: "Diversity in 

perspective tends to increase between persons and groups who have things 

in common, but experiences not shared or related." When self-

actualization occurs through discovery, the experienced freedom can 

often evolve into individuals who are self-motivated, integrated, and 

able to seek out rather than being ruled by externally imposed standards 

and goals (Grauband 1972, p. 14). Fromm (1955, p. 248) claimed, "A 

sense of freedom is an inner quality of being in each human," and Combs 

et a1. (1962, p. 68) said, "Perceptual psychology seeks to understand 

the inner life of the individual: his wants, feelings, and attitudes." 
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As the individual's needs change, so do his perceptions. The focus then 

shifts to those things that will help the perceiver to satisfy his 

immediate needs (Noble 1981, p. 9). As the individual constantly 

searches his perceptual field for new meanings that conform to his 

needs, the process of self-actualization is taking place. Barnes (1977, 

p. 63) observed, "We believe it makes good sense to move with people 

where they are rather than to bring to them aims and goals totally 

outside themselves for which they have no great feelings of interest, 

concern, or commitment." We can move with people where, they are in a 

scenario of discovery where the process of self-actualization is co-

related to the process of choosing. 

"Each person is a unique personality at birth," claimed Brewer, 

Chandler, and Tidwell (1983, p. 10), "already engaged in the creative 

process of its being. The choicing process is the elan vital of human 

existence. Living humans cannot choose to not choose." It is, 

therefore, no wonder that the extent of freedom is measured by the range 

of alternatives from among which a choice can be made (Chaitanya 1978, 

p. 350). Butts (1961, p. 123) continued with this notion when he said, 

"There is an obvious need for young persons to learn that they do have 

choices in their lives and that they are capable decision makers." The 

choices people make are expressions of discovered interest. Brewer, 

Chandler, and Tidwell (1983, p. 10) noted: 

A person has to listen to particular interests to make any 
contact whatsoever. The sharing of interests builds on this 
contact. A person identifies the particular interest of the 
other, sorting out those he wants to share. A person may be 
involved in the excitement of another person, what the person is 
and does, his or her conversations, gestures, words, and other 



behaviors. Each person's interest in the feeling about other 
persons makes this experience possible and enjoyable. This can 
be done when another person's particular interest is one that the 
interest may not be enjoyed by the teacher, for instance; 
however, the excitement about the other person makes many 
interests shareable regardless of any desire to participate 
directly in those interests. 
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The interests a person chooses to discover are aspects of his personal 

freedom. At any given opportunity, there are many options for the 

perceiver, but he will only choose that which has personal meaning to 

him (Fitch 1976; Combs et al. 1962). The skills of finding interests of 

personal meaning include awareness and recognition of the self-concept 

of the other. 

In the process of finding personal interests, Rogers (1969, 

p. 164) specified the need "to elicit and clarify the purposes of the 

individual as well as the more general purposes of the group." Purkey 

(1970, p. 58) suggested the following regarding the finding of the 

personal interests of another: "What a person says about himself and 

the inferences we draw from his behavior are valuable data for locating 

personal interests. However, one can never understand a person until he 

learns to look at things from that person's point of view." Reichle 

(1978, p. 20) said, "Attention can be thought of as eliciting, 

clarifying, and accepting another's interests." A specific example of 

eliciting and clarifying student interests was outlined by Barnes (1977, 

pp. 63-64): 

Not only do we wish to locate a person's interests, but we also 
want to explore those interests with him. For example: "How did 
you happen to get interested in dogs, Julie?", or, "I think 
zoning is an interesting problem, Fred, and not many of us have 
much information on it." • . Of course, we must also be quiet 
and listen, focusing on understanding the incoming messages. 



Furthermore, we can contribute in various ways to finding 
interests as in the following: "Julie, I've read where certain 
breeds of dogs require a great deal of exercise," or, "Fred, did 
you happen to notice that the police department is involved in a 
salary controversy?" 
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Barnes's example illustrates the active attention, listening, and verbal 

interaction needed to find personal interests. Not only must personal 

interests be discovered, but they must be rediscovered. 

Rogers (1961, p. 53) observed, "If I accept a person as a process 

of becoming, then I am doing what I can to confirm or make real his 

potentialities that are to be discovered and rediscovered." This 

observation was extended by May (1953, p. 79): "It is rediscovering the 

sources of strength and integrity within ourselves that goes hand in 

hand with discovery of values." Rogers (1969, p. 75) added, "As each 

person encounters the interest of others it enables him to move beyond 

his own experiences and to rediscover his own interests." Thus, as 

personal interests are discovered by others, they are rediscovered in 

self. Rogers (1969, pp. 80-81) spoke of rediscovery within self, 

saying, "Commitment is something that one discovers within himself, a 

trust of one's total reaction with creativity •••• It is a function of 

an individual who is searching for the directions which are emerging 

within himself." Maslow called the rediscovery of self-interests "peak 

experiences" of self-actualization He noted: 

Peak experiences are transient moments of self
actualization. They are moments of ecstasy which cannot be 
bought, cannot be guaranteed, cannot even be sought. ••• But 
one can set up the conditions so that peak experiences are more 
likely, or one can perversely set up conditions so that they are 
less likely. Breaking upon an illusion, getting rid of a false 
notion, learning what one is not good at, learning what one's 



potentialities are not--these are also part of rediscovering what 
one is in fact. 

When an individual rediscovers himself, self-actualization 

experienced. Dewey (1966, p. 408) took note of this in the following: 

A man's interest in keeping at his work in spite of danger to 
life means that his self is found in that work; if he finally 
gave up and preferred his personal safety or comfort, it would 
mean that he preferred to be that kind of a self. The moment we 
recognize that the self is not something ready-made, but 
something in continuous formation through choice of action, the 
whole situation clears up. 
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is 

As the process of discovery is critical to self-actualization, so the 

process of finding the interest of each student is critical in a 

democratic classroom. 

The following literary considerations of the category 2.3 Find 

were developed with regard to "Discovery in the Classroom." 

Barnes (1977, pp. 71-72) explained that when one uses the term 

democracy in learning, there is the suggestion that every person should 

have the greatest amount of choice possible in what he learns and how he 

wants to learn, that the matter of choosing is at the very heart of 

democracy and that the schoolroom is an excellent place for young 

people to continuously experience it. Ginott (1965, p. 87) expanded 

this idea: "Selecting a given problem in a democratic classroom 

involves the act of choice. Choosing is an act of responsibility, and 

both are integral parts of an individual's welfare." The act of freely 

selecting what one is to learn tends to aid the student in developing 

personal autonomy, thus reinforcing Illich's (1971, p. 52) statement, 

"Democratic education is one which maximizes both freedom and individual 

development." The finding and identifying of student interests is 
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important to democratic learning. Weinstein and Fantini (1970, pp. 33-

34) suggested methods which teachers could use in finding students' 

interests so that the act of choosing is made available: 

In seeking to identify the common concerns of youngsters in his 
classroom, the teacher may search for clues in the professional 
literature, the folklore of various groups, discussions with 
colleagues, and, of course, his own observations of students. 
Concerns may manifest themselves nonverbally. The most 
valuable and direct indications, however, are found in what the 
learners themselves say or write about their lives and their 
relati~ns with the world. 

Peters and Farwell (1959, p. 320) said, "Finding interests and 

finding each person's relationship to those interests is not generally a 

question of pupils lacking interests, but a matter of discovering 

people's interests and joining with them to utilize their interests." 

Purkey (1~70, p. 45) agreed that where interests are fostered, learning 

takes place. He commented, "Students will learn, provided the material 

appears to be relevant to their lives and provided they have the freedom 

to explore and to discover its meaning for themselves. The freedom to 

try is essential to a healthy classroom atmosphere." Combs (1949, 

p. 203) expanded this idea when he said, "The business of helping people 

explore and discover the personal meaning of information for them 

requires human interrelationship. This is the very heart of teaching." 

The fact that education is in the learner, waiting to be discovered, was 

emphasized by Dewey when he observed that the teacher is only the person 

who calls forth what is already there (Friedman 1974, pp. 242-243). 

Buber (1953, p. 10) concluded, "To produce is to draw forth: to invent 

is to find: to shape is to discover." 
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The teacher, as the person who calls forth what is already there, 

is the key figure in facilitating an atmosphere of discovery and finding 

in the classroom. Miller (1970, p. 155) maintained, "The adult in the 

classroom is the major force enhancing or limiting growth." By 

emphasizing discovery, the teacher can help the participants to 

transform information for adequate use (Bruner 1964, p. 166). With the 

goal of discovery in mind, the teacher seeks materials which will engage 

the person in specific activities having an aim or purpose of moment or 

interest to him (Dewey 1916, p. 132). Spears (1951, p. 96) recalled, 

"Since a person learns by doing, the school must provide practice in, as 

well as knowledge of, democratic living." A teacher convinced of the 

value of discovery and doing will consider the classroom as a small 

social system in which norms are being developed for individual and 

special behavior (Franzen 1970, p. 11). With this intent, a teacher 

will not act out artificial positions with their associated roles, but 

will discover reality in the lives of the people associated in that 

classroom (Tidwell 1971, p. 38). Realizing that a human being is not a 

tabula rasa--not an impressionable being of clay or Plasticine--but a 

being full of hopes, needs, values, and potential, individualized 

instruction has a chance to become operative. Clark and Kadis (1971, p. 

32) explained, "Individualized instruction is not just a method or 

procedure . it is a philosophy of teaching based on responding to 

the needs of the individual student." Rogers (1980, p. 48) agreed that 

learning by discovery is significant learning. He said, "Significant 

learning takes place when subject matter is perceived by the student as 
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having relevance for his purposes." By encouraging the discovery of 

interests, the student's ideas, concerns, and efforts become the focal 

point--the matter of consideration (Tidwell 1971, p. 29). Given this 

situation, Dewey (1966, pp. 257-258) claimed that each person seeks to 

locate his and the other person's interests, and personal relationships 

are most productive. Tidwell (1971, pp. 42-43) defined the productive 

relationship which forms when a teacher is convinced of the value of 

discovery in the following statement: "During exploring, an attempt is 

made to develop certain teacher-student relationships: 1) equality; 2) 

acceptance; 3) harmony; 4) permission. All of these elements spell out 

the ingredients for discovery in a democratic classroom." 

Contrary to a classroom where autocracy is dominant, democratic 

processes in education enable individuals not only to determine their 

expectations and freedom, but to discover new knowledge without 

infringing upon the rights of others (Beal1962, p. 20). Dewey (1966, 

p. 339) spoke of autocracy in a negative sense: "Autocracy relieves 

people of the trouble caused by thinking and also relieves them of the 

responsibility of directing their own activity." Democratic processes 

in the classroom tend to liberate personal capacities and afford 

opportunity for productive creation (Fromm 1947, p. 84). The learner, 

therefore, has more feeling of being free and more responsibility for 

his learning, because of complete choice in selecting and using 

resources (Chandler 1983, p. 14). As a democratic leader, the teacher 

strives to promote group unity and organization around the group's own 

purposes and needs of discovery (Hopkins 1964, p. 57). Coltrin (1974, 
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p. 21) noted that in a democratic classroom where discovery is held at a 

premium, "The student tended to learn that his ideas and interests were 

important and significant, and he began to see himself as a more worthy 

and significant human being." The informal relations that develop 

during the democratic learning process, however, demand that each member 

of the group be free to express or withhold expression (Hiltner 1959, 

p. 51). Fantini related the significance of a classroom where 

democratic processes emphasized the discovery of learning. He stated, 

"Values of freedom, creativity, and self-direction, so basic to our 

society, do not just happen. The classroom is one of the most important 

laboratories in the development process" (Fantini 1962, p. 106). Shared 

dialogue is eminent in the discovery process. 

2.4 Share. The following literary considerations of the category 

2.4 Share were developed with regard to "Beginnings of Cooperative 

Action." 

Individuals have within themselves vast resources for self-

understanding and for altering self-concepts, basic attitudes, and self-

directed behavior. These resources can be tapped if a climate of 

facilitative attitudes can be provided (Rogers 1980, p. 115). Such a 

climate is realized when involved persons exchange ideas and experiences 

in an enjoyable learning environment (Barnes 1977, p. 65). Barnes 

called this experience Share and marked it as the real beginning of 

cooperative action in democratic processes with the following statement: 

Share is the stage in personal relationships where contact is 
becoming well established, where consultation has assisted us to 
find the others' interests, and where we are interacting through 



one or another of these interests. It is that point, we believe, 
where each person involved in the interests provides, receives, 
and learns. Discussing, listening, and contributing are at a 
maximum within the group, and an air of anticipation and 
excitement builds as ideas begin to develop and mesh. Plans take 
shape as personal relationships among the group members become 
closer and more productive (Barnes 1977, p. 65). 
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When one shares in what another has thought and felt, his own 

attitude is modified (Dewey 1966, p. 5). Modified attitudes enable us 

to understand another. Kruger (1979, p. 16) stated, "In order to 

underst~nd our fellow man, . we will have to look at the quality of his 

experience by sharing how he feels and think about what he experiences 

and what it is in the world which really speaks to him." 

According to Franzen (1970, p. 19), people working together in an 

organization tend to share common interests and responsibilities. He 

observed that as they work together, they develop certain ways of 

thinking, talking, and acting about these shared interests and 

responsibilities. This is because shared interests mark the beginnings 

of cooperative activities where each person contributes and receives and 

learns (Barnes and Tidwell 1974b, p. 24). A further observation was 

made by McIver and Page (1953, p. 52): "The individual and his fellow 

man are continuously engaged in a process of interactive dependency." 

Maslow (1968, p. 203) termed the need for relating with 

interactive dependency as "interdependence." He commented, "Man does 

have a need for relating, accepting, sharing, and communicating." Combs 

(1949, pp. 31-32) continued along the same line: "By man's need to 

share another's perceptual world, understanding comes about." This 

concept was reiterated by Winn (1959, p. 55): "People would perish 
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without aid from others. Recreating, as well as achievement, is 

dependent upon others." Ginott (1965, pp. 39-40) emphasized, "It is 

imperative to share feelings, emotions, attitudes, and perceptions while 

conversing with another." However, a productive sharing of ideas, 

interests, and feelings is based upon the assumption that a person must 

be free in using his personal powers (Fromm 1947, p. 84). 

actualizing features are prominent in all stages of sharing. 

Self-

Personal choice to respond and to share is the central part of 

individual autonomy and self-actualization and a reflection of the mind 

and will of a maturing person (Peters and Farwell 1959, pp. 217-218). 

There is also, however, the alternative and personal choice not to 

respond and share. Upon observing this inversion of choice, Anderson 

(1983, p. 22) called it "marginality." He commented, "Marginality, a 

form of non-participation, was seen to promote high school drop-outs." 

"Marginality," asserted Germani (1980, p. 49) "is the lack of 

participation of individuals and groups in those spheres, in which, 

according to determined criteria, they might be expected to 

participate." Glaser (1971), observed that the period of one's life 

when one is least capable of realizing autonomy and actualization is 

marginal to that of conventional adulthood. He noted, "Just as the 

frontiers, where deviance is most concentrated, are on the margins of 

less deviant area, the period of life during which deviance occurs most 

extensively is marginal to that of conventional adulthood" (Glaser 1971, 

p. 33). 
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An individual's choice not to share does not necessarily cancel 

his democratic right to do so. This was clarified by Karl Mannheim 

(Young 1942, p. 172): "The ultimate extension of man's rights in a 

democracy is 'fundamental democratization,' which postulates 

participation by all members of society." Gefke (1972, p. 10) made 

note: "Democratic leaders create a positive climate wherein all members 

are encouraged to give their opinions." The most effective leader 

encourages maximum communication and more member acceptance of group 

decisions (Fox 1969, pp. 279-289). Dewey (1966) emphasized the social, 

that is group nature of democratic processes, noting that the process 

liberates personal powers and widens areas of shared concerns. He 

wrote, "In democratic processes, isolation tends to be avoided. 

Isolation makes for rigid and formal institutions often accompanied by 

static and selfish concerns within a group. Democracy not only seeks to 

avoid isolation and exclusivity, but also broadens the shared concerns 

of individuals and groups" (Dewey 1966, p. 87). Noble (1981, p. 7) 

commented on sharing in a democratic environment: "The most unique 

thing about sharing is that both parties are listening to each other." 

When learning takes place in a democratic environment, the opportunity 

for identical observations is more nearly possible. 

The following literary considerations of the category 2.4 Share 

were developed with regard to "Learning by Sharing." 

The behavior of an individual is explained by the changes in 

behavior that occur as a result of his involvement in various situations 

(Noble 1981, p. 7). The behavior of a learner is explained by the 
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changes in behavior that occur as a result of his participation and 

sharing of the topics learned and the way they are learned. Learning by 

sharing can take place in a climate of freedom and choicing (Hall 1979, 

p. 43). When students share interests, they will respond with a 

positive attitude toward school, society, and learning (Sterman 1976, 

p. 24), and positive behavior will occur. The pursuit of shared meaning 

exists at the heart of the teaching-learning life (Tidwell 1971, p. 35) 

because it implies mutual participation. When students and teachers 

work in partnership, they share responsibility in all areas of school 

life (Sterman 1976, p. 25) Silberman (1970, p. 35) pointed out that 

students wish to share their experiences with those with whom they have 

established relationships. Students wish to increase their knowledge by 

sharing, yet, the universal opportunity to do so is not always 

available. 

Andrews (1975, pp. 20-21) presented the following commentary on 

traditional learning: 

Traditional education is dominated by intellectual prejudice. 
Knowledge is the overriding purpose; vertical and sequential 
learning its mean. Much of our education today is characterized 
by a predominantly verbal discursive, logical, linear mode of 
learning and knowing. Its intent is to promote respondent 
rather than operant behavior. 

Lack of opportunity to learn by sharing does not diminish its import. 

According to Coleman (1972, pp. 74-75), "Affluence has increased, the 

child's environment has become impoverished in opportunities for 

responsible and productive action, or any action that tests and develops 

him. Schools have become repositories for children because the child's 

productive activities are no longer necessary to the family." 
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Impoverished opportunities for responsible and productive actions 

in the lives of students can, at least in part, be rectified by 

democratic learning processes based on sharing and participation. 

Regarding this, Illich commented: 

Only actual participation constitutes socially valuable learning, 
a participation by the learner in every stage of the learning 
process, including not only a free choice of what is to be 
learned and how it is to be learned, but also a free 
demonstration by each learner of his own reason for living and 
learning the part that his knowledge is to play in life (Illich 
1971, p. 6). 

In a democratic learning environment, there is great reliance on actual 

participation and productive actions. Silberman (1970, pp. 253-254) 

compared this to an autocratic environment where opportunity to "thrash 

out" a variety of ideas, reflect upon possible alternatives, or consider 

created changes is unavailable. 

Dewey (1966, p. 81), in considering the word "share," averred, 

"In a democracy, relationship developed around shared interests will 

afford freer interaction between participants." Productive 

relationships develop because mutual trust and respect is contingent for 

mutual sharing. Hartley and Hartley (1952, p. 386) extended this idea: 

"Participants in an informal group must do more than share common 

interests and goals. Each participant must perceive the other 

participants as group members capable of genuine contributions." 

Participants in the democratic group tend to experience a shared image 

of the group which sets it off from the other groups in which they may 

or may not associate (Bishop 1972, pp. 10-11). Barnes (1977, p. 65) 
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commented on the productive relationships that develop \oJhen 'sharing 

occurs in a democratic learning environment: 

It is at this point • where each person involved in the 
interests provides, receives, and learns. Discussing, listening, 
and contributing are at a maximum within the group and an air of 
anticipation and excitement builds as ideas begin to develop and 
mesh. Plans take shape as personal relationships among the group 
members become closer and more productive. 

Sharing between teacher and other class members tends to liberate 

personal potential and give more import to total class activity (Tidwell 

1971, p. 9). The teacher, participating in discussion, first listens 

and then informs students of his own enjoyment, desires, and feelings 

(Tidwell 1971, p. 30). In such a process, the students do the same. A 

person who responds to others listens. Listening is an essential 

element of language, and language is the major aspect of sharing. 

Language is the major factor in producing our perceptions, judgments, 

knowledge, and institutions (Postman and Weingartner 1969, p. 102). 

Class sharing includes at least two ingredients: the participation of 

each person and the content--issues, subjects, and ideas (Howe 1963, 

p. 73). 

Dale (1972, p. 49) spoke of knowledge obtained from class 

sharing: "That knowledge is of most worth which enhances the mutuality 

of human beings and develops a sense of community, the doing of 

important things together. • •• We learn something well when we try to 

teach it to someone else. The rich experiences of students are 

first-hand, easily available resources of learning." Knowledge obtained 

from mutual sharing is dependent upon the element of mutual 

accompaniment. 
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2.5 Accompany. The following literary considerations of the 

category 2.5 Accompany were developed with regard to "Associated 

Relationship." 

Milgram (1969, p. xiii) claimed, "Nothing is bleaker than the 

sight of a person striving yet not fully able to control his own destiny 

in a situation of consequence to him." Responding to this dilemma, 

Barnes (1977, p. 71) advised that a teacher become learner-participant 

in order to accompany each student in being self-directing, self-

controlling, and yet cooperating and participating. This final 

situation, Barnes categorized as Accompany. Combs (1971, p. 211) 

reinforced this category by defining the democratic leader of learning 

as one who accompanies others by offering guidance and understanding and 

moving with the help and desire of each participant. It is a situation 

characterized by mutual faith and trust, with all participants willing 

to have each individual make his own decisions. 

Several writers attempted to detail the process of accompaniment. 

According to Combs (1979, p. 164), "Accompaniment deals with certain 

relationships developed with others in a group wherein each person 

learns to identify with others." Dewey (1966) contended that when 

participants choose to escort others in experiencing their shared 

interests accompaniment occurs. He observed, "This accompanying action 

tends to be focused in shared interests and participation" (Dewey 1966, 

p. 174). "Accompaniment," claimed Erikson (1968, p. 44), "implies 

companionship and equality of situation in informal groups." Bishop 
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(1972, pp. 18-19) described accompaniment as an emerging and receding 

process. Bishop wrote: 

Accompaniment emerges and recedes as certain functions take 
place. As the group process continues to evolve, 
individuals express interests which may attract others in the 
group. The emerging accompaniment is focused on a specified 
project or interest. The receding accompaniment finds other 
informal group participants moving away from the smaller interest 
groups (Bishop 1972, pp. 18-19). 

Dewey (1966, p. 87) uniquely referred to accompaniment as "a' mode of 

associated living" in the following statement: 

Democracy is more than a form of government. It is primarily a 
mode of associated living of conjoint communicated experience. 
Democracy is the extension in space of the number of individuals 
who participate in an interest so that each has to refer his own 
action to that of others, and to consider the actions of others 
to give point and direction to his own. 

Combs et ale (1962, pp. 164-165) suggested that accompaniment deals with 

certain relationships developed with others in a given group. He noted 

that each person learns to identify with selected others: 

The feelings of oneness with one's fellow produces in the truly 
adequate person a high degree of responsible, trustworthy 
behavior. The truly adequate personality has the capacity for 
identification with his fellow. The feeling of identification 
seems to produce a deep sensitivity to the feelings and attitudes 
of others. One learns to identify with others, depending upon 
the nature of his contacts with the important people in his life 
(Combs et ale 1962, pp. 164-165). 

The quality of relationships that foster accompaniment is dependent upon 

democratic leadership, and man is dependent on the quality of human 

relationships in his life. Montagu (1962, p. 56) commented, "Man is 

most precariously dependent upon his human beings for support, and what 

matters most for him is the quality of his human relationships." 
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A democratic leader listens to, questions, reacts, reflects, 

clarifies, and synthesizes communications with the group (Gefke 1972, 

p. 17) and leads the way for associated relationships. Gefke (1972, 

p. 12) observed, "The democratic leader assumes that his role is that of 

leader-member and helps the group grow and work productively while 

sharing the control responsibility." With a democratic leader, each 

member of the group accompanies the other in communicative processes. 

"In associated relationships," asserted Nixon (1968, p. xxi), 

"humans have real potential for self-correction." This idea is extended 

in the following statement: "Where someone values something and that 

person works and acts upon these values as an individual or in groups, 

the values show up in the lives of those who work around him" (Raths, 

Harmin, and Simon 1966, p. 29). When associated relationships transpire 

into mutual values, potentials for self-correction are realized in an 

atmosphere of acceptance. Fitts (1971, p. 25) reflected upon the 

benefits of mutual acceptance: "Man can learn to shed prejudice, 

judgments, conflicts, hate, and misunderstanding if he exhibits genuine 

acceptance." Glasser (1969, p. 10) added, "Everyone is personally 

engaged in a search for acceptance as a person rather than as a 

performer of a task." When an individual experiences mutual acceptance, 

he chooses to be himself. In his accounts, Kierkegaard (Malantschuk 

1963, p. 254) wrote of "the dilemma of the individual in the most common 

despair of not choosing or willing to be oneself." Gefke (1972, pp. 46-

47) said that the well-educated person accepts the inner self, balanced 

with commitment to one's fellow man. To achieve this type of well-
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educated individual, accompaniment must have an integral part in the 

processes of education. 

The following literary considerations of the category 

2.5 Accompany were developed with regard to "Accompaniment in 

Education." 

Teachers who actively work with students in pursuing activities 

are accompanying them (Sterman 1976, p. 27). Accompaniment is a way of 

incorporating and using the views of both the teacher and the learner in 

which the learner has as much to say as the teacher (Noble 1981, p. 28). 

Noble (1981, p. 26) referred to accompaniment as a type of behavior: 

"As the process of sharing "continues, a time may be reached when the two 

participants, the teacher and the learner, begin to work together on the 

shared interest. Such cooperative effort can be referred to as 

accompanying behavior. Barnes (1977, pp. 68-69) employed the term as 

follows: "The word accompany describes the situation . . where the 

role of the teacher dissolves into that of learner-participant within 

the group and where the terms leader and follower seem inappropriate." 

When Bishop (1972, p. 18) introduced the concept of accompany and 

illustrated its use in an interactive situation, he made the following 

observation: 

One person may function by volunteering an action, e.g., "I'll go 
see the mayor--I know his secretary," while another person may 
position himself to perform another functioning aspect, e.g., 
"I'll keep the records of what we're doing." Still another 
accompanies the first two by offering himself in another 
functional aspect, e.g., "I'd like to drive when we go to the 
mayor's office." 
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For the teacher, the process of accompanying calls for behavior in which 

he increasingly becomes a learner-participant within the group. 

Cogan (1958, pp. 89-105) referred to a learner-participant 

teacher as a democratically-inclined teacher who includes students in 

the decision-making process encourages increased individual and group 

productivity. The learner-participant teacher advocates a degree of 

genuine freedom for the learner wherein he can become a partner in the 

learning journey (Corey 1973, pp. 34-35). Tidwell (1971, p. 31) 

maintained that this type of teacher operates as a facilitator and 

employs openness and student freedom to inquire as studies evolve and 

develop. Combs et ale (1962, p. 147) believed that a learner-

participant teacher is one who uses self-evaluation and has no use for 

the marking system whether it be for punishment or reward. To reinforce 

this belief, Glasser (1969, p. 59) said, "Grades are used to force 

irrelevant knowledge on students." Yet that knowledge is of most worth 

which enhances the mutuality of human beings and develops a sense of 

community, the doing of important things together (Dale 1972, p. 49). 

When a teacher refuses to employ the process of accompaniment in 

learning and seeks to produce uniform understandings in a class, he is 

doomed to failure because of the very nature of the individual (Kelley 

1968, p. 4). This is because a student tends to fail in learning when 

he perceives his goals and values are abandoned (Clark and Kadis 1971, 

p. 31) • Where children are free to pursue their own learning 

independently, it is important to note that such environments do not 

come by accident (Featherstone 1971, p. 123). A free learning 
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environment where mutual accompaniment is present comes about by 

carefully planned structuring. Holt made reference to this type of 

planned learning environment in the following statement: 

As there is no life without structure, so there is no life 
without constraints. We are all and always constrained, bound 
in, limited by a great many things, not the least of all the fact 
that we are mortal. We are limited by our animal nature, by our 
model of reality, by our relations with other people, by our 
hopes and fears. It is useless to ask if life without 
constraints would be desirable. The question is too iffy even to 
think about. What is important is not whether there are limits 
but how much choice we have within those limits (Holt 1972, 
pp. 17-18). 

A teacher who accompanies the students in the processes of 

learning functions as a builder of alternatives, a sounding board for 

choicing among alternatives, a suggestion maker and a co-designer of new 

activities (Reichle 1978, p. 26). If learning takes place wherever 

there is a student and something which interests him (Dewey 1962, 

p. 17), education must be carefully directed both toward the cultivation 

of controls and the cultivation of spontaneity and expression (Maslow 

1971, p. 48). With the element of accompaniment, education is marked by 

"learning to learn skills" and involves initial thinking, analytic 

procedures, inquiry, and self-evaluation (Weinberg 1975, p. 120). Fromm 

(1947, p. 33) proclaimed that when education is built upon the process 

of accompaniment, it will relate itself to the living tradition, not 

simply by accepting it but by digesting it, by being in touch with it 

and by creatively changing it. It is thus that a student can prepare to 

meet the perplexities of life. 

When Jourard (1968, p. 196) noted the lack of teachers who 

accompany students in the processes of learning, he commented: 



There is a scarcity of teachers in the land. Colleges of 
education do not regularly produce teachers. They produce 
technicians paid to implement a prescribed syllabus by prescribed 
means. But the "turned-on" men--they exist as a kind of 
underground in every institution that is called educational. The 
problem is to induce them to come out of hiding, for that is what 
they mainly do. Teachers with an offbeat perspective on the 
world are punished for their very genius. Teachers who awaken 
pupils so that they ask embarrassing questions and challenge 
existing forms are frequently fired. 
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Weinberg (1975, p. 122) continued the call for democratic teachers who 

accompany students on the paths of learning: "We need teachers who can 

look into the face of insecurity and uncertainty and hold on, knowing 

they will somehow work it through • • can let children by themselves 

and thus learn in the way that is best for them." Under the tutelage of 

this type of teacher will students become self-actualizing persons who 

can identify community problems and formulate solutions in mutual 

accompaniment with other persons. 

The outline on the following page was employed in presenting the 

related literature and theoretical considerations of this chapter: 



1.0 Inner Direction 

1.1 SELF AS PERSON 

Self-Concept and Behavior 
Personality and Individuation 

1.2 SELF AS LEARNER 

Methods of Learning 
Teacher as Learner 

1.3 SELF IN RELATIONSHIPS 

Productive Relationships 
Teacher-Student Relationships 

2.0 Other Direction 

2.1 CONTACT 

Interactional Beginning 
Contact in Classroom Relationships 

2.2 CONSULT 

Learning Through Dialogue 
Classroom Consultation 

2.3 FIND 

Self-Actualization and Discovery 
Discovery in the Classroom 

2.4 SHARE 

Beginnings of Cooperative Action 
Learning by Sharing 

2.5 ACCOMPANY 

Associated Relationship 
Accompaniment in Education 
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CHAPTER 3 

SUMMARIES OF INVESTIGATIONS 

Introduction 

For purposes of introduction and description, the thirteen 

investigations utilized in this study are summarized under two sections. 

The first section, Investigation Number, is composed of the following 

introductory information: (1) the investigation assigned number; 

(2) the date; (3) the author; and (4) the title of the investigation. 

The second section, Summary, is composed of the following descriptive 

information: (1) the problem statement; (2) the assumptions; (3) the 

methods; and (4) the findings of the investigation. 

Investigation Number I 

Date: 1970 

Author: Warren B. Franzen 

Title: Selected Perceptions Regarding an Instructor's 
Democratic Methods. 

Summary 

Problem Statement 

In this study, the focus was on a teacher who attempted to use 

what he had defined as democratic processes in his teaching. The 

problem as formally stated was: Among selected school instructors and 

70 
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students who have had relatively close contact with a teacher who 

utilized "democratic processes" in his teaching, how was this individual 

perceived in his role of teacher? 

Assumptions 

The investigation was based on five assumptions. The assumptions 

as formally stated were: 

1. Teachers tend to reflect their personal attitudes and value 

commitments in their teaching behavior. 

2. Students tend to develop certain attitudes as a result of teacher 

behavior. 

3. Teachers tend to develop certain attitudes as a result of the 

behavior of fellow teachers. 

4. Students' and teachers' perceptions of teachers are influenced by 

formal organization structure as well as by informal organization 

patterns. These perceptions tend, in part, to be a function of 

each members' position in an organization. 

5. Students' and teachers' perceptions can be identified through the 

use of instruments and techniques developed for this purpose. 

Methods 

The investigation was directed toward the identification, 

description, and analysis of democratic processes in teaching as 

perceived by individuals associated with the target teacher. 

The study was predicated on four concepts: (1) position and 

role~ (2) open and closed methods~ (3) democratic influences~ and 
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(4) organizational congruity. These concepts functioned as the study's 

theoretical framework and were used to provide direction in the study, 

to aid in organizing the data collected and to facilitate the process of 

describing and analyzing the data. 

The high school in this study was one of six secondary schools 

located in an urban community in the southwestern United States. 

Participants in the study included former students who had attended the 

high school sometime during the years 1965 through 1968 and faculty 

members on the staff during the 1967-68 school year. All of the student 

participants had taken a class from the target teacher. They were 

selected by a random sampling procedure from previous years' class lists 

of the target teacher. The teachers were selected from the list of 

faculty members who had had direct contact with the target teacher. 

The target teacher had endeavored to systematically analyze his 

classroom behavior by stipulating his theory and comparing this to his 

actual teaching behavior. These statements of operational beliefs 

concerning democratic processes provided the basis for proceeding with 

the study. 

The instrument for data gathering was developed using the target 

teacher's statements of operational beliefs. A Likert-type scale with 

space provided for comments was used. The questionnaire was 

administered to 55 students and 13 teachers. The data collected from 

the instrument were organized using predetermined categories and were 

then analyzed employing the concepts developed for the study. 
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Findings 

The data collected in the study tended to agree with the 

description of democratic processes established by the target teacher. 

Reciprocal perceptions of his behavior suggested that he was indeed 

attempting to follow the procedures he had defined. 

The following statements summarize the findings of the study: 

A teacher using democratic processes: 

- tended to encourage mutual respect and confidence with students. 

- tended to exert some influence on student behavior patterns. 

- tended to illuminate differences between school procedures and 

democratic processes. 

Students working with a teacher using democratic processes: 

- tended to accept his role as one of participation. 

tended to respond to and to participate in research and 

exploration. 

- tended to consider him as helpful in working with student 

problems. 

- tended to recognize limitations of the use of democratic 

processes in school organization. 

- tended to respond positively toward a role of equality and 

maturity. 

tended to recognize and to appreciate opportunities to 

participate in decision-making. 

- tended to accept personal responsibility for class activity. 
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Teachers associated with a teacher using democratic processes: 

- tended to perceive him as interested in and concerned about 

students. 

- tended to perceive him as more concerned with process and less 

concerned with content. 

- hesitated to accept his procedures as successful or productive. 

- hesitated to accept his role as one that could be adopted by 

them. 

tended to perceive him emphasizing conflicts with school 

procedures and policies. 

Investigation Number II 

Date: 1971 

Author: Clyde D. Tidwell 

Title: Teacher Behavior and Democratic Processes 

Summary 

Problem Statement 

This study focused on a teacher who attempted to use democratic 

processes in his classroom. The problem as formally stated was: In 

analyzing the teaching acts of the writer, a social studies instructor 

whose major objective was to employ democratic processes, what 

behavioral descriptions can be generated? 
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Assumptions 

The investigation assumptions were arranged in three categories: 

investigator, teaching, and classroom process. 

Investigator. The investigator's assumptions as formally stated 

were: 

1. The investigator holds that significant behavioral descriptions 

of a teacher employing democracy and democratic processes as his 

major objective can be generated. 

2. The investigator assumes that each person in the classroom has 

qualities of character and personal values that need fulfilling. 

3. The investigator believes that each person is capable of genuine 

contribution to his own welfare, that each person can, through 

interaction, offer worthwhile alternatives for use, and that the 

interaction can enhance each person participating. 

4. The investigator assumes no authority of judgment over any 

person, particularly concerning a person's behavior. Each person 

experiencing his own life's style will act in ways that seem 

rational and useful to him. 

5. The investigator believes there are no final rules or purposes 

for school, life, or existence. He does assume that humans are 

capable of establishing their own rules or purposes. 

Teaching. The teaching assumptions as formally stated were: 

1. Teaching is an intra-personal process and an inter-personal 

exploration where a teacher behaves with reference to his own 
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attitudes and motivations and interacts with students exploring 

his and their purposes. 

2. Teaching is concerned with attitudes and motivations which are 

complex. When this complexity is expressed in human personality 

it offers opportunities in'a classroom. 

3. Teaching can be committed to democracy and democratic processes 

as ways of living, and to the idea of employing it in a 

classroom. 

Classroom Process. The classroom process assumptions as formally 

stated were: 

1. The classroom is a microcosm of the larger society. Each person 

has assimilated values from society which have functioned for 

him. The pluralistic character in the classroom is an extreme 

challenge when attempting to utilize democratic processes. 

2. The classroom process offers opportunities for personal purposes, 

meanings, and functions through interaction. 

interaction may result in personal limitations. 

Isolation from 

3. The classroom process utilizes language as a means of social 

communication. Whenever a person attempts communication, the 

meaning expressed or received is always inadequate. The 

communication should be considered an expression related to a 

great deal more in the life of the person expressing or receiving 

the communication. 
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Methods 

The investigator developed a theory regarding democracy and 

democratic processes which was used as the basis of this study. The 

theory included the following seven stipulated categories: 

(1) identifying and interacting with students; (2) discovering and 

sharing interests; (3) deriving problems and concerns; (4) focusing on 

problems and concerns; (5) developing approaches to problems and 

concerns; (6) conducting the studies; and (7) examining the results. In 

addition, the investigator, when employing what he refers to as 

democratic processes, initiates a series of teacher behaviors which he 

calls Identification Process and Psychological Warmth Process. 

Utilizing the theory two instruments were constructed to aid in 

describing and analyzing the investigator's behavior. The two 

instruments were: (1) The Identification Process Code; and (2) The 

Psychological Warmth Code. The Identification Process Code had three 

main categories of teacher behavior: (1) ORIGINATING, with four sub-

categories; (2) CONVERSING, with five sub-categories; and (3) 

REORIGINATING, with three sub-categories. The Psychological Warmth 

Process Code had two main categories: (1) ACCEPTING,' with eight sub-

categories; and (2) REJECTING, with eight sub-categories. 

Audio tapes and video tapes of the investigator's behavior in his 

classroom were provided. A team of coders systematically observed the 

tapes and produced the data for this study. The high school classes of 

the investigator were American Problems and World History. The 

membership in the classes included ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth 
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grades. The data collected and coded were organized using the 

Identification Process and Psychological Warmth Process. In addition, a 

case study was provided which was organized around the seven stipulated 

categories. 

Findings 

The following will summarize the findings of the study: 

Identification Process. The investigator tended to demonstrate 

several distinct patterns of behavior observed by using the 

Identification Process. He appeared to show awareness of the students 

by attempting to make personal contact with as many students as 

possible. He sought to avoid behavior which might tend to interrupt the 

process. He tended to remain sensitive to students, indicating his 

willingness to interact. He tried to elicit attention. The interests 

and experiences of the members of the class were his main focus. He 

tended to remain involved by responding, conferring, listening, 

exploring, and encouraging student participation. Additionally, the 

investigator tried to generate new content, add ingredients to the 

class, contributed, and continually sought participation from all of the 

students. Diversity and interaction were prevailing conditions. 

Conversing categories were the most frequently used by the investigator. 

Psychological Warmth Process. The investigator tended to 

demonstrate distinct patterns of behavior in the Psychological Warmth 

Process. He appeared to provide a basis for interaction to establish a 

starting point for various discussions, to use student statements and 
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experiences to maintain the process, to seek student participation, to 

pass students' statements and experiences along to others for class use, 

and to remain silent, listening when it appeared appropriate. 

Case Study Utilizing Seven Categories. The investigator tended 

to utilize the seven stipulated categories. Throughout the entire case 

he appeared to move through the seven categories maintaining a constant 

interactive process with the students. He identified and interacted 

with the students and discovered and shared their interests. He tended 

to derive problems from their interests and to focus upon them for the 

basis of the class. He tended to develop approaches to the class 

problems which seemed to concern the students. When conducting the 

studies he worked with the problems, concerns, and interests of the 

students. Throughout the entire case the investigator and the student 

examined the results. 

Investigation Number III 

Date: 1972 

Author: Philip Noel Archambault 

Title: The Identification of Teacher 
Regarding Classroom Control. 

Summary 

Problem Statement 

Attitude Patterns 

This study focused on the investigator's attempt to determine 

patterns of teacher attitudes regarding the control function in 

classrooms. The problem as formally stated was: Among various members 
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of a high school faculty, what attitude patterns exist regarding teacher 

classroom control? 

Assumptions 

The investigation was based on four assumptions. The assumptions 

as formally stated were: 

1. Teacher attitudes and the classroom "learning atmosphere" are 

closely related. 

2. Teacher attitudes regarding student trustworthiness are 

significant ~n considering teacher classroom control. 

3. Teacher attitudes concerning the learning process are significant 

in considering the quantity and quality of classroom interaction. 

4. Teacher attitudes concerning standards of student accomplishment 

are significant in influencing the degree of classroom control. 

Methods 

A review of the related literature in this investigation 

indicated that closed or autocratic classroom procedures are common in 

American classrooms and that there is a need for open or democratic 

classroom procedures. From the study of the related literature, an 

open-closed theory concerning teacher attitudes regarding the control 

function in classrooms was constructed. 

The high school in this study was one of eight high schools in a 

large school district in a rapidly growing urban community of the 

southwestern United States. Fifty teachers, selected according to a 
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table of random numbers, participated in this study. They represented 

each of the 13 instructional departments within their school. 

The instrument for gathering data was developed by the 

investigator and a panel of experts. It was divided into six major 

categories pertaining to how teachers tend to view themselves. The 

categories were: (1) director of learning/facilitator of learning; 

(2 ) 

(3) 

structurer of classroom activities/sharer of classroom decisions; 

transmitter of community norms/acceptor of student norms; 

(4) establisher of standards/acceptor of needs and interests; 

(5) relator as superior/relator as equal; (6) authority who controls 

student activities/promoter of "personal" processes in education. 

A Likert-type scale with space provided for comments was used. 

The interview schedule was administered by the investigator to 50 

teachers. The data collected from administering the instrument were 

recorded, tabulated, and presented by percentages in histograms and in 

line graph form. The data were analyzed using the concepts developed in 

the study. 

Findings 

The data collected for this study tended to indicate that rather 

definite teacher attitude patterns exist among members of a high school 

faculty. It was concluded that teachers who held very open attitudes 

about one aspect of teaching tended to have open attitudes about other 

teaching activities. Teachers who reported very closed attitudes about 

one aspect of teaching tended to be consistently closed about other 

aspects of teaching. 
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A careful tabulation of the data revealed that 24 percent of the 

teachers saw themselves as relatively open, 20 percent saw themselves as 

relatively closed, and 56 percent saw themselves as oscillating between 

open and closed. 

The teachers who claimed to be relatively open in their attitudes 

of classroom control saw themselves as facilitators of learning, sharer 

of classroom decisions, acceptors of student norms, needs and interests, 

and promoters of "personal" processes in education. 

The teachers who claimed to be relatively closed in their 

attitudes of classroom control saw themselves as directors of learning, 

structurers of classroom activities, transmitters of community norms, 

establishers of standards, and authorities who control student 

activities. 

The majority of teachers claimed to be in an oscillating 

position, supporting some of the concepts that made for open attitudes 

of classroom control and some that made for closed attitudes of 

classroom control. 

Investigation Number IV 

Date: 1972 

Author: Towne Charles Bishop 

Title: Verbal Patterns of an Informal Group Which Employs 
Democratic Processes 
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Summary 

Problem Statement 

The intent of this study was to describe the verbal behavior of 

the participants in an informal group consisting of university students 

who were interested in being teachers and who chose to utilize 

democratic processes within the group. The problem as formally stated 

was: Among the members of an informal group of college students who are 

interested in being teachers and who choose to use democratic processes 

within the group, what interactive verbal patterns develop? 

Assumptions 

The investigation was based on four assumptions concerning the 

use of democratic processes in informal groups. 

formally stated were: 

The assumptions as 

1. Informal 

explorations 

generated. 

groups involve interpersonal developments and 

in which mutual interests and problems are 

2. Informal groups are pluralistic in character and tend to be 

microcosms of the larger society. 

3. Each participant is capable of useful contributions to his own 

welfare and can suggest, through interaction, worthwhile 

alternatives for use by other participants. 

4. Significant behavioral descriptions can be developed regarding an 

informal group employing democratic processes as a major 

objective. 
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Methods 

The writer developed a theory regarding democracy and democratic 

processes which was used as the basis of this study. This theory 

focused upon the interactive verbal behavior of an informal group 

utilizing democratic processes. It was divided into eight categories 

including: originating and identifying within the informal group 

through interaction: discovering and sharing interests among members of 

the informal group: accompanying--an emerging and receding process in an 

informal group: locating individual or group problems: selecting certain 

problems for action: developing approaches to the problems selected: 

pursuing the study of the selected problems: and examining the results. 

These categories were then utilized as a code for recording the verbal 

behavior. 

The group was composed of freshman students who planned to teach 

and were interested in experimenting with democratic processes in 

education. In addition, the writer functioned as a participant-observer 

within the group. The data were collected and coded using the 

Interaction Process Code devised to conduct the study. 

Findings 

Originating behavior, the point of initial interaction, was used 

most frequently by participants. This behavior tended to occur during 

the early part of each recorded session and occurred generally 

throughout the entire study. The participants extended greetings, made 

preliminary statements, and tended to establish possible reasons for the 
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They consulted each other concerning feelings, attitudes, and 

Discovering behavior, the actions of encouraging and exploring, 

occurred as participants interacted to establish personal relationships. 

Group members attempted to explore each other's statements, ideas, and 

attitudes. 

Accompanying, an emerging and receding behavior, occurred second 

to originating in frequency. Participants tended, verbally, to show 

awareness of positions taken by other participants or to consent to the 

initiator's position (accompanying-emerging). Through the accompanying 

process any participant could emerge as dominant over the initiator and 

the group for a time. Accompanying-receding, on the other hand, 

occurred when a participant who had been supporting a certain idea took 

another view or direction. Thus, accompanying behavior demonstrated a 

series of emerging and receding relationships within the group. 

Locating behavior, where participants determine and arrange 

actions, tended to produce common areas of concern and interest. The 

participants arranged or classified problems in relation to others 

located earlier. 

Selected behavior, the act of choosing certain problems, provided 

participants with specific problems or areas upon which to work. They 

expressed preferences, selected a particular problem for action, and 

demonstrated their decisions to act. 

Developing behavior, where participants design and construct 

problems, often appeared almost simultaneously with selecting behavior. 
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In developing behavior participants designed approaches to selected 

problems by exploring certain methods, ways, and arrangements for 

action. 

Pursuing behavior, where participants work upon and solve 

problems, occurred as participants became actively involved in working 

upon the particular problems. Pursuing behavior demonstrated the 

group's working relationships as they worked on the problems. 

Examining behavior, where participants consult and inform each 

other, was an ongoing part of the participants; verbal behavior, tending 

to ask questions, to distinguish purposeful features, and acquire shared 

meanings, along with clarifying personal meaning and personal identity. 

Pause, silence, or confusion, behavior difficult to code, 

occurred when there was no participant talk due to the occurrence of a 

pause in an individual's statement, silence, or confusion wherein verbal 

interaction was incomprehensible. 

Investigation Number V 

Date: 1972 

Author: Pamela Kaye Gefke 

Title: Student Behavior Patterns in a Democratic Processes 
Classroom. 

Summary 

Problem Statement 

This study focused on the student behaviors observed when a 

college instructor attempted to facilitate a democratic learning process 
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within her classroom. The problem as formally stated was: In a college 

freshman composition class, where the instructor attempts to function as 

a facilitator of the democratic learning process, what student behaviors 

are observed? 

Assumptions 

The investigation assumptions were arranged in three categories: 

the student, the learning environment, and the teacher. 

The Student. The student assumptions, as formally stated, were: 

1. The student is an active, curious, intrinsically motivated 

individual who learns readily that which is in line with his own 

goals and needs. 

2. The student tends to be motivated to learn when he has a positive 

self-concept and success experiences. 

3. The student's becoming an independent, creative, self-reliant 

learner is facilitated when self-criticism and self-evaluation 

are basic and evaluation by others is minimized. 

4. The student, in making decisions about his life and its 

direction, participates responsibly when learning is a purposive, 

exploratory, imaginative, and creative enterprise. 

5. The student's learning involves a change in his person, his 

perceived environment, or the relationship between the two which 

is not necessarily observable. 

The Learning Environment. 

as formally stated, were: 

The learning environment assumptions, 
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1. The democratic classroom learning environment fosters a learning 

process that is conducive to personal growth--an environment in 

which the student and teacher capacities are nourished and 

expressed rather than stifled. 

2. The democratic classroom learning environment includes an 

interactive flow of communications as well as an emergence of 

student and class control which arises out of the situation. 

The Teacher. The teacher assumptions, as formally stated, were: 

1. The teacher's ability to foster the democratic learning process 

rests upon his teaching skills rather than his scholarly 

knowledge. 

2. The teacher who seeks to use democratic processes deals with the 

affective as well as the cognitive domain. 

3. The teacher's attitudinal relationship with the learner affects 

the quantity and quality of what is learned. 

4. The teacher who seeks to use democratic processes views his 

students as capable of handling freedom in a responsible, 

accountable manner. 

5. The teacher who seeks to use democratic processes helps to 

identify the various needs and interests of his students and 

shares these interests with him. 

6. The teacher who seeks to use democratic processes conducts his 

classes in ways that encourage self-direction and cooperation, 

thus replacing the climate of fear with a climate of human 

understanding. 
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7. The teacher who seeks to use democratic processes evaluates 

himself continuously while withholding judgment of his students. 

Methods 

The investigator developed a categorical framework which was used 

to organize the study, collect the data, and present the findings. This 

framework included five categories: (1) climate; (2) control; (3) goal-

setting; (4) communication; and (5) evaluation. Functioning as a 

participant-observer, the investigator sought to facilitate democratic 

processes in a natural setting. Throughout one semester, she recorded 

the observed student behaviors in a daily journal. In order to check 

the accuracy of the recorded observations, the students were surveyed in 

the fourth and sixteenth weeks of the semester, for their perceptions. 

Findings 

When the investigator attempted to facilitate the democratic 

learning process in her classroom, many of the 25 students were observed 

to change their behavior over a period of time. Many students moved 

from behaving in a traditional manner to behaving in a democratic 

manner. 

Many of the 25 students introduced to the democratic process 

tended to shift their behavior at varying rates through at least three 

major phases. These phases included: (1) the Acclimating Phase; 

(2) the Readiness Phase; and (3) the Actualizing Phase. 

According to the instructor's analysis, the first seven weeks in 

the semester constituted the Acclimating Phase during which the students 
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appeared to resist the teacher's democratic style of leadership. Within 

this seven-week phase, the non-directive style of the democratic teacher 

seemed unexpected and produced initial "shock." Next, this unexpected 

teacher-student relationship was "tested" by the students. Finally, the 

non-directive teacher-control issue was brought to the surface through 

the "confrontation" of two verbal sub-groups within the class. 

The next two-week period, weeks eight and nine, constituted 

another major phase: the Readiness Phase. This phase was characterized 

by student readiness to participate in the process of selecting, 

planning, fulfilling, and evaluating their own learning experiences on 

an interactive informal basis. 

The final six weeks, weeks ten through fifteen, the Actualizing 

Phase, were characterized by student productivity in terms of individual 

and group-selected projects and student evaluation of same. 

It was concluded that: 

1. Throughout the course, certain student behaviors tended to emerge 

in sequential behavior patterns identified as: 

a. An acclimating phase in which the students tended to 

experience shock, teacher-testing, and teacher confrontation. 

b. A readiness phase in which students appeared to be receptive 

to involvement in the democratic learning process. 

c. An actualizing phase in which the students experienced 

productivity in self- and group-selected projects. 

2. Initially, most students actively resisted participating in the 

democratic process. 
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3. As the process developed, some students adjusted readily to the 

democratic learning environment while others experienced varying 

degrees of difficulty in doing so. 

4. During the semester, most students shifted from expecting that 

the teacher determine all learning experiences to an acceptance 

of the responsibility of determining their own learning 

experiences. 

5. Finally, many of the students reported their intention to 

continue the self-selected and 

experiences after the course ended. 

Investigation Number VI 

Date: 1974 

Author: Gene Stephen Coltrin 

Title: Utilization 
Processes 
Course. 

Problem Statement 

of the Scientific 
in a High School 

Summary 

self-evaluated learning 

Method and Democratic 
Introductory Chemistry 

This study was designed to investigate what happens to the 

student participants in an introductory chemistry course in which the 

scientific method was stressed in a democratic learning environment. 

The problem as formally stated was: In conducting a first-year high 

school chemistry course utilizing procedures of the scientific method 

and democratic processes, what occurs to the student participants? 
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Assumptions 

The investigation was based upon four assumptions concerning the 

teaching of chemistry emphasizing the scientific method through the use 

of democratic classroom processes. The assumptions as formally stated 

were: 

1. The term "scientific method" is an identifiable behavioral 

pattern characterized by questioning and investigating phenomena. 

2. The term "democratic processes" is an identifiable pattern of 

behavior characterized by special relationships which develop 

among the participants in the group. 

3. A traditional classroom and a democratic classroom can be 

conducted by the development of different relationships between 

the instructor and the students. 

4. Significant descriptions can be generated regarding differentials 

of scientific and social attitude, knowledge, and behavior which 

develop among the students when these methods are employed in 

different groups. 

Five hypotheses were developed regarding outcomes of the 

investigation. These were: 

1. The science students in the democratic classroom will demonstrate 

an understanding of chemistry and science concepts and skill in 

laboratory techniques equivalent to that of students in the 

traditional classroom. 

2. The science students in the democratic classroom will develop a 

multiplex of questions concerning the world of science around 
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them and will become involved in investigations which they see as 

interesting and significant, while the students in the 

traditional classroom will tend not to ask qu~stions which lead 

them on to individual investigations. 

3. The science students in the democratic classroom will tend to 

utilize a significantly greater number of in and beyond classroom 

resources than the students in the traditional classroom. 

4. The science students in the democratic classroom will tend to 

develop warm, cooperative relationships with other members of the 

class to a significantly greater extent than students in a 

traditional classroom. 

S. The science students in the democratic classroom will tend to 

demonstrate significantly greater shifts in attitude toward the 

value of science in their lives than the students in the 

traditional classroom. 

Methods 

The students in the democratic classroom were compared to 

students in a traditionally instructed classroom. In both classrooms 

the scientific method was stressed as a valuable tool to problem 

solving. 

The investigator instructed both the experimental and the 

traditional classes. He assumed a typical teacher-controlling role in 

the traditional classroom by selecting the textbook, choosing the 

laboratory workbook, and outlining the major areas for student study. 
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The investigator operated from a list of behavioral objectives and 

lesson plans which stressed the scientific method. 

In the experimental class, the investigator and the students 

planned the course together through consultation. No pre-course 

determination of materials to be covered was stipulated so that the 

investigator and the students would be free to determine together the 

areas which the students pursued. 

Findings 

The following represent the results of the hypothesis testing 

where chemistry students functioned in a democratic learning 

environment: 

1. Hypothesis One dealing with student mastery of content and skill 

areas was accepted. 

2. Hypothesis Two dealing with the students' developing questions 

about the world of science was accepted. 

3. Hypothesis Three dealing with the students' use of class and 

outside resources was not accepted on the basis that the data 

required to support the hypothesis were not available. 

4. Hypothesis Four dealing with students' warm, cooperative 

relationships was not accepted on the basis that the instruments 

used to collect data for this hypothesis were inappropriate. 

5. Hypthesis Five dealing with students' shifts in attitude toward 

science in their lives was accepted. 
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Investigation Number VII 

Date: 1976 

Author: Albert Sterman 

Title: Student Perceptions of Democratic/Non-Democratic Teacher 
Behavior in the Classroom. 

Summary 

Problem Statement 

This study focused on the perceptions of certain secondary school 

students regarding their teachers' classroom behavior. The problem as 

formally stated was: Among a selected group of secondary school 

students, what perceptual patterns regarding democratic/non-democratic 

student-teacher relationships will emerge? 

Assumptions 

The investigation was based upon three assumptions. The 

assumptions as formally stated were: 

1. The perceptions of students as related to student-teacher 

relationships can be identified. 

2. Democratic and non-democratic student-teacher relationships are 

factors significantly related to student learning. 

3. The students' perceptions of the classroom process can be 

utilized in describing democratic/non-democratic student-teacher 

relationships. 
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Methods 

The high school in this study was one of nine high schools in a 

large district in a rapidly growing urban community in the southwestern 

part of the United States. Sixty students, selected randomly from all 

grade levels, participated in the study. 

Utilizing the theory of Democratic Processes developed by Barnes, 

Tidwell, and Bishop, and' a theory of Non-Democratic Processes developed 

by the investigator, an instrument was formulated to gather the data. 

It consisted of the following categories: (1) Contact/Avoid; 

(2) Consult/Ignore; (3) Find/Disregard; (4) Share/Exclude; and 

(5) Accompany/Abandon. 

An interview schedule consisting of a forced choice scale and 

space for comments was administered to the 60 students. Each item of 

the scale sought to ascertain student perceptions regarding certain 

teacher behavior. The collected data were recorded, tabulated, and 

presented in histograms. They were analyzed on the basis of the theory 

of democratic/non-democratic processes. 

Findings 

The data gathered in this study tended to suggest that students 

generally perceived their teachers' classroom behavior to be relatively 

non-democratic. On the forced choice scales of the questionnaire, the 

students indicated a high degree of teacher behavior was somewhat 

democratic in the categories of "Contact," "Consult," and "Accompany." 

In the categories of "Find" and "Share," the students responded that 

teacher behavior was considerably less democratically oriented. 
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In the "comments" sections of the interview schedule, most 

students suggested that even when teachers were described as somewhat 

democratic, they were usually subject matter oriented. In the "Non-

Democratic" portion of the scaled responses, the students reported 

perceiving their teachers as behaving non-democratically. The one 

exception occurred in the category of "Avoid" where they reported 

teachers as behaving in a friendly manner. In some few instances 

students noted that their teachers permitted them to work in areas of 

their own interests after completing the regular assignment. 

The students saw their teachers as behaving in a variety of ways 

ranging from very democratic to very non-democratic. Most of the 

students indicated that teachers tended to vacillate between democratic 

and non-democratic behavior. It seemed to shift from behaving more 

democratically in the categories of Contact/Avoid and Consult/Ignore to 

behaving non-democratically in the categories of Find/Disregard, 

Share/Exclude, and Accompany/Abandon. 

Investigation Number VIII 

Date: 1978 

Author: Alison Lea Reichle 

Title: Student Perceptions of Student-Teacher Relationships in 
the Learning Process. 
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Summary 

Problem Statement 

This study focused on the perceptions of certain secondary school 

students regarding their relationships with classroom teachers. The 

problem as formally stated was: Among a selected group of high school 

students, what perceptions were reported concerning teacher-student 

relationships in the learning process? 

Assumptions 

The assumptions of this investigation were arranged in three 

groups: student perceptions, relationships in the learning process, and 

other. 

Student Perceptions. 

formally stated were: 

The assumptions for this category as 

1. The student's learning involves change in his or her perception 

of self and the environment or the interaction between the two. 

Such change is not always observable. 

2. Students' statements of their perceptions, while at times 

complex, constitute a valid description and basis for analysis of 

the learning process. 

Relationships in the Learning Process. 

category as formally stated were: 

The assumptions for this 

1. Democratic learning processes involve intrapersonal developments 

along with interpersonal explorations where both the student and 
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teacher behave with reference to their own interests and 

motivations. 

2. The teacher's ability to enhance learning processes rests upon 

the quality of his or her personal relationships rather than 

scholarly knowledge. 

Other. This study is assumed to be valuable in its heuristic 

function. 

Methods 

A theoretical framework was drawn from the literature describing 

specific areas of relational qualities. This framework was utilized to 

formulate an instrument and to gather and analyze data. It consisted of 

the following categories: 

and Actualization. 

Extension, Attention, Option, Reciprocity, 

The investigation was conducted in an expanding southwestern 

metropolitan area, in one of the largest school districts in the state. 

The participants were chosen on a voluntary basis from students 

attending Western Sky at the time of the study. Western Sky is an 

alternative program designed primarily to serve a population of 

individuals who cannot attend regular high schools. Any student in the 

district may attend Western Sky. The investigator made person-to-person 

contact with those students indicating interest in participating in a 

study on student-teacher relationships. Twenty students completed 

questionnaires and added comments used in the investigation. 
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Findings 

The data gathered in the study tended to suggest that students 

generally perceived the quality of their relationships with teachers as 

very important to the learning process. Histograms presenting 

quantitative' response patterns to the questionnaire items in all five 

categories showed a strong uniform agreement overall, at a level of 80-

100 percent on ten items and 70 percent on the remaining item. Within 

the category of extension the pattern was one of unanimous agreement 

that student-teacher relationships were important to the learning 

process and that process was enhanced when teachers were perceived as 

wanting to get acquainted with students personally. Patterns in 

attention showed participant agreement that the learning process 

benefited when they perceived teachers as willing to include students' 

interests in activities, listen thoughtfully to students' ideas, and 

include real-life oriented activities in the classroom. Patterns within 

option indicated that choice among and invention of new activities were 

perceived as beneficial. Patterns in reciprocity showed sharing 

interests and being treated in an adult way were perceived as improving 

learning. Within the category of actualization the response patterns 

indicated that the participants perceived being in charge of their 

activities and joint determination of grades by students and teachers as 

beneficial to the learning process. 
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Investigation Number IX 

Date: 1979 

Author: Alene Winifred Hall 

Title: Student Perceptions of Changes in Self During an 
Alternative Secondary School Process 

Summary 

Problem Statement 

The focus of this study was the perception of students concerning 

changes in self in an alternative secondary school environment. The 

problem as formally stated was: What perceptions do certain students 

have regarding changes in self as a student upon completion of their 

first year in an alternative secondary school? 

Assumptions 

The investigation was based on four assumptions. The assumptions 

as formally stated were: 

1. All behavior, without exception, is completely determined by and 

pertinent to the phenomenal field of the behaving organism. 

2. The self's position, or self-concept, is important to the 

phenomenal field. 

3. Students' statements about their perceptions of changes in self 

constitute valid data. 

4. Students will reveal their perceptions of self to an interviewer. 
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Methods 

Using three categories in the self-actualizing process, a 

theoretical framework was devised. It consisted of the following 

categories and sub-categories: 

1. Discovering the Self 

a. new goals 
b. new interests 
c. new ways of learning 

2. Relating to Others 

a. communicating 
b. accepting 
c. sharing 

3. Actualizing the Self 

a. choicing 
b. expanding 
c. openness 

An interview schedule was constructed consisting of one statement 

for each subcategory and one umbrella statement. Additionally, spaces 

were provided for comments, and these comments were taped as well as 

written. The respondents were asked to select one of the five possible 

positions on the Likert scale which most nearly represented their 

feelings and to make comments regarding that selection. 

Thirty students were randomly selected from a group of 90 

students entering an alternative school. Due to attrition, 23 were 

ultimately included as participants. The 23 students were interviewed 

in October to initiate a relationship which would be personal and self-

disclosing. Changes in perceptions of self were measured in May. 
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Findings 

The quantitative data for all ten scaled response items showed a 

pattern of clear agreement throughout. Discovering the Self agreement 

was: discovering new interests, 82.81 percent agreement~ discovering 

new goals, 78.25 percent agreement~ discovering new ways of learning, 

91.30 percent agreement. Overall category agreement was 84.5 percent. 

Relating to Others agreement was: changes in communicating, 

87.04 percent agreement~ changes in accepting behavior, 73.90 percent 

agreement. Overall agreement was 83.03 percent. 

Actualizing the Self agreement was: changes in choicing, 86.94 

percent agreement; expanding, 86.94 percent agreement; and changes in 

openness, 82.60 percent agreement. Overall agreement was 85.46 percent. 

The qualitative data derived from the "comments" were useful in 

ascertaining respondents' perceptions concerning the "actualization" 

process. Under the category of Discovering the Self, the students 

commented: new interests--taken on a new interest in painting, 

developed a concern for personal autonomy, created a skill in organizing 

self; new goals--set a goal of graduation, avoid fearing failure, 

attending school, set higher expectations of self~ and new ways of 

learning--Iearn by doing, by listening, by independent study, learn 

effective communications with teachers, learn how to learn. 

Under the category Relating to Others, the students commented: 

communicating--communicate better with teachers and parents, communicate 

easier in alternative environment; accepting--Iearned to accept all 

kinds of people, don't hate Blacks and Mexicans now, not bothered by 
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strange people now, it's all right to be different here; and sharing--

not too shy to share here, find myself helping people here, I'm 

involved, and the teachers are sharing and caring. 

Under the category of Actualizing the Self, the student 

commented: choicing--making choice to stay in school, learning to take 

the risk of choicing, choosing to do photography or to go to college, 

accepting responsiblity for choices; expanding--discovering I'm a 

learner, learning to see myself more clearly, growing in new ideas, 

developing more interests, experiencing more, not afraid to try new 

things, learning to like math, learning to enjoy my growth; and 

openness--more open with people here, still afraid but learning to be 

open, to speak up, to accept blame, to criticize the teacher, standing 

up for what I believe in, seeing myself as more patient, learning to 

come out of my world, to express myself. 

Investigation Number X 

Date: 1980 

Author: Don Milner 

Title: A Study 
Regarding 
Home 

Problem Statement 

of Perceptual Patterns of Youth-in-Trouble 
Personal Relationships in the School and the 

Summary 

The focus of this study was the perception of youth-in-trouble 

concerning their personal relationships in the school and the home. The 

problem as formally stated was: Among a selected group of secondary 
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school students who are considered to be youth-in-trouble, what 

perceptual patterns exist concerning their personal relationships within 

the school and the home? 

Assumptions 

The investigation was based on four assumptions. The assumptions 

as formally stated were: 

1. The personal relationships of youth-in-trouble have a significant 

impact on the satisfactory functioning of society and its various 

institutions. 

2. The personal relationships of youth-in-trouble in the home and in 

the school are frequently, if not always, unsatisfactory to the 

young people involved. 

3. The personal relationships of youth-in-trouble can be perceived 

and reported by these young people in terms of four categories of 

personal relationships: contact, consult, share, and choose. 

These categories constitute a theoretical framework for the 

investigation. 

4. The theoretical framework detailed in number 3 above can be 

useful in seeking out, analyzing, and describing the personal 

relationships of youth-in-trouble. 

Methods 

A theoretical framework was selected which emphasized personal 

processes. It included the categories of: (1) contact; (2) consult; 
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(3) share; and (4) choose. A search of literature related to the 

categories of the framework was conducted. 

On the basis of the theoretical framework, a questionnaire was 

designed with statements consisting of 16 items reflecting the four 

categories of contact, consult, share, and choose and was administered 

to a sample of youth who were judged to be youth-in-trouble to probe 

certain relationships experienced by youth-in-trouble in the school and 

in the home. 

The data derived from the questionnaire were then organized under 

the four categories of the theoretical framework. 

According to "The Theory of Personal Processes" used in this 

investigation, contact must occur at the outset of any interaction and 

must persist throughout the relationship. At a very early point in the 

interaction, consultation becomes an extension of contact and thereby 

supplies the means by which the interests of the youths are discovered. 

These interests constitute the basic ingredient for the interaction. 

As the interactive process continues, sharing, a mutual exchange 

of ideas and interests, is the basis of cooperative effort. Throughout 

the interactive process, choosing should be at a maximum if there is to 

be a high degree of freedom and democratic living. 

Findings 

The investigation revealed the following patterns: 

1. Contact: The youth-in-trouble reported little effective contact 
between themselves and their parents. 

The youth-in-trouble reported little effective contact 
between themselves and their teachers. 
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2. Consult: The youth-in-troub1e reported little effective 

3. Share: 

4. Choose: 

consultation between themselves and their parents. 

The youth-in-trouble reported little effective 
consultation between themselves and their teachers. 

The youth-in-trouble reported little effective sharing 
between themselves and their parents. 

The youth-in-trouble reported little effective sharing 
between themselves and their teachers. 

The youth-in-trouble reported little effective choosing 
between themselves and their parents. 

The youth-in-troub1e reported little effective choosing 
between themselves and their teachers. 

In light of the above findings, it can be concluded that the 

youth-in-trouble who were studied in this investigation generally seemed 

not to perceive themselves as operating in home and school environments 

of freedom and democratic living. 

Investigation Number XI 

Date: 1981 

Author: Eli Sidney Noble 

Title: Assessment of a College Wrestling Team Organized Under a 
Theory of Personal Processes. 

Summary 

Problem Statement 

This study was concerned with the perceptions of the members of a 

college wrestling team which was organized and operated according to a 

theory of personal processes. The problem as formally stated was: In 

developing a college wrestling team, using a theory of personal 
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processes, what perceptions regarding the process are held by the team 

members? 

Assumptions 

The investigation was based on three assumptions. The 

assumptions as formally stated were: 

1. Each person has a remarkable capacity for self-direction. 

2. Each person will tend to develop to his/her maximum potential 

when involved in a process which is warm, caring, and supportive. 

3. The investigator has the philosophic commitment and appropriate 

Methods 

behavioral skills to initiate, 

personal process. 

develop, and structure the 

A personal processes theory was derived from the literature of 

democratic processes as one of two frames of reference. This frame of 

reference was used to organize the dissertation, develop the 

questionnaire, and present the data. It included the following 

categories: (1) contact; (2) consult; (3) find; (4) share; and 

(5) accompany. 

A perceptual psychology theory was also derived from the 

literature as the second frame of reference. This frame of reference 

was used for the purpose of analyzing the data. It included the 

following categories: (1) perceptual field; (2) perceptions; (3) needs; 

(4) self-perceptions; and (5) behavior. 
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Each category of the personal processes theory was organized and 

presented as follows: (1) a statement concerning the category under 

examination; (2) certain category-related questionnaire statements 

displaying composite quantitative findings; (3) representative 

respondents' comments to each questionnaire statement; and (4) an 

.examination of respondents' comments employing the perceptual framework. 

According to the theory of personal prQcesses used in this 

investigation: 

relationships; 

(1) contact is the very beginning of person-to-person 

(2) consult is the next step in contact. It constitutes 

the efforts of one person to learn about another through dialogue; (3) 

find is the possible outcome of contact and consult. It suggests the 

discovery of some of the other person's needs, interests, concerns, 

aspirations, etc.; (4) share is the culmination of the contact, consult, 

and find categories. It constitutes that age of the process where the 

involved persons exchange ideas regarding the identified needs, 

interests, concerns, aspirations, etc.; and (5) accompany is the final 

action phase of the process. In this stage, the involved persons 

actually do things together in pursuing the identified interests of the 

person. 

Findings 

The theory of personal processes utilized by the wrestling 

coaches at Pima Community College was found to be highly regarded by 

most of the respondents. Although certain respondents commented that 

they were at first reluctant to accept this approach, the majority of 

the team members had little or no difficulty in adjusting to it. They 
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felt it served their needs, interests, and feelings more nearly than 

their previous wrestling experiences. 

The respondents commented that they perceived the opportunity to 

participate in the decision-making process and the warm, friendly, and 

supportive atmosphere created by the coaches as major factors in their 

respective decisions to attend Pima Community College and wrestle. 

For the wrestling coach who desires to employ an alternative to 

the coach-centered, traditional approach to coaching, the use of the 

theory of personal processes is recommended. It is immediately 

applicable to the following concerns of wrestling team members and their 

coaches: (1) recruiting; (2) financial aid; (3) housing; (4) enrolling 

in school; and (5) the acquisition of wrestling skills. 

Investigation Number XII 

Date: 1983 

Author: Thomas Martin Anderson 

Title: Student and Instructor Perceptions of Social-Educational 
Relationships in a Public Alternative School Program. 

Summary 

Problem Statement 

The focus of this investigation was on educationally marginal 

students participating in an alternative school program. The problem as 

formally stated was: Among selected educationally marginal students 

participating in an alternative school program which uses a theory of 

personal processes: (1) what is the social-educational background of 
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each student? (2) how does each student perceive his/her socia1-

educational relationships within the alternative school program? and 

(3) what are the perceptions of a teacher participant observer regarding 

each student's social-educational relationships within the program? 

Assumptions 

The investigation was based on seven 

assumptions as formally stated were: 

assumptions. The 

1. The reported perceptions of students constitute one approach to 

the understanding of the personal processes they experience in 

school. 

2. The reported student perceptions concerning the social-

educational relationships experienced in a special educational 

context are valid. 

3. The student perceptions in number 1 above can be identified, 

described, and analyzed by a participant observer. 

4. The student perceptions in number 1 above, when identified and 

described, can shed important insights into the students' social 

and learning processes. 

5. The trained participant observer can provide useful descriptions 

which will both complement and expand reports given by students. 

6. Students are active, curious, and intrinsically motivated 

individuals who readily learn that which is in line with personal 

goals and needs. 

7. Students tend to be motivated to learn when they have a positive 

self-concept and experience success. 
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Methods 

The investigator sought answers to the following questions 

regarding educationally marginal students: (1) What is the social

educational background of each student? (2) How does each student 

perceive his/her social-educational relationships within the school 

programs? 

observer 

(3) What are the perceptions of a teacher participant 

regarding each student's social-educational relationships 

within the program? 

A conceptual framework to organize, conduct, and report the study 

was developed from the theory of personal processes. 

The investigator functioned as a participant observer in the 

alternative programs under scrutiny. Twenty-seven alternative school 

students were observed and interviewed. Six case studies were 

documented. Additionally, the perceptions of the remaining 21 students 

were presented, together with the observations of the participant 

observer. 

Findings 

Some of the more significant findings were: 

1. Students became educationally marginal through a process of self

definition and through being labeled by teachers and others. 

2. Marginal students tended to perceive themselves as not being 

treated equally by their teachers. They saw themselves as having 

poor relationships with their teachers. 

3. Marginal students tended to dissipate their marginality by 

developing a new social-educational reality for themselves 
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through group association, participation, and involvement in the 

alternative school program. 

4. The theory of personal processes, which was designed to promote 

warm and personal relationships in the classroom, was found to be 

most productive with the marginal students who came to this 

alternative program. 

Investigation Number XIII 

Date: 1983 

Author: Pear lie Mae Price Chandler 

Title: A Preparation Program for Alternative School Teachers 

Summary 

Problem Statement 

This investigation was designed to aid in the development of a 

teacher preparation program for alternative teachers. The problem as 

formally stated was: What insights can be gained from studying and 

describing the intersubjective relationships of an alternative sehoul 

teacher and selected students in designing a secondary 

preparation program appropriate for alternative schools? 

Assumptions 

The investigation was based on 

assumptions as formally stated were: 

three assumptions. 

teacher 

The 
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1. The study of selected intersubjective personal relationships of 

an alternative school can yield productive data in constructing 

an alternative school teacher preparation program. 

2. A theory based on intersubjective personal relationships can be 

productive in developing, conducting, summarizing, and reporting 

this study. 

3. The perceptions of students and a participant observer can be 

valuable sources of data. 

Methods 

A "Theory of Intersubjective Personal Relationships" was 

established and utilized throughout the study. 

The theoretical framework was formulated from a series of 

concepts derived from the literature of social psychology to guide in 

collecting and reporting the data, as well as constructing a teacher 

preparation program for alternative schools. The framework consisted of 

four key words: (1) choicing, (2) awareness, (3) acceptance, and 

(4) sharing. The focus of the investigation was concerned with the 

intersubjective relationships as related to alternative students and 

their teacher. The case study approach grounded in ethnography and 

existentialism, was employed in gathering and reporting the data. It 

permitted the investigator to observe, interact, and record the multiple 

phenomenon. 

The investigation focused on the "in school lives" of five 

alternative students and their teacher. Each of the five students in 

her/his personal school relationship became the subject of a case study. 
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The investigator, as participant observer, was the instructor of each of 

the five students. The teacher maintained records of the various 

interactions with the students. Moreover, she had available documents 

such as diaries, term papers, journals, and other student-produced 

artifacts. 

The case studies were presented using the theory of 

intersubjective personal relationships. The presentation of each case 

was organized using the four terms of the theory. Each case was 

presented to demonstrate at least one of the theoretical behavioral 

concepts. The resulting data were recorded and analyzed according to 

the four behavioral concepts. 

Findings 

A proposal for a teacher preparation program for alternative 

teachers 'was developed from the case studies. The program featured the 

following provisions: (1) alternative high school student consultants; 

(2) the study and discussion of the theory; (3) the opportunity to 

operationalize the theory; (4) the opportunity to develop and understand 

"support networks"; (5) the opportunity to meet, consult, and work with 

community representatives; (6) the opportunity to maintain diaries and 

develop other records of experiences; and (7) the opportunity for daily 

meetings to interact and operationalize the "Theory of Intersubjective 

Personal Relationships." 



CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSES OF INVESTIGATIONS 

Introduction 

Thirteen investigations involving a Theory of Democratic 

Processes in Classrooms have been identified by the present investigator 

for purposes of determining documented patterns of personal 

relationships. Data chapters of each of the investigations were read 

and considered in preparation for analyses. 

The categorical framework of the Theory of Democratic Processes 

in Classrooms was developed into an analytical framework by the present 

investigator. This analytical framework was used to code and analyze 

the data chapters of each of the thirteen investigations. A series of 

bar graphs was employed to display and interpret the coded data of the 

individual investigations with regard to patterns of personal 

relationships. 

Investigation I - Warren Bennett Franzen 

Selected perceptions regarding an instructor's democratic methods 

in the classroom were reported by 58 of the instructor's former 

acquaintances. The investigator, Franzen, referred to the instructor as 

"the target teacher," or "Alfred." The 58 former acquaintances of 

Alfred consisted of 45 former students of which 25 were college 
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students, and 20 were non-college students. 

teacher colleagues. 
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The other 13 were former 

In order to identify and describe teacher behavior, Franzen 

formulated a theoretical framework which consisted of the following 

categories: (1) position and role; (2) open and closed methods; 

(3) democratic influences; and (4) organizational congruity. He 

developed a questionnaire of 12 statements based on the categories of 

the theoretical framework. The questionnaires were administered 

individually to each of the participants who responded to the statements 

by marking their reactions on a Likert-type scale. 

commented on the various statements. 

Additionally, they 

In Franzen's data chapters, two distinct types of data were 

presented. The first type of data was supplied by the participants' 

positive and negative responses to the scaled statements on the 

questionnaire. The second type of data consisted of the oral comments 

to the various questionnaire statements contributed by the participants. 

In the present study, these two types of data were arranged under the 

appropriate categories of the present investigator's analytical 

framework, i.e., 1.1 Self as Person, 1.2 Self as Learner, 1.3 Self in 

Relationships, 2.1 Contact, 2.2 Consult, 2.3 Find, 2.4 Share, and 

2.5 Accompany. Algebraic totals of the positive and negative responses 

contributed by the participants were calculated after each category. 

Examples of the oral comments contributed by the participants were 

presented after each category. 
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Examples of the participants' oral comments were presented by 

using the following headings: (1) Positive Student Comments; 

(2) Negative Student Comments; (3) Positive Teacher Comments; and 

(4) Negative Teacher Comments. These headings were subsumed under each 

of the categories of the present investigator's analytical framework. 

The categories of the present investigator's analytical framework are 

arranged under two separate sections, i.e., 1.0 Inner Direction and 

2.0 Other Direction. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings 

The 1.0 Inner Direction categories are: 1.1 Self as Person, 

1.2 Self as Learner, and 1.3 Self in Relationships. Positive and 

negative scaled responses were coded by the present investigator under 

the appropriate categories. In that which follows, the algebraic total 

of the positive and negative scaled responses is presented after each of 

the categories. The four headings of positive and negative 

student/teacher comments are subsumed under each of the categories. Two 

examples of comments contributed by the participants are shown under 

each heading. 

1.1 Self as Person: Positive Scaled Responses 6 

Negative Scaled Responses 0 

Algebraic Total of Scaled Responses 6 

(1) positive Student Comments: 

Example 1: He tried not to be the dictator of the classrooms 
as many teachers are. 
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Example 2: He did not take the position that everything he 
said was right and not to be disputed. 

(2) .Negative Student Comments: 

Example 1: I feel that he really doesn't care what people 
think of him. 

Example 2: He demanded no respect from others in that he 
allowed chaos to prevail in the classroom. 

(3) positive Teacher Comments: 

Example 1: I feel that he achieves respect as much as 
anyone, not by insisting on it but by living it. 

Example 2: Alfred considers himself equal with his students. 

(4) Negative Teacher Comments: 

Example 1: He disturbs some teachers by allowing students to 
call him by his first name. 

Example 2: Democracy is not doing as one pleases when he 
pleases. 

1.2 Self as Learner: Positive Scaled Responses 12 

Negative Scaled Responses 2 

Algebraic Total of Scaled Responses 10 

(1) Positive Student Comments: 

Example 1: His pre-determined goals are surely the best 
learning processes. 

Example 2: He seems to be working on a new system of 
learning to improve school organization - I found 
his system far superior. 

(2) Negative Student Comments: 

Example 1: He feels he is presenting the 
(according to him) is primarily 
society accepts. 

truth 
against 

which 
what 
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Example 2: Most of us thought he saw himself as a savior 
figure. 

(3) positive Teacher Comments: None 

(4) Negative Teacher Comments: 

Example 1: I feel I cannot be positive in evaluating any 
technique which differs from my own. 

Example 2: His teaching will destroy it [democratic 
processes]. I'm not really sure that I have 
answered this correctly. He is more liberal than 
democratic. 

1.3 Self in Relationships: Positive Scaled Responses 14 

Negative Scaled Responses 6 

Algebraic Total of Scaled Responses 8 

(1) Positive Student Comments: 

Example 1: His class demonstrated to me what democracy 
should be. 

Example 2: He left the direction of the individual up to the 
individual. 

(2) Negative Student Comments: 

Example 1: Democracy is mob rule. In his classroom, if 51 
percent want to goof off then no learning occurs. 

Example 2: Of course his favorites are the ones that respond 
to his method of teaching. 

(3) Positive Teacher Comments: None 

(4) Negative Teacher Comments: 

Example 1: He enjoys the role of devil's advocate. 

Example 2: He tends to draw favorites into his circle of 
associates. 
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1.0 Inner Direction Codings Interpretations 

Positive and negative scaled participant responses found in 

Franzen's data chapters were coded under the 1.0 Inner Direction 

categories of the present investigator's analytical framework. 

Algebraic totals of the scaled responses were calculated for each of the 

categories. The algebraic totals of the scaled responses are presented 

in the bar graph in Figure 2. 

The categories of 1.0 Inner Direction refer to the inner 

organization of a person that helps him relate in more democratic ways 

with other persons. The bar graph in Figure 2 illustrates the algebraic 

totals of the positive and negative scaled participant responses 

reported in Franzen's data chapters and coded under the categories of 

1.0 Inner Direction by the present investigator. A significant 

algebraic total can be seen under the category 1.2 Self as Learner. 

Franzen indicated in his investigation that Alfred, the target 

teacher, "appeared to be intent upon self-improvement and tended 

persistently to be self-critical." According to Franzen, Alfred 

attempted to systematically analyze his own theory and methods in order 

to generate descriptions of his own classroom behavior (Franzen 1970, 

pp. 24-25). Thus, a significant algebraic total under the category 

1.2 Self as Learner appears to set a pattern of personal learning where 

the target teacher, Alfred, is a critical student of his own behavior. 

2.0 Other Direction Codings 

The 2.0 Other Direction categories are 2.1 Contact, 2.2 Consult, 

2.3 Find, 2.4 Share, and 2.5 Accompany. positive and negative responses 



Categories of 
1.0 Inner Direction 

1.1 Self as Person 
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Figure 2. Inner Direction Algebraic Total 
of Scaled Responses (Franzen). 
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were coded by the present investigator under the appropriate categories. 

In that which follows, the algebraic total of the positive and negative 

scaled responses is presented after each of the categories. The four 

headings of positive and negative student/teacher comments are subsumed 

under each of the categories. Two examples of comments contributed by 

the participants are shown under each heading. 

2.1 Contact: No scaled responses reported in Franzen's data chapters 

2.2 Consult: Positive Scaled Responses 7 

Negative Scaled Responses 2 

Algebraic Total of Scaled Responses 5 

(1) Positive Student Comments: 

Example 1: I believe he cares more that I learn than what I 
learn. 

Example 2: He constantly solicits the class for ideas on 
what to do. 

(2) Negative Student Comments: 

Example 1: He planted the seed in my mind which started me 
seeing many faults in my teachers and the school 
policy. Could lead to the student rebellions 
like on college campuses today. 

(3) Positive Teacher Comments: 

Example 1: His attitude and approach tend to lead students 
to social problem orientation. 

(4) Negative Teacher Comments: 

Example 1: Definitely believes students 
determine curriculum and course 
are not that mature. 

should largely 
content. They 

Example 2: He accepts student decisions as long as they 
don't conflict with what he thinks important. 
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2.3 Find: Positive Scaled Responses 8 

Negative Scaled Responses = 4 

Algebraic Total of Scaled Responses 4 

(1) Positive Student Comments: 

Example 1: He wanted us to work on things we were interested 
in. 

Example 2: He wants you 
learn about, 
learn. 

(2) Negative Student Comments: 

to learn about what you want 
not about what others want you 

to 
to 

Example 1: He uses democratic processes but is there to 
control us--a policeman. 

Example 2: There is no point to bring up issues if you are 
not going to think of possible solutions. 

(3) Positive Teacher Comments: 

Example 1: Insight is gained through the process of 
discovery and discussion. 

Example 2: I think he makes a sincere effort to use 
democratic processes. 

(4) Negative Teacher Comments: 

Example 1: His approach seems to be a help to the better 
student; I wonder about the poor one. 

Example 2: Many students realize that what he teaches is not 
reality and they soon lose interest. 

2.4 Share: Positive Scaled Responses 12 

Negative Scaled Responses 5 

Algebraic Total of Scaled Responses 7 
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(1) Positive Student Comments: 

Example 1: I think his main goal was to let us think and 
participate in discussions. 

Example 2: For education, he wants you to react--to think. 

(2) Negative Student Comments: 

Example 1: In the end, a few people did most of the talking 
but only because the others chose to remain 
silent. 

Example 2: I never experienced anything like it before, and 
wasn't prepared to really participate. 

(3) Positive Teacher Comments: 

Example 1: He seems to feel exposure is more important than 
answers--especially group answers. 

Example 2: He elicits discussion and response with his own 
peer group. 

(4) Negative Teacher Comments: 

Example 1: Sometimes I feel that he may strongly push some 
pet ideas on students. 

Example 2: He might be a good actor, and I don't know if 
students know when he has acted or presented 
information. 

2.5 Accompany: Positive Scaled Responses 6 

Negative Scaled Responses 5 

Algebraic Total of Scaled Responses 1 

(1) Positive Student Comments: 

Example 1: He made us realize that the school organization 
can be changed if we want it to. 

Example 2: We would come to him if we needed help; also he 
asked how we were doing. 
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(2) Negative Student Comments: 

Example 1: I don't recall solving problems--only bull 

Example 2: 

sessions. 

Sometimes 
anything. 

he would just come in and not say 
He just let us discuss what we wanted. 

(3) Positive Teacher Comments: 

Example 1: I think one would have to say his classroom 
behavior was democratic because the term does not 
preclude guidance. He certainly is not 
authoritarian. 

Example 2: He can only follow democratic processes so far 
within the administration of the school. 

(4) Negative Teacher Comments: 

Example 1: He expects the student to accept more 
responsibility than he is capable of doing. 

Example 2: He does not guide students in analysis and 
synthesis of problems. Reactions more often seem 
to lack depth. 

2.0 Other Direction Codings Interpretations 

As with 1.0 Inner Direction, the positive and negative scaled 

participant responses found in Franzen's data chapters were coded under 

the 2.0 Other Direction categories of the present investigator's 

analytical framework. Algebraic totals of the scaled responses were 

calculated for each category. The algebraic totals of the scaled 

responses are presented in Figure 3. 

The categories of 2.0 Other Direction refer to the social action 

of teachers that builds democratic relationships with others in the 

classroom. The bar graph in Figure 3 illustrates the algebraic totals 

of the positive and negative scaled participant responses reported in 
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Franzen's data chapters are coded under the categories of 2.0 Other 

Direction by the present investigator. A significant algebraic total 

can be seen under the category 2.4 Share. 

The category 2.4 Share refers to an equal exchange of ideas as 

learners. According to Barnes (1977, p. 65), "share" suggests that 

those who are together in a learning environment can partake in common 

of a learning experience and enjoy each other in the process. Franzen 

(1970, p. 24) . described Alfred's tendencies to share learning 

experiences with others in the following observation: "He consistently 

challenged the traditional patterns of behavior~ and he was concerned 

with students, their welfare, their behavior, their learning habits and 

needs, and their involvement in the development of the school 

curriculum." Thus, a significant algebraic total under the category 

2.4 Share see~s to indicate a pattern of deep concern with Alfred for 

his personal relationships. 

Investigation II - Clyde D. Tidwell 

Teacher behavior employing democatic processes were identified 

from a series of audio and video tapings of high school American 

Problems classes and World History classes. Certain critical incidents 

taken from the audio and video taped episodes of the investigator's 

(Tidwell's) classroom behavior were selected to illustrate various 

aspects of the democratic process. 

Two instruments were developed for use in examining and analyzing 

the investigator's (Tidwell's) video and audio tapes. The first of 

these instruments was called the "Identification Process," which 
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consisted of three categories and 12 sub-categories. The second of 

these instruments was called the "Psychological Warmth Process," which 

consisted of two categories and 16 sub-categories. From the two 

instruments, Tidwell used a total of 20 sub-categories for coding and 

plotting the frequency patterns of his own teacher behavior employing 

democratic processes in the classroom. The 20 sub-categories utilized 

were: (1) contact, (2) introduce, (3) invite, (4) position, 

(5) silence, (6) respond, (7) explore, (8) contribute, (9) include, 

(10) review, (11) recontact, (12) reinvite, (13) set, (14) consider, 

(15) invite, (16) refer, (17) encourage, (18) reassure, (19) commend, 

and (20) silence. 

In Tidwell's data chapters, two distinct types of data were 

presented from the audio and video classroom tapes. The first type of 

data was a series of investigator scripts typifying his own verbal 

behavior as a teacher. The second type of data consisted of a series of 

five-minute plottings illustrating Tidwell's democratic processes in the 

classroom. These two types of data were coded under the two separate 

sections of the present investigator's analytical framework, i.e., 

1.0 Inner Direction and 2.0 Other Direction. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings 

The first type of data, Tidwell's series of investigator scripts 

typifying his own verbal behavior as a teacher, was coded by the present 

investigator under the appropriate 1.0 Inner Direction category of her 

analytical framework. The 1.0 Inner Direction categories are: 1.1 Self 

as Person, 1.2 Self as Learner, and 1.3 Self in Relationships. 
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Tidwell coded the scripts of his verbal behaviors at 10-second 

intervals. In that which follows, the number of Tidwell's investigator 

scripts coded by the present investigator is presented after each of the 

categories. This is followed by the total number of 10-second time 

intervals utilized by Tidwell as a matrix for coding the investigator 

scripts. Five examples of coded investigator scripts are presented 

under each of the categories. 

1.1 Self as Person: 16 investigator scripts 

Total 10-second time intervals = 16 

Investigator Script Examples: 

Example 1: I don't feel I can judge for you. 

Example 2: Yes, as long as the person doesn't prescribe rules 
for me. 

Example 3: Yes, all I'm going to do now is listen to you. 

Example 4: Yes, I understand the religious view, but let the 
person make his Own choice. 

Example 5: For your life, that appears fine, but what about 
the other person? 

1.2 Self as Learner - 92 investigator scripts 

Total 10-second time intervals = 124 

Investigator Script Examples: 

Example 1: Say anything you want about it. 

Example 2: Let's pick up some of your statements on history. 

Example 3: I need to think about that for a while. 

Example 4: I'd be interested in that. 
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Example 5: Let me pick up what you said, Mary, and see if I 
can examine it. 

1.3 Self in Relationships - 114 investigator scripts 

Total la-second time intervals = 124 

Investigator Script Examples: 

Example 1: I'd like you to tell me how you feel. 

Example 2: It suggests 
approaches. 

we think in terms of 
Typical approaches are out. 

different 

Example 3: But that way you and I are the only ones who get 
to read your paper. 

Example 4: What sort of idea did you have in mind, Pam? 

Example 5: I'd like to work with you on that. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings Interpretations 

Tidwell's series of investigator scripts typifying his own verbal 

behavior as a teacher, together with the number of la-second time 

intervals utilized by each script, were coded by the present 

investigator under an appropriate 1.0 Inner Direction category of her 

analytical framework. The total number of la-second time intervals 

utilized as a matrix for coding the investigator scripts are presented 

in Figure 4. 

The categories of 1.0 Inner Direction refer to the inner 

organization of a person that helps him relate in more democratic ways 

to other persons. Figure 4 demonstrates the total number of la-second 

time intervals utilized by the coded investigator scripts. A 

significant number of codings can be seen under the categories 1.2 Self 

as Learner and 1.3 Self in Relationships. 
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In his investigation, Tidwell (1971, p. 9) affirmed: "Any 

attempt to foster democracy, or democratic processes in the classroom, 

suggests that each person therein participates in the creation of the 

class activities." As a participator in the creation of class 

activities, Tidwell entered into the learning process. Patterns of 

personal learning are thus significantly characteristic of Tidwell's 

teacher behavior and democratic processes in the classroom. 

Tidwell viewed his experience in the classroom as a process of 

associated living. He related the following of himself: 

He maintains that his own experiences are shared with the members 
of the class; that he should refer his own experiences to the 
class; and that he should consider the actions of class members 
to give point and direction to his own efforts. He further 
maintains that this mode of living tends to break down barriers 
between himself and the other class members, tends to liberate 
his personal potential, and gives more import to the total class 
activity (Tidwell 1971, p. 9). 

Patterns of personal relationships are thus significantly characteristic 

of Tidwell's teacher behavior and democratic processes in the classroom. 

2.0 Other Direction Codings 

The 2.0 Other Direction categories of the present investigator's 

analytical framework were co-related with the 20 distinct sub-categories 

utilized by Tidwell. The co-related forms are referred to by the 

present investigator as Wilde:Tidwell Categories. The Wilde:Tidwell 

Categories are: 2.1 Contact: Contact / Introduce / Recontact / Set; 

2.2 Consult Invite / position / Reinvite / Consider; 2.3 Find 

Silence / Respond / Explore / Encourage / Silence; 2.4 Share 
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Contribute / Include / Review / Invite / Referi and 2.5 Accompany 

Reassure / Commend. 

In order to illustrate various aspects of the democratic process, 

Tidwell coded critical incidents from the audio and video taped episodes 

of his own classroom behavior. These codings were presented on a series 

of five-minute plottings in Tidwell's investigation. On each of the 

five-minute plottings, Tidwell' sub-categories were associated with a 

number of 10-second time intervals which formed a matrix for coding 

purposes. From the series of five-minute plottings found in Tidwell's 

investigation, the present investigator totaled the number of 10-second 

, 
time intervals associated with each of his sub-categories. 

The second type of data, Tidwell's series of five-minute 

plottings illustrating his democratic processes in the classroom, 

provided the information needed by the present investigator to total the 

number of 10-second time intervals associated with each of Tidwell's 20 

distinct sub-categories. In that which follows, a summation of 10-

second time intervals associated with Tidwell's sub-categories is 

presented under each of the Wilde:Tidwell categories. 



2.1 Contact : Contact I Introduce I Recontact I Set 
(Wilde : Tidwell Category) 
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Tidwell Sub-Category # of 10-Second Intervals 

Contact 5 

Introduce 7 

Recontact o 

Set • • • • • 18 

Total Number of 10-Second Intervals = 30 

2.2 Consult : Invite I Position I Reinvite I Consider 
(Wilde : Tidwell Category) 

Tidwell Sub-Category # of 10-Second Intervals 

Invite • • 5 

position • 29 

Reinvite • 2 

Consider • 27 

Total Number of 10-Second Intervals = 63 

2.3 Find: Silence I Respond I Explore I Encourage I Silence 
(Wilde:Tidwell Category) 

Tidwell Sub-Category # of 10-Second Intervals 

Silence • 105 

Respond 25 

Explore 10 

Encourage o 

Silence 53 

Total Number of la-Second Intervals = 193 



2.4 Share : Contribute / Include / Review / Invite / Refer 
(Wilde:Tidwell Category) 
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Tidwell Sub-Category Number of 10-Second Intervals 

Contribute • 8 

Include • 14 

Review • o 

Invite • 5 

Refer 3 

Total Number of 10-Second Intervals 30 

2.5 Accompany: Reassure / Commend 
(Wilde:Tidwell Category) 

Tidwell Sub-Category Number of 10-Second Intervals 

Reassure 1 

Commend 1 

Total Number of 10-Second Intervals = 2 

2.0 Other Direction Codings Interpretations 

On a series of five-minute plottings, Tidwell associated each of 

his sub-categories with a number of contracted 10-second time intervals. 

After developing co-related Wilde:Tidwell categories, the present 

investigator coded and totaled the associated 10-second time intervals. 

The total number of 10-second time intervals associated with Tidwell's 

sub-categories is presented in Figure 5. 

The categories of 2.0 Other Direction refer to the social action 

of teachers which builds democratic relationships with others in the 

clasroom. The bar graph in Figure 5 illustrates the total number of 
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la-second time intervals associated with each of the co-related 

Wilde:Tidwell categories of 2.0 Other Direction. A significant total 

number of time interval codings can be seen under the category 2.3 Find. 

The idea of developing an adequate personality through conscious 

involvement in the process of becoming, according to Tidwell, was a 

central concept (Tidwell 1971, p. 11). The process of becoming is 

synonymous to the process of finding, discovering, and seeking out the 

truths of reality. Thus, a significant pattern of finding and discovery 

seem to be characteristic of the investigator, Tidwell. 

Investigation III - Philip Noel Archambault 

Teacher attitude patterns regarding classroom control were 

identified by interviewing 50 members of a high school faculty. The 

investigator, Archambault, conducted the interviews upon the assumption 

that what takes place in classrooms reflects the attitudes of the 

teachers toward themselves, their students, and the total teaching 

situation (Archambault 1972, p. 55). 

Archambault constructed an instrument for interviewing the 50 

members of the high school faculty. The instrument was divided into six 

major categories relating to ways that teachers seem to view themselves. 

The categories were: (1) director of learning/facilitator of learning; 

(2) structurer of classroom activities/sharer of classroom decisions; 

(3) transmitter of community norms/acceptor of student norms; (4) 

establisher of standards/acceptor of needs and interests; (5) relator as 

superior/relator as equal; and (6) authority who controls student 

activities/promoter of "personal" processes in education. Twenty-two 
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interview statements relating to these categories were then formulated 

by Archambault. During personal interviews, Archambault recorded each 

high school faculty member's statement responses on Likert-type scales. 

He also recorded their comments concerning the interview statements. 

In Archambault's data chapters, ·two distinct types of data were 

found. The first type was the recorded comments of 50 high school 

teachers concerning the 22 interview statements. The second type of 

data consisted of the scaled responses (in percent) made by the teachers 

regarding the interview statements. Archambault recorded the 

quantitative results (in percent) of each of the scaled responses with 

reference to a complex of prevailing theories of education utilized in 

his investigation. The present investigator coded these two distinct 

types of data under the separate sections of her analytical framework, 

i.e., 1.0 Inner Direction and 2.0 Other Direction. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings 

The first type of data, Archambault's recordings of 50 high 

school teachers' comment concerning the 22 interview statements, was 

coded by the present investigator under the appropriate 1.0 Inner 

Direction categories of her analytical framework. The 1.0 Inner 

Direction categories are: 

1.3 Self in Relationships. 

1.1 Self as Person, 1.2 Self as Learner, and 

In that which follows, the number of recorded comments coded by 

the present investigator is presented after each of the categories. 

Five examples of coded comments are presented under each of the 

categories. 
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1.1 Self as Person - 28 recorded comments 

Comment Examples: 

Example 1: The student should be free to concentrate on what is 
important to him. 

Example 2: I think nothing deflates a person's self-concept more 
than failing grades. 

Example 3: I see them [students] as equal to us. They are as 
smart as we are. All they lack is experience. 

Example 4: It's their life and they should be free to choose. 

Example 5: Person to person, we are all equal. We have to 
respect them [students] for what they are. 

1.2 Self as Learner - 44 recorded comments 

Comment Examples: 

Example 1: I have to provide a learning environment, then step 
out of the way and let students manipulate the 
environment to make it meaningful. 

Example 2: If you can feel that you are involved 
planning, you take more of a personal 
Learning is a sharing of knowledge. 

in the 
interest. 

Example 3: I don't think grades are that important at all. 

Example 4: We use textbooks very little. 
own program. 

I prefer making up my 

Example 5: Anybody learns best when it is a lot of fun. My most 
successful units are the ones where the kids don't 
consider it work. 

1.3 Self in Relationships - 35 recorded comments 

Comment Examples: 

Example 1: The teacher is in charge, but is also just one of the 
participants in the classroom; the teacher is the 
leader and provides the guidance. 

Example 2: I see the teacher as sort of facilitator. 



Example 3: The classroom should be a place where 
and teacher learn to set their own 
discipline. 

Example 4: I don't always evaluate their work. 
things just for the fun of doing them. 
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the students 
patterns of 

We do many 

Example 5: They {students] are all interesting when you get them 
talking about themselves and things that they like. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings Interpretations 

Archambault's recordings of 50 high school teachers' comments 

concerning 22 interview statements were coded by the present 

investigator under the appropriate 1.0 Inner Direction categories to her 

analytical framework. The number of recorded comments coded is 

illustrated in Figure 6. 

The categories of 1.0 Inner Direction refer to a personal 

organization which provides the balance, the stability, and the patience 

needed for democratic behavior. In the bar graph in Figure 6, a 

significant number of recorded comments can be seen in the category 

1.2 Self as Learner. The teachers interviewed by Archambault appeared 

to be aware of the need to become involved in the sharing and discovery 

process. Their perception of "self as learner" seemed to describe them 

as open-learning teachers who facilitate the learning of their students. 

Thus, a significant number of recorded comments in the category 1.2 Self 

as Learner appears to set a pattern of the interviewed teachers as 

facilitators of learning. 
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2.0 Other Direction Codings 

The second type of data found in Archambault's data chapters 

consisted of teachers' scaled responses (in percent) to the interview 

statements which he reported with reference to a complex of prevailing 

theory of education utilized in his investigation. By relating 

Archambault's theory references to the 2.0 Other Direction categories, 

the present investigator coded this second type of data onto her 

analytical framework. The 2.0 Other Direction categories are: 

2.1 Contact, 2.2 Consult, 2.3 Find, 2.4 Share, and 2.5 Accompany. 

In that which follows, Archambault's interview statement number, 

his theory reference, and the teachers' scaled responses (in percent) 

are displayed under each of the categories of 2.0 Other Direction. The 

teachers' scaled response average (percent) is then presented. 

2.1 Contact 

Archambault's 
Interview 
Statement No. 

11 

12 

Teachers' Scaled 
Responses (in percent) 

Archambault's 
Theory 
Reference 

Teachers accept the poorly 
dressed and ill kept stu
dents as well as the well 
groomed (Archambault 1972, 
p. 22) •••• 

Teachers accept all kinds of 
students (Archambault 1972, 
p. 20) • • . . • 

• • 62 

• 64 

Teachers' Scaled Response Average (in percent) • 63 



2.1 Consult 

Archambault's 
Interview 
Statement No. 

5 

13 · · 

15 · · 

21 · · 

22 

· · · 

· · · 

· · · 
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Teachers' Scaled 
Responses (in percent) 

Archambault's 
Theory 
Reference 

Students should be encour
aged to select their own 
seats and be free to move 
around (Archambault 1972, 
p. 11) ••••••• • • • • 58 

Parents do not expect home-
work assignments (Archambault 
1972, p. 22) . . . . . . . 
Pressures and accountability 
of students are necessary 
(Archambault 1972, p. 34) . 
Students should have freedom 
of movement 

No one ever becomes a part 
of anything unless he feels 
needed and consulted 

· 

· 

· 

· · 44 

· · 18 

· · 56 

(Archambault 1972, p. 43) •••• 12 

Teachers' Scaled Response Average (in percent) 37.6 

Teachers' Scaled 
2.1 Find Responses (in percent) 

Archambault's 
Interview 
Statement No. 

1 

4 

Archambault's 
Theory 
Reference 

Students should be free to 
pursue their own interests 
(Archambault 1972, p. 11) • • • • 54 

Objective tests favor 
guessing and cause worry 
(Archambault 1972, p. 32) •••• 80 
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16 

Inexpensive paperbacks and 
a large variety of other 
relevant materials should 
replace textbooks • • • • 

Grades must be abolished be
cause they are destructive 
and give students a feeling 
of worthlessness (Archambault 

• • 54 

1972, p. 19) •••••• •• 72 
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Teachers' Scaled Response Average (in percent) • 65 

2.1 Share 

Archambault's 
Interview 
Statement No. 

2 

6 

9 

10 

20 

Teachers' Scaled 
Responses (in percent) 

Archambault's 
Theory 
Reference 

Learning can be a delight 
(Archambault 1972, p. 7) •••• 44 

Rules should be made by 
students in cooperation 
with their teachers and 
administrators (Archambault 
1972, p. 14) ••••• • •• 46 

A spirit of cooperation 
between adults and youth 
is needed in our schools 
(Archambault 1972, p. 15) • • • • 12 

Order in a classroom may 
mean that students are un
emotional and are rarely 
learning (Archambault 1972, 
p. 12) • • • • • 

Students need to be involved 
in deciding what they will 
learn, thus making learning 
more relevant to them 

• • 18 

(Archambault 1972, pp. 42-43) •• 42 

Teachers' Scaled Response Average (in percent) • 32.4 



2.1 Accompany 

Archambault's 
Interview 
Statement No. 

17 

18 

19 

146 

Teachers' Scaled 
Responses (in percent) 

Archambault's 
Theory 
Reference 

Students are trustworthy and 
responsible and should be 
given the opportunity to make 
choices (Archambault 1972, 
p. 39) • • • • • • • • • • 28 

Teachers need to see themselves 
as learners with the students 
(Archambault 1972, p. 35) •••• 40 

If teachers respect students, 
teachers and students will 
work well together 
(Archambault 1972, p. 37) •••• 54 

Teachers' Scaled Response Average (in percent) • 34.3 

2.0 Other Direction Codings Interpretations 

By relating Archambault's theory references to the appropriate 

2.0 Other Direction categories, the present investigator coded the 

teachers' scaled responses to the interview statements. The teachers' 

scaled response average (in percent) is illustrated in the following bar 

graph (Figure 7). 

The categories of 2.0 Other Direction refer to the social action 

of teachers who build democratic relationships with students in the 

classroom. The bar graph in Figure 7 illustrates the teachers' scaled 

response average to Archambault's interview statements as reported in 

his data chapters, and coded by the present investigator under the 

appropriate categories of 2.0 Other Direction. Significant teachers' 



Categories of 
2.0 Other Direction 

2.1 Contact 

2.2 Consult 

2.3 Find 

2.4 Share 

2.5 Accompany 
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scaled response averages (in percent) can be seen in the categories 

2.0 Contact and 2.3 Find. 

When persons are in contact, they not only respect their own and 

others' opinions, tastes, and responsibilities, but actively welcome the 

animation and excitement of the airing of disagreement (Per1s, 

Hefferline, and Goodman 1951, pp. 121-122). 

typify the teachers interviewed by Archambault. 

This statement seems to 

Thus; significance in 

the category 2.0 Contact seems to indicate a pattern of attempts made by 

the teacher respondents to form person-to-person relationships with 

their students. 

The attempts made by the teacher respondents to form personal 

relationships or contact with students was made possible by balanced 

efforts to identify and find the individual student interests. The need 

to elicit and clarify the personal interests of individual students as 

an aspect of their freedom seems to be a characteristic of the teacher 

respondents. Thus, significance in the category 2.3 Find appears to 

show the teachers' pattern of trust in the individual student who is 

searching for personal meaning and discovery. 

Investigation IV - Towne Charles Bishop 

Verbal patterns of an informal group of 22 university freshman 

students which employed democratic processes were identified from a 

series of discussion sessions. The college student participants all 

planned on becoming teachers and indicated an interest in becoming 

members of the informal group. Two common characteristics of the group 

were: (1) an interest in utilizing democratic processes in this group 
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relationship, and (2) an interest in teaching and utilizing democratic 

processes in their classrooms. 

An instrument for examining and analyzing nine categories of 

verbal group behavior was developed by Bishop and titled, "Interaction 

Process Code Verbal Patterns in an Informal Group." The Interaction 

Process Code was designed to permit observers to listen to and record 

their observations of certain aspects of the aforementioned informal 

group's behavior. This code included nine categories: (1) Originating, 

(2) 

(6) 

Discovering, 

Developing, 

Confusion. 

(3) Accompanying, (4) Locating, (5) Selecting, 

(7) Pursuing, (8) Examining, and (9) Pause, Silence or 

In Bishop's data chapters, two distinct types of data were 

presented. The first type of data was a series of Bishop's composite 

perceptions typifying occurrences during the informal group sessions. 

The second type of data carne from audio-recorded participant comments 

made during the informal group sessions. These two types of data were 

coded under the two separate sections of the present investigator's 

analytical framework, i.e., 1.0 Inner Direction and 2.0 Other Direction. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings 

The first type of data, Bishop's series of composite perceptions 

typifying occurrences during the informal group sessions, was coded by 

the present investigator under the appropriate 1.0 Inner Direction 

categories of her analytical framework. The 1.0 Inner Direction 

categories are: 1.1 Self as Person, 1.2 Self as Learner, and 1.3 Self 

in Relationships. In that which follows, the total number and the major 
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descriptors of Bishop's perceptual statements, coded by the present 

investigator, is presented after each of the categories. 

1.1 Self as Person - 6 perceptual statements 

Descriptors of Coded Perceptions: 

diversified philosophies, attitudes and ideas 

values, attitudes and feelings flow freely 

concerned with personal anecdotes and attitudes 

high originating behaviors 

topics of personal interest and value expressed 

diversity of ideas and humor 

1.2 Self as Learner - 10 perceptual statements 

Descriptors of Coded Perceptions: 

opportunity for gathering information 

permission to audio tape sessions 

discovering behavior that elicit statements 

participants located common interests 

participants located specific ideas 

no individual dominated 

no participant was leader 

dealing with problems by methods of acting 

asked questions concerning actions 

shared information and recognized knowledge 



1.3 Self in Relationships - 23 perceptual statements 

Descriptors of Coded Perceptions: 

utilized democratic processes 

established communicative relationships 

contact and continuing relationships 

concern over authoritarianism 

interacted freely 

verbally positioned with another 

casual and more friendly 

moved to category of accompanying 

showed awareness 

emerging and receding behavior seen 

making supportive statements 

offering alternatives 

entered into dialogue 

interaction intense and frequent 

dialogue returned to topic 

established working relationships 

took an alternative view 

accompanying established relationships 

offered new alternatives 

alternatives expanded into ideas 

shared meanings clarified 

151 



1.0 Inner Direction Codings Interpretations 

Bishop's series of composite perceptions 

during the informal group sessions were 

typifying 

coded by 
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occurrences 

the present 

investigator under the appropriate 1.0 Inner Direction categories of her 

analytical framework. The total number of codings recorded by the 

present investigator is presented in the bar graph in Figure 8. 

The categories of 1.0 Inner Direction refer to the inner 

organization of a person that helps him relate in more democratic ways 

with other persons. The bar graph in Figure 8 demonstrates the number 

of Bishop's composite perceptions coded by the present investigator. A 

significant number of codings can be seen under the category 1.3 Self in 

Relationships. 

The participants of the informal group sessions held the common 

intention of utilizing democratic processes in group relationships as 

well as in their classrooms. This common intention gave rise to their 

"attempts to live in the present moment and to enjoy and relate with 

others in warm, personal, productive ways" (Barnes 1977, p. 88). Thus, 

a significant number of codings under the category 1.3 Self in 

Relationships seems to indicate a pattern of personal relationships 

demonstrated by the informal group session participants in Bishop's 

investigation. 

2.0 Other Direction Codings 

The 2.0 Other Direction categories of the present investigator's 

analytical framework were co-related with the categories of Bishop's 

Interaction Process Code. These co-related categories are: 



Categories of 
1.0 Inner Direction 

1.1 Self as Person //1 6 

1.2 Self as Learner //////1 10 

1.3 Self in Relationships ///////////////////1 23 
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Total Number of Codings 

40 

Figure 8. Inner Direction Total Number of Codings (Bishop). 
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2.1 Contact: Originating; 2.2 Consult: Originating / Selecting, 

2.3 Find: Developing / Discovering / Locating; 2.4 Share: Examining / 

Pursuing; and 2.5 Accompany: Accompanying. 

In that which follows, the second type of data, Bishop's 

recordings of participant comments made during the informal group 

sessions were placed under the sub-categories of the Interaction Process 

Code. These sub-categories were coded by the present investigator under 

the appropriate co-related categories. The total number of Bishop's 

recordings of participant comments, coded by the present investigator, 

is presented after each of the co-related categories. 

presented after each of Bishop's sub-categories. 

2.1 Contact: Originating - 24 participant comments 
(Wilde:Bishop Co-related Categories) 

Subtotals are 

that provide in~ormation about self (Bishop) - 6 comments 

that make personal contact (Bishop) - 6 comments 

that make preliminary statements (Bishop) - 11 comments 

that take a position (Bishop) - 1 comment 

2.2 Consult: Originating / Selecting - 4 participant comments 
(Wilde:Bishop Co-related Categories) 

that consult each other (Bishop) - 1 comment 

that provide reasons for the group's existence (Bishop) -
1 comment 

that recognize similarities and dissimilarities (Bishop) -
2 comments 
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2.3 Find: Developing / Discovering / Locating - 30 participant 
comments (Wilde:Bishop Co-related Categories) 

arranging ways of acting on problems (Bishop) - 3 comments 

that elicit statement (Bishop) - 5 comments 

that obtain clarification (Bishop) - 4 comments 

that respond to comment (Bishop) - 4 comments 

that analyze offered statements (Bishop) - 2 comments 

that verbally express interest (Bishop) - 1 comment 

that isolate the problem (Bishop) - 8 comments 

that place problems alongside of others (Bishop) - 3 comments 

2.4 Share: Examining / Pursuing - 9 participant comments 
(Wilde:Bishop Co-related Categories) 

that acquire shared meanings (Bishop) - 1 comment 

that clarify identity and personal relationships (Bishop) -
1 comment 

that recognize ideas and actions of participants (Bishop) -
2 comments 

involving working and solving problems (Bishop) - 4 comments 

that establish working relationships (Bishop) - 1 comment 

2.5 Accompany: Accompanying - 33 participant comments 
(Wilde:Bishop Co-related Categories) 

that take a position (Bishop) - 24 comments 

that show awareness (Bishop) - 8 comments 

that move away--recede--from previous relationships (Bishop) 
- 1 comment 
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Other Direction Codings Interpretations 

As with 1.0 Inner Direction, the 2.0 Other Direction categories 

of the present investigator's analytical framework were co-related with 

the categories of Bishop's Interaction Process Code. Bishop's 

recordings of participant comments made during the informal group 

sessions were placed under the sub-categories of the Interaction Process 

Code. These sub-categories were coded by the present investigator under 

the appropriate co-related categories. The total number of codings made 

by the present investigator are presented in the bar graph in Figure 9. 

The categories of 2.0 Other Direction refer to the social action 

of building bridges of human contact and developing warm, personal 

relationships with others (Barnes 1977, pp. 58-59). Figure 9 

demonstrates the number of Bishop's recordings of participant comments 

coded by the present investigator under the appropriate co-related 

categories. A significant number of codings can be seen under the 

present investigator's categories 2.1 Contact, 2.3 Find, and 

2.5 Accompany. 

The participants of the informal group sessions demonstrated the 

intent of acting out awareness of other persons, and of making personal 

contact. Bishop (1972, p. 36) described the behavior of the 

participants as follows: "Participants extended greetings and began 

communicating by making preliminary statements of introduction to each 

other." Thus, a significant number of codings under the category 

2.1 Contact appears to indicate a pattern of personal relationships 
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demonstrated by the informal group session participants in Bishop's 

investigation. 

The participants of the informal group sessions planned on 

becoming teachers who employed democratic processes in the classroom by 

assuming the role of learner-participant. Assuming the role of learner

participant as informal group members, they appeared to be "self-

directing, self-controllng, and yet cooperating and contributing" 

(Barnes 1977, p. 67). Thus, a significant number of codings under the 

category 2.5 Accompany appears to set a pattern of personal 

relationships demonstrated by the informal group session participants in 

Bishop's investigation. 

Investigation V - Pamela Kaye Gefke 

Patterns of student behavior in a democratic process classroom 

were identified by the investigator-instructor, Gefke. Functioning as a 

participant observer, Gefke attempted to facilitate the democratic 

learning process in her college English composition class consisting of 

25 students. For one semester, Gefke recorded observed student behavior 

in a daily journal. Accuracy of recorded observations was checked by 

surveying the students for their perceptions. 

The investigator, Gefke, developed a categorical framework which 

was used to organize the study, collect the data, and present the 

findings. This framework included five categories: (1) climate, 

(2) control, (3) goal-setting, (4) communication, and (5) evaluation. 

In Gefke's data chapters, two distinct types of data were 

presented. The first type of data was Gefke's daily journal statements 
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of student behavior. The second type of data came from Gefke's seven 

graphic depictions of student behavior and her categorical concepts of 

student democratic behavior. These two types of data were coded under 

the two separate sections of the present investigator's analytical 

framework, i.e., 1.0 Inner Direction and 2.0 Other Direction. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings 

The first type of data, Gefke's daily journal statements of 

student behavior, was coded by the present investigator under the 

appropriate 1.0 Inner Direction categories of her analytical framework. 

The 1.0 Inner Direction categories are: 1.1 Self as Person, 1.2 Self as 

Learner, and 1.3 Self in Relationships. In that which follows, the 

total number of Gefke's daily journal statements of student behavior 

coded by the present investigator is presented after each of the 

categories. This is followed by five statement examples. 

1.1 Self as Person - 18 journal statements 

Statement Examples: 

Example 1: Some of the students were beginning to trust me not 
to assume an authoritative stance. 

Example 2: A few students were just beginning to refer to me as 
Pam. 

Example 3: I perceived that the group expected me to behave as a 
member of the group. 

Example 4: These individuals were still upset that I had not set 
up the rules, standards, and rewards. 

Example 5: Those with projects supported my style, which was 
allowing them to pursue their own interests; 
experiences that have meaning for them. 
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1.2 Self as Learner - 24 journal statements 

Statement Examples: 

Example 1: As we were brainstorming for possible activities and 
topics for writing and discussion, there was much 
silence. 

Example 2: It appears that most students expected me to inform 
them rather than consult with them. 

Example 3: They [students] seemed to indicate to the others that 
it might be all right to trust me as a helper, a co
learner. 

ExamplG 4: I was not expected to direct or inform but rather 
share my point of view with the others. 

Example 5: Most of the people in the class now treated me like a 
fellow learner and a resource person. 

1.3 Self in Relationships - 38 journal statements 

Statement Examples: 

Example 1: Just before class, I joked with some of the students 
in the hall. 

Example 2: Some 
saying 
later. 

students may have been anxious that I might be 
one thing now, but would test and grade them 

Example 3: Miguel seemed fidgety and frustrated today, so as 
class started I asked him what he'd like to discuss. 

Example 4: Just as class was about to start a young man came up 
to me and spoke of his dislike for writing. 

Example 5: At the request of the class, I gave my presentation 
of about seven minutes on how to write an effective 
essay. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings Interpretations 

Gefke's daily journal statements of student behavior were coded 

by the present investigator under the appropriate 1.0 Inner Direction 
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categories of her analytical framework. The total number of journal 

statements coded by the present investigator is presented in Figure 10. 

The categories of 1.0 Inner Direction refer to the inner 

organization of a person that helps him relate in more democratic ways 

with other persons. The bar graph in Figure 10 illustrates the total 

number of Gefke's journal statements coded by the present investigator. 

A significant number of journal statements can be seen under the 

category 1.3 Self in Relationships. 

In her theoretical considerations, Gefke referred to a democratic 

leader-member relationship as one developed on equality and trust (Gefke 

1972, p. 8). She further described this relationship as one that 

emerges spontaneously from democratic group processes (Gefke 1972, 

p. 12). By attempting to facilitate the democratic learning process in 

her classroom, Gefke also attempted to develop a democratic leader-

member relationship with her students. Thus, a significant number of 

journal statements under the category 1.3 Self in Relationships appeared 

indicative of Gefke's democratic leader-member relationships with her 

students. 

2.0 O~her Direction Codings 

The 2.0 Other Direction categories of the present investigator's 

analytical framework were co-related with the categories of Gefke's 

categorical framework. These co-related categories are: 2.1 Contact 

Climate; 2.2 Consult: Control; 2.3 Find: Goal-Setting; 2.4 Share 

Communication; and 2.5 Accompany : Evaluation. 



Categories of 
1.0 Inner Direction 

1.1 Self as Person //////////////////1 18 

1.2 Self as Learner ////////////////////////1 24 
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The second type of data, Gefke's seven graphic depictions of 

student behavior and her categorical concepts of student democratic 

behavior, revealed the number of students whose behavior she observed to 

be democratic. The present investigator coded these numbers under the 

co-related categories. In that which follows, the total number of 

students Gefke observed with democratic behavior is displayed after each 

of the co-related categories. Gefke's categorical concepts of student 

democratic behavior are then presented. 

2.1 Contact : Climate (Wilde : Gefke) - 67 students 

Categorical Concepts of Student Democratic Behavior: 

minimum of student fearfulness, hostility and anxiety (Gefke) 

students behave in an informal, socially amiable, flexible 
manner (Gefke) 

students behave as though everyone in the learning 
environment, including the teacher, is equal (Gefke) 

2.2 Consult : Control (Wilde : Gefke) - 66 students 

Categorical Concept of Student Democratic Behavior: 

••• students have freedom and responsibility of action (Gefke) 

2.3 Find: Goal-Setting (Wilde : Gefke) - 83 students 

Categorical Concept of Student Democratic Behavior: 

students select goals that are in line with their own needs 
and interests (Gefke) 
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2.4 Share : Communication (Wilde : Gefke) - 77 students 

Categorical Concept of Student Democratic Behavior: 

students experience spontaneous, member-to-member flow of 
communication (Gefke) 

2.5 Accompany : Evaluation (Wilde : Gefke) - 71 students 

Categorical Concept of Student Democratic Behavior: 

students participate in a continuous personal assessment of 
his own behavior, based on progress toward self-selected 
goals (Gefke) 

2.0 Other Direction Codings Interpretations 

The 2.0 Other Direction categories of the present investigator's 

analytical framework were co-related with the categories of Gefke's 

categorical framework. Gefke's seven graphic depictions of student 

behavior and survey evaluations revealed the number of students whose 

behavior she observed to be democratic. The present investigator coded 

these under the co-related categories. The total number coded by Wilde 

is presented in the bar graph in Figure 11. 

The categories of 2.0 Other Direction refer to the social action 

of building bridges of human contact and developing warm, personal 

relationships with others (Barnes 1977, p. 58). Figure 11 displays the 

number of students Gefke observed with democratic behavior. The present 

investigator coded these numbers under the co-related categories of 2.0 

Other Direction. A significant number can be seen coded under the 

present investigator's category of 2.3 Find. 

Gefke's behavior in her classroom seemed to be that of a 

democratic leader-member. She thus assumed that each member of the 
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group was capable of making decisions in relationship to his own goals 

and objectives. Under this assumption, Gefke helped each student to 

find and clarify his interests and to plan his objectives. She 

facilitated the planning and deciding to be accomplished by the group 

itself with the result that the motivation of the students seemed to be 

intrinsic rather than extrinsic. In doing so, Gefke allowed the 

students freedom to find their own interests and set their own goals. A 

significant number under the category 2.3 Find is indicative of this 

democratic behavior. 

Investigation VI - Gene Stephen Coltrin 

This study was designed to investigate what happens to the 

student participants in a high school introductory chemistry course in 

which the scientific method was stressed in a democratic learning 

environment. The students in a democratic clasroom were compared to 

students in a traditionally instructed classroom. The investigator, 

Coltrin, taught both classrooms emphasizing the scientific method as a 

valuable tool for solving problems. 

In order to report the outcomes of his investigation, Coltrin 

formulated five hypotheses. He further developed the hypotheses into 

eight deduced consequences and four statements for student Likert-scaled 

responses. 

In Coltrin's data chapters, two types of data were presented. 

The first type of data consisted of the test results of eight deduced 

consequences. The second type of data was derived from the student 

scaled responses to the four statement mentioned above. These two types 
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of data were arranged and coded under each of the two separate sections 

of the present investigator's analytical framework, i.e., 1.0 Inner 

Direction and 2.0 Other Direction. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings 

The two types of data, the test results of Coltrin's eight 

deduced consequences and the student scaled responses to the four 

statements, were arranged and coded by the present investigator under 

the appropriate 1.0 Inner Direction categories of her analytical 

framework. The 1.0 Inner Direction categories are: 1.1 Self as Person, 

1.2 Self as Learner, and 1.3 Self in Relationships. In that which 

follows, the total average (in percent) coded by the present 

investigator is presented after each of the categories. The deduced 

consequences and the statements arranged under each of the categories 

are then illustrated together with ~oded sub-totals (in percent) . 

1.1 Self as Person - 87 (in percent) total average 

Deduced Consequence: The students, in solving 
specific problems, will generate new areas of 
interest for investigation ••••..•..• 

Deduced Consequence: The students will report 
that they selected problems of decided personal 
interest and use • • • • • . • 

Deduced Consequence: 
scientific books and 
library • • • 

The students will read 
periodicals from the 

Statement: I think science cannot be separated 
from things that are most interesting to me • • 

Subtotal 
(in percent) 

80 

86 

• • • • • 100 

83 



1.2 Self as Learner - 86 (in percent) total average 

Deduced Consequence: The students will display 
skill in laboratory technique • • • • . 

Statement: I find it exciting to consider why 
things happen as I observe them • • . • • • 

Statement: It is interesting to see how the 
experiments I do in my science classes 
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SUbtotal 
(in percent) 

76 

92 

demonstrate certain scientific principles • • . . • • • • 100 

Statement: I like to experiment with things in 
order to find out how they work • . • • • • • . 75 

1.3 Self in Relationships - 50 (in percent) total average 

Deduced Consequence: The students will 
demonstrate knowledge of scientific and 
chemical concepts which they have encountered 
in the laboratory experiments and classroom 
discussions • • • • •• •.••.• • 

Deduced Consequence: The students will seek 
out and consult with others who have special 
knowledge relating to their problem interests • 

Deduced Consequence: The students, in 
conducting their investigations, will tend to 
be interested in the problems of their fellow 

SUbtotal 
(in percent) 

45 

63 

students and will consult with them on a a 
personal basis regar.ding their problems • • • • • deleted results 

Deduced Consequence: The students will tend to 
originate and investigate problems of science 
on a cooperative basis ••••••••••• • 

by Coltrin 

92 
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1.0 Inner Direction Codings Interpretations 

The test results to Coltrin's eight deduced consequence and the 

student scaled response results to the four statements were arranged and 

coded by the present investigator under the appropriate 1.0 Inner 

Direction categories of her analytical framework. The total averages 

(percent) 

Figure 12. 

coded by the present investigator are illustrated in 

The categories of 1.0 Inner Direction refer to the inner 

organization of a person that helps him behave in more democratic ways 

with other persons. Figure 12 demonstrates the total average (in 

percent) of democratic student behaviors and responses in Coltrin's 

democratic learning environment. A significant average can be seen 

under the categories 1.1 Self as Person and 1.2 Self as Learner. 

Coltrin (1974, p. 18) indicated in his investigation that the 

democratic type of classroom is the only way students can prepare to 

meet the perplexities of life in their complicated environment. This 

personal preparation for life stems from the fact that in the democratic 

environment the work is centered around the needs, ideas, and questions 

of the individual members of the class. The felt needs of the students 

are the very basis of the course--and the democratic process (Coltrin 

1974, pp. 20-21). Thus, a significant average under the category 

1.1 Self as Person seems to indicate that in a democratic classroom the 

student tends to see himself as a more worthy and significant human 

being. 



Categories of 
1.0 Inner Direction 

1.1 Self as Person 1111111111111111111111111111111111111 87 

1.2 Self as Learner 111111111111111111111111111111111111 86 

1.3 Self in Relationships 1111111111111111111111 50 
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In a world filled with scientific phenomena, it would appear 

highly desirable that young people continuously inquire, asking all 

kinds of questions about their physical, biological, and social 

environment (Coltrin 1974, p. 17). The democratic process allows each 

individual freedom to learn in his own way and according to his own 

interests. Thus, a significant average under the category 1.2 Self as 

Learner seems to indicate that the scientific method and the democratic 

classroom offer a combination of processes compatible to learning. 

2.0 Other Direction Codings 

As in 1.0 Inner Direction, the two types of data, the test 

results of Coltrin's eight deduced consequences and the student scaled 

responses to the four statements, were arranged and coded by Wilde under 

the appropriate 2.0 Other Direction categories of her analytical 

framework. The 2.0 Other Direction categories are: 2.1 Contact, 

2.2 Consult, 2.3 Find, 2.4 Share, and 2.5 Accompany. In that which 

follows, the total average (percent) coded by the present investigator 

is presented after each of the categories. The deduced consequences and 

the statements arranged under each of the categories are then 

illustrated together with coded sub-totals (percent). 

2.1 Contact - no references in Coltrin's data chapters 

2.2 Consult - 62 (percent) total average 

Deduced Consequence: The students will report 
that they selected problems of decided personal 
interest and use ••••.••••••••.• 

Subtotal 
(in percent) 

86 



Deduced Consequence: The students will seek 
out and consult with others who have special 
knowledge relating to their problem interests • 

Deduced Consequence: 
scientific books and 
library • • • • • • • • 

The students will read 
periodicals from the 

Deduced Consequence: The students, in 
conducting their investigations, will tend to 
be interested in the problems of their fellow 
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63 

• • • • • 100 

students and will consult with them on a 0 
personal basis regarding their problems . • ••• deleted results 

2.3 Find - 89 (percent) total average 

Deduced Consequence: The students, in solving 
specific problems, will generate new areas of 
interest for investigation • • • • • • 

Statement: I find it exciting to consider why 
things happen as I observe them 

Statement: I like to experiment with things in 

by Coltrin 

Subtotal 
(in percent) 

80 

92 

order to find out how they work • • • • • • • • • . • • • 100 

Statement: I think science cannot be separated 
from things that are most interesting to me • • 

2.4 Share - 72 (percent) total average 

Deduced Consequence: The students will 
demonstrate knowledge of scientific and 
chemical concepts which they have encountered 
in the laboratory experiments and classroom 
discussions • • • •• • • • • • • • . • • • 

Deduced Consequence: The students will display 
skill in laboratory techniques .•• • • • • • 

83 

Subtotal 
(in percent) 

45 

76 



Deduced Consequence: The students will tend to 
originate and investigate problems of science 
on a cooperative basis •• • • . • • • 

Statement: It is interesting to see how the 
experiments I do in my science classes 
demonstrate certain scientific principles • • • 

2.5 Accompany - no references in Coltrin's data chapters 

2.0 Other Direction Codings Interpretations 
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92 

75 

As in 1.0 Inner Direction, the test results to Coltrin's eight 

deduced consequence and the student scaled response results to the four 

statements were arranged and coded by Wilde under the appropriate 2.0 

Other Direction categories of her analytical framework. The total 

averages (percent) coded by the present investigator are illustrated in 

Figure 13. 

The categories of 2.0 Other Direction refer to the social action 

of developing warm, personal relationships with others. Figure 13 

demonstrates the total average (percent) of democratic student behaviors 

and responses in Coltrin's democratic learning environment. A 

significant average can be seen under the category 2.3 Find. 

Barnes (1977, p. 63) referred to this category as Find Interests. 

He suggested, "It makes good sense to move with people where they are 

rather than to bring to them aims and goals totally outside themselves 

for which they have no great feelings of interest, concern, or 

commitment." In agreement, Coltrin believed that a situation of 

openness where student interests are the basis of the classwork is 

created in an atmosphere of democratic relationships between the science 
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Categories of 
2.0 Other Direction 

2.1 Contact NO DATA 

2.2 Consult ////////////////////////////////1 62 

2.3 Find //////////////////////////////////////////////1 89 

2.4 Share ///////////////////////////////////////1 72 

2.5 Accompany NO DATA 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Total Average (in percent) 

Figure 13. Other Direction Total Average (Coltrin). 
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teacher and the student (Coltrin 1974, p. 17). In the democratic 

classroom, Coltrin, the instructor, encouraged the students to discover 

their interests, to question their discoveries, and to pursue these 

questions to logical conclusions. Thus, a significant average under the 

category 2.3 Find appears to indicate an atmosphere of discovery and 

pursuit of interests in Coltrin's democratic learning environment. 

Investigation VII - Albert Sterman 

Student perceptions of democratic/non-democratic teacher behavior 

in the classroom were identified by personally interviewing 60 high 

school students. The investigator, Sterman, developed an interview 

schema in which a theory called democratic processes was compared with a 

theory he developed and called non-democratic processes. Categories of 

the theory called democratic processes were: (1) Contact, (2) Consult, 

(3) Find, (4) Share, and (5) Accompany. Categories of Sterman's theory 

referred to as non-democratic processes were: (1) Avoid, (2) Ignore, 

(3) Disregard, (4) Exclude, and (5) Abandon. The 60 interviewed 

students were asked to take note of their teachers' classroom behavior 

and report their perceptions in accordance with the above categories. 

The instrument for interviewing the students was divided into 

five categories pertaining to the way students viewed teachers. The 

categories were: (1) Contact/Avoid, (2) Consult/Ignore, 

(3) Find/Disregard, (4) Share/Exclude, and (5) Accompany/Abandon. Using 

these categories, Sterman constructed a series of statements for 

recording the students' perceptions. 

responses and comments. 

These were recorded as scaled 
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In Sterman's data chapters, three types of data were presented. 

The first type of data were the students' scaled responses to a series 

of statements. The second type of data consisted of positive and 

negative student comments regarding their teachers' classroom behavior. 

The third type of data dealt with individual student scaled responses to 

statements. These three types of data were coded under the two separate 

sections of the present investigator's analytical framework, i.e., 

1.0 Inner Direction and 2.0 Other Direction. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings 

The second type of data, positive and negative student comments 

regarding their teachers' classroom behavior, were coded by the present 

investigator under the appropriate 1.0 Inner Direction categories of her 

analytical framework. The 1.0 Inner Direction categories are: 1.1 Self 

as Person, 1.2 Self as Learner, and 1.3 Self in Relationships. In that 

which follows, the algebraic total of the positive and negative student 

comments is presented after each of the categories. This is followed by 

five examples of positive student comments and five examples of negative 

student comments. 

1.1 Self as Person Positive Comments 36 
Negative Comments 29 

Algebraic Total of Comments 7 

Positive Comments: 

Example 1: Most teachers attempted to talk to me as a person, 
not as a student. 

Example 2: Some didn't tell me what to do. 
important to me. 

They asked what was 
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Example 3: One of my teachers was not afraid to go into my life 
and learn about my life style. He also told me about 
his life. That was important. 

Example 4: My teachers asked me about myself, my family, and how 
I liked school. 

Example 5: They gave me choices by asking preferences. 

Negative Comments: 

Example 1: Teachers never took me into consideration when they 
planned anything. 

Example 2: They were "cold fish." They could care less about me 
as a person. 

Example 3: Teachers did not care. According to them, I was just 
a matriculation number. 

Example 4: They stuck to what they thought education was and 
never learned about me. 

Example 5: Most teachers did only what they were paid to do. 
They showed no personal interest toward me. 

1.2 Self as Learner 

Positive Comments: 

Positive Comments 
Negative Comments 

Algebraic Total of Comments 

32 
29 

3 

Example 1: We discussed projects that we wanted to do in class. 

Example 2: Some teachers tried to put themselves in my place in 
order to understand what was happening. 

Example 3: Some teachers presented new things--made suggestions. 

Example 4: I did reports and research on what I chose as long as 
it related to class. 

Example 5: Most teachers took surveys on what we wanted to 
learn. They built on those surveys. 
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Negative Comments: 

Example 1: They did not give me or others encouragement to 
deviate from the course. 

Example 2: Teachers taught subject matter. 

Example 3: When you told teachers the things you liked, they 
still stuck to academics. 

Example 4: They went by a book or an outline. 

Example 5: The teachers only had time to teach what they thought 
was important, not what students were interested in. 

1.3 Self in Relationships Positive Comments = 35 
Negative Comments = 22 

Algebraic Total of Comments = 13 

positive Comments: 

Example 1: They were around and talked to me. 

Example 2: They talked to me before and after class. 
they even called me out of class. 

Sometimes 

Example 3: A few helped me set up appointments so I could find a 
job. 

Example 4: If there was something I wanted to get, the teacher 
would help me. 

Example 5: My teachers seemed to want to help me succeed in 
class. 

Negative Comments: 

Example 1: My teachers were very strict. They did not want to 
put themselves out unless they had to. 

Example 2: One teacher always gave me the feeling she was too 
busy. When she talked to me, she cut me down. 

Example 3: They acted kind of distant. 

Example 4: When I asked one teacher a question, she told me to 
sit down. If she told me she would help, she waited 
and ended up not helping me. 



Example 5: They just didn't bother about you. 
their own business. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings Interpretations 
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They just minded 

positive and negative student comments regarding their teachers' 

classroom behavior were coded under the 1.0 Inner Direction categories 

of the present investigator's analytical framework. Algebraic totals of 

the comments were calculated for each of the categories. The algebraic 

total of comments are presented in Figure 14. 

The categories of 1.0 Inner Direction refer to the inner 

organization of a person that helps him relate in more democratic ways 

with other persons. Figure 14 illustrates the algebraic total of the 

positive and negative student comments on teachers' classroom behavior 

reported in Sterman's data chapters and coded under the categories of 

1.0 Inner Direction by the present investigator. A significant 

algebraic total can be seen under the category 1.3 Self in 

Relationships. 

Dewey (1966, pp. 86-87) stated that democratic educational 

climate is comprised of "more numerous and more varied points of shared 

human interests and is primarily a mode of associated living and 

conjoint communicated experiences." In a democratic educational 

climate, teachers work with students in formulating relationships which 

will be warm and productive. Barnes (1977, p. 279) claimed, "The 

quality of relationships with young people is the single most important 

thing in the classroom." Thus, a significant algebraic total under the 

category 1.3 Self in Relationships seems to indicate the students' 



Categories of 
1.0 Inner Direction 

1.1 Self as Person ////////////////////1 7 

1.2 Self as Learner ///////1 3 
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1.3 Self in Relationships ////////////////////////////////////////1 13 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Algebraic Total of Comments 

Figure 14. Inner Direction Algebraic Total of Comments (Sterman). 
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perceptions of teachers' classroom behavior to be that of warm, 

personal, and productive relationships. 

2.0 Other Direction Codings 

The first and third types of data found in Sterman's data 

chapters were coded by the present investigator under the appropriate 

2.0 Other Direction categories of her analytical framework. The 2.0 

Other Direction codings are: (1) Contact, (2) Consult, (3) Find, 

(4) Share, and (5) Accompany. The first type of data were the students' 

scaled responses to a series of statements. The third type of data 

dealt with individual student scaled responses to statements. 

In that which follows, each of the categories of democratic/non-

democratic behavior used by Sterman is arranged under the appropriate 

2.0 Other Direction categories. Following each of these arranged 

categories, the average percent of students' scaled responses and 

individual student scaled responses to interview statements is 

indicated. The total algebraic average of democratic/non-democratic 

perceptions of teachers' classroom behavior is then presented. Finally, 

the interview statements used by Sterman are illustrated. 

2.1 Contact 

Democratic Behavior - Contact (Barnes) 

Students' Responses 
Individual Student Responses • 

Non-Democratic Behavior - Avoid (Sterman) 

Average Percent 

40 
50 

Students' Responses ••• . • • • • • • • • • 31 
Individual Student Responses • • • • • • • • • 50 

Democratic Behavior Total = 9 
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Contact Statements: 

I see my teachers as persons who from the very start of class 
tried to talk to me. 

I see my teachers as persons who tried from the very start to 
conduct a class where I felt at ease. 

Avoid Statements: 

I see my teachers as persons who kept me at a distance from 
them from the very start. 

I see my teachers as persons who did not try to "hit up" a 
personal friendship with me. 

2.2 Consult 

Democratic Behavior - Consult (Barnes) 

Students' Responses 
Individual Student Responses • 

Non-Democratic Behavior - Ignore (Sterman) 

Average Percent 

22 
17 

Students' Responses • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 26 
Individual Student Responses • • • • • • • • • • •• 33 

Non-Democratic Behavior Total = 20 

Consult Statements: 

I see my teachers as persons who tried to stay in touch with 
me. 

I see my teachers as persons who tried to find out about me as 
a person. 

Ignore Statement: 

I see my teachers as persons who made no attempt to find out 
about me as a person. 
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2.3 Find Average Percent 

Democratic Behavior - Find (Barnes) 

Students' Responses •••• 
Individual Student Responses 

Non-Democratic Behavior - Disregard (Sterman) 

26 
33 

Students' Responses •• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 25 
Individual Student Responses • • • • • • • • • • •• 50 

Non-Democratic Behavior Total = 16 

Find Statements: 

I see my teachers as persons who did seek to find out about my 
interests. 

I see my teachers as persons who aided me in developing new 
interests. 

Disregard Statement: 

I see my teachers as persons who decided what I would learn. 

2.4 Share 

Democratic Behavior - Share (Barnes) 

Students' Responses 
Individual Student Responses • • 

Non-Democratic Behavior - Exclude (Sterman) 

Average Percent 

17 
16 

Students' Responses • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 25 
Individual Student Responses • • • • • • • • • • • • 50 

Non-Democratic Behavior Total = 40 

Share Statement: 

I see my teachers as persons who planned with me concerning my 
interests. 

Exclude Statements: 

I see my teachers as persons who limited my choices by 
planning activities for me. 
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I see my teachers as persons who usually planned what I 
learned. 

2.5 Accompany Average Percent 

Democratic Behavior - Accompany (Barnes) 

Students' Responses ••... 
Individual Student Responses • 

33 
16 

Non-Democratic Behavior - Abandon (Sterman) 

Students' Responses .. • . . • • • • . • . • . •. 29 
Individual Student Responses . . . • • • • • • . .. 33 

Non-Democratic Behavior Total = 31 

Accompany Statements: 

I see my teachers as persons who worked with me in pursuing my 
interests. 

I see my teachers as persons who were interested in working 
with me on activities that I felt were valuable. 

Abandon Statements: 

I see my teachers as persons who refused to participate with 
me in my interests. 

I see my teachers as persons who made no time to work on 
activities that interested me. 

2.0 Other Direction Codings Interpretations 

Each of the categories of democratic/non-democratic behavior used 

by Sterman was arranged under the appropriate 2.0 Other Direction 

categories. Following each of these arranged categories, the average 

percent of students' scaled responses and individual student scaled 

responses to interview statements was indicated. The total algebraic 

average of democratic/non-democratic perceptions of teachers' classroom 

behavior was then presented. The total algebraic average of 
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democratic/non-democratic perceptions of teachers' classroom behavior 

are shown in Figure 15. 

The categories of 2.0 Other Direction refer to the social action 

of teachers which tends to build democratic relationships with others in 

tne classroom. Figure 15 illustrates students' perceptions of 

democratic/non-democratic teacher classroom behavior reported in 

Sterman's data chapters and coded under the categories of 2.0 Other 

Direction by the present investigator. Under the category 2.1 Contact 

students perceived democratic teacher behavior in the classroom. Under 

the categories 2.2 Consult, 2.3 Find, 2.4 Share, and 2.5 Accompany, 

students perceived non-democratic teacher behavior in the classroom. 

The students reported that teachers attempted to initiate an 

atmosphere in which they could feel comfortable. Most students agreed 

that teachers talked to them about their interests and how they felt 

about school. Thus, democratic teacher behavior under the category 

2.1 Contact was perceived by the students. 

Student suggestions that teachers ignored them and taught class 

without showing personal interest in them is indicative of the non

democratic teacher behavior perceived under the category 2.2 Consult. A 

disregard and lack of care shown by teachers is shown by non-democratic 

teacher behavior perceived under the category 2.3 Find. Student reports 

of their teachers failing to include the interests of the young people 

in the learning process gives reason for non-democratic teacher behavior 

to be perceived under the category 2.4 Share. The students claimed that 



Categories of 
2.0 Other Direction 

2.1 Contact 

2.2 Consult 

2.3 Find 

2.4 Share 

2.5 Accompany 
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teachers separated themselves from participation with students, and 

thus, perceived non-democratic teacher behavior under the category 

2.5 Accompany. 

Investigation VIII - Alison Lea Reichle 

Twenty students from an alternative program school participated 

in contributing commentaries and Likert-type scaled responses to a 

series of open-ended statements in order to report their perceptions of 

student-teacher relationships in the learning process. The student 

participants volunteered to participate in the investigation. 

To identify and describe the student perceptions of student

teacher relationships, Reichle developed a categorical framework which 

consisted of the following categories: (1) extension, (2) attention, 

(3) option, (4) reciprocity, and (5) actualization. She formulated a 

series of open-ended statements based on these categories. By meeting 

informally and individually with the student participants, Reichle 

obtained written, oral, and taped responses to the series of open-ended 

statements. 

In Reichle's data chapters, two distinct types of data were 

presented. The first type of data derived from the comments of the 

student participants. The second type of data consisted of the scaled 

responses of the student participants to the series of open-ended 

statements. In the present investigation, these two types of data were 

coded under the two separate sections of Wilde's analytical framework, 

i.e., 1.0 Inner Direction and 2.0 Other Direction. 
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1.0 Inner Direction Codings 

The first type of data, comments of the student participants, was 

coded by the present investigator under the appropriate 1.0 Inner 

Direction categories of her analytical framework. The 1.0 Inner 

Direction categories are: 1.1 Self as Person, 1.2 Self as Learner, and 

1.3 Self in Relationships. In that which follows, the total number of 

student participant comments coded by the present investigator is 

presented after each of the categories. Five examples of comment 

excerpts are illustrated below each of the categories. 

1.1 Self as Person - 34 comments 

Example 1: If they don't get to 
just sitting in class 
you're going to be 
students. 

know you as a person, you're 
as a big body of students, and 
treated like a big body of 

Example 2: The majority of my recent teachers have all treated 
me as a person. 

Example 3: If a lot of teachers acted like themselves, their 
real personalities, I think that would solve a lot of 
problems with learning about life. 

Example 4: When you're adolescent age, you experience a lot of 
personal problems. 

Example 5: I feel better about my school experiences when the 
teacher treats me in an adult way. 

1.2 Self as Learner - 79 comments 

Example 1: Anyone can learn better when they choose what they 
want to do because it's what they're interested in. 

Example 2: I just think one of the most important things is 
having a choice of what to do. 

Example 3: I haven't enjoyed learning because the teacher hasn't 
allowed me to enjoy learning the way I want to learn. 
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Example 4: When trying to learn I can't just be given something 
and told to do it. I need instruction and 
supervision. 

Example 5: I do want an education, and do' want to learn what 
there is to learn. 

1.3 Self in Relationships - 45 comments 

Example 1: Good relationships with teachers are important. You 
feel more secure, able to talk and ask questions. 

Example 2: It should be a universal thing for students and 
teachers to be friends instead of having the students 
feel the teacher is a super-power. 

Example 3: Communications between student and teacher is the 
better way. 

Example 4: She's an understanding teacher ••• she'll sit there 
and talk to you; she'll explain things to you. 

Example 5: Once in awhile you get a teacher that really gets 
into it. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings Interpretations 

Comments contributed by the student participants were coded by 

the present investigator under the appropriate 1.0 Inner Direction 

categories of her analytical framework. The total number of comments 

coded by the present investigator is presented in Figure 16. 

The categories of 1.0 Inner Direction refer to the inner 

organization of a person that helps him relate in more democratic ways 

with other persons. Figure 16 demonstrates the total number of comments 

contributed by the student participants and coded by the present 

investigator. A significant number of comments can be seen in the 

category 1.2 Self as Learner. 



Categories of 
1.0 Inner Direction 

1.1 Self as Person /////////////////1 34 
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1.2 Self as Learner ////////////////////////////////////////1 79 

1.3 Self in Relationships //////////////////////1 45 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

Total Number of Comments 

Figure 16. Inner Direction Total Number of Comments (Reichle). 
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Reichle (1978, p. xi) suggested that students generally perceived 

the quality of their relationships with teachers as very important to 

the learning process, as well as to the quality of learning. The 

student participants indicated a preference for teachers who viewed 

themselves as co-learners and were willing to allow students freedom of 

choice in the learning process. Thus, a significant number of comments 

under the category 1.2 Self as Learner seems to show the students' 

perception of personal interaction in student-teacher relationships as a 

requirement for individualized learning processes. 

2.0 Other Direction Codings 

The 2.0 Other Direction categories of the present investigator's 

analytical framework were co-related with the categories of Reichle's 

categorical framework. These co-related categories are: 2.1 Contact: 

Extension, 2.2 Consult: Attention, 2.3 Find: Option, 2.4 Share: 

Reciprocity, and 2.5 Accompany: Actualization. The second type of data, 

student participant scaled responses to a series of open-ended 

statements, was coded by the present investigator under the appropriate 

co-related categories. 

In that which follows, the average percent of student scaled 

responses that indicate agreement with the statements is presented after 

each of the co-related categories. 

appropriate to the categories. 

This is followed by the statements 
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2.1 Contact: Extension (Wilde: Reichle) - 98 (percent) responses 

Statements: 

I think that the kinds of relationships I have with my 
teachers are very important to my learning. 

It helps me to learn when I feel my teachers want to get in 
touch with me as a person. 

2.2 Consult: Attention (Wilde: Reichle) - 85 (percent) responses 

Statements: 

Learning becomes more satisfying for me when my own interests 
can be part of my activities. 

My learning goes best when the teacher listens thoughtfully to 
my ideas. 

Learning "turns me on" when activities include real-life 
problems. 

2.3 Find: Option (Wilde: Reichle) - 80 (percent) responses 

Statements: 

I learn better when I can have choices about my class 
activities. 

I learn better when the teacher works with me to invent new 
types of activities. 

2.4 Share: Reciprocity (Wilde: Reichle) - 85 (percent) responses 

Statements: 

Learning is more enjoyable when a teacher shares my interests 
with me. 

I feel better about my learning experiences when the teacher 
treats me in an adult way. 
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2.5 Accompany: Actualization (Wilde: Reichle) 75 (percent) 
responses 

Statements: 

I feel better about my learning when I am in charge of my 
activities. 

I feel better about my learning when the teacher and I 
determine grades together. 

2.0 Other Direction Codings Interpretations 

The 2.0 Other Direction categories of the present investigator's 

analytical framework were co-related with the categories of Reichle's 

categorical framework. Student participant scaled responses to a series 

of open-ended statements were coded by the present investigator under 

the appropriate co-related categories. The average (in percent) of 

student scaled responses that indicate agreement with the statements is 

presented in Figure 17. 

The categories of 2.0 Other Direction refer to the social action 

of building bridges of human contact and developing warm, personal 

relationships with others (Barnes 1977, pp. 58-59). Figure 17 

demonstrates the average (in percent) of student scaled responses coded 

by the present investigator under the appropriate co-related categories. 

A significant average of responses can be seen in all of the categories. 

Within the category 2.1 Contact: Extension, student responses 

seem to indicate that student-teacher relationships were important to 

the learning process, and that process was enhanced when teachers were 

perceived as wanting to get acquainted with students personally. 

Significance in the category 2.2 Consult: Attention, reflects 
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participant agreement that the learning process benefited when they 

perceived teachers as willing to include students' interests in 

activities, listen thoughtfully to students' ideas, and include real-

life oriented activities. Student responses in the category 2.3 Find: 

Option show that choice among and invention of new activities were 

perceived as beneficial. An indication of sharing interests and being 

treated in an adult way as a factor in improving learning is made 

evident by significant in the category 2.4 Share: Reciprocity. Within 

the category 2.5 Accompany: Actualization the student participants 

perceived being in charge of their activities and joint determination of 

grades by students and teachers as beneficial to the learning process. 

Thus, significance in all of the 2.0 Other Direction categories appears 

to indicate that the student participants perceived the quality of their 

relationships with teachers as very important to the learning process. 

Investigation IX - Alene Winifred Hall 

Twenty-three students were individually interviewed to ascertain 

their perceptions of changes that had occurred within themselves while 

attending an alternative-program school. The objective of the 

alternative-program school was said to be the implementing of humanistic 

and democratic relationships in learning processes. 

To identify and describe the students' perceptions of changes 

that occurred within themselves while attending the alternative-program 

school, the investigator, Hall, developed a theoretical framework based 

upon Maslow's hierarchy of human needs. The categories of her 

theoretical framework were: (1) Discovering the Self, (2) Relating to 
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Others, and (3) Actualizing the Self. Hall formulated a series of 

statements based on these categories. The 23 students included in the 

study contributed Likert-scaled responses and personal comments to each 

of the statements during individually scheduled interviews. 

In Hall's data chapters, two distinct types of data were derived. 

The first type was supplied by the students' scaled responses to each of 

the interview statements. The second type consisted of the personal 

comments contributed by the students. In the present investigation, 

these two types of data were coded under the two separate sections of 

Wilde's analytical framework, i.e., 1.0 Inner Direction and 2.0 Other 

Direction. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings 

The first type of data, the students' scaled responses to each of 

the interview statements, was coded by the present investigator under 

the appropriate 1.0 Inner Direction categories of her analytical 

framework. The 1.0 Inner Direction categories are: 1.1 Self as Person, 

1.2 Self as Learner, and 1.3 Self in Relationships. In that which 

follows, the average percent of student scaled responses that indicate 

agreement with the interview statements is presented after each of the 

categories. The statements related to the categories are then 

presented. 

1.1 Self as Person - 86.52 (in percent) responses 

Statements: 

My feelings about myself as a student have changed since I 
came to program NOW. 
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I have found new goals for myself as a student since 
enrolling. 

I am more aware of making choices for myself since entering 
this program. 

I am more open and straightforward in this alternative 
atmosphere. 

1.2 Self as Learner - 86.95 (in percent) responses 

Statements: 

I have discovered new interests as a student since enrolling 
here. 

In this school, I have found new ways of learning. 

I have found that I am expanding and growing in this new 
environment. 

1.3 Self in Relationships - 79.73 (in percent) responses 

Statements: 

I have learned to communicate more easily with others since 
coming here. 

I am more accepting of others since enrolling in Program NOW. 

I am more willing to share with others since I came to Program 
NOW. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings Interpretations 

Students' scaled responses to each of the interview statements 

were coded by the present investigator under the appropriate 1.0 Inner 

Direction categories of her analytical framework. The averages 

(percent) of student scaled responses that indicate agreement with the 

statement are presented in Figure 18. 
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Categories of 
1.0 Inner Direction 

1.1 Self as Person //////////////////////////////////1 86.92 

1.2 Self as Learner ///////////////////////////////////1 86.95 

1.3 Self in Relationships //////////////////////////////1 79.73 

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Average (in percent) of Student Scaled 
Responses 

Figure 18. Inner Direction Average of Student Scaled Responses 
(Hall) • 
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The categories of 1.0 Inner Direction refer to the inner 

organization of a person that helps him relate in more democratic ways 

with other persons. Figure 18 illustrates the average (in percent) of 

student scaled responses as coded by the present investig~or. 

Significance can be seen under each of the categories, i.e., 1.1 Self as 

Person, 1.2 Self as Learner, and 1.3 Self in Relationships. 

The philosophy of the alternative-program school was reported as 

follows: "The human is more important than any material product or 

constraint. Change is a natural process for humans and is facilitated 

by deliberate communication, problem solving, and interaction. Growth 

is the process by which humans achieve their goals in the context of the 

values of society" (Hall 1979, p. 13). Based on maximum value and 

respect for the individual, this philosophy allowed a warm, personal 

atmosphere to prevail in a humanistic school environment. Significance 

under the category 1.1 Self as Person, therefore, seems to show that 

within this environment the students developed positive perceptions of 

themselves as free, choicing, and unique persons. 

Hall (1979, p. 14) reported that the teachers at the alternative

program school claimed to utilize a variety of methods in the 

learning/teaching process. She commented: "They used individualized, 

personalized methods, or they utilized more structured classrooms 

depending on personal style, and subject and student requirements" (Hall 

1979, p. 14). Thus, significance under the category 1.2 Self as Learner 

appears to indicate that the students developed positive perceptions of 

themselves as learners while attending the alternative-program school. 
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The objectives of the alternative-program school were reported as 

follows: "To involve the student in his own learning: to involve 

him/her in the processes of society to better understand them: to 

cultivate independent thinking: to improve effective communication and 

reading: to expand experiences: to encourage a dedication to shared 

learning: and to establish an ongoing process of evaluation" (Hall 1979, 

p. 14). Involvement, communication, experience, and sharing were 

emphasized objectives of the school. Significance under the category 

1.3 Self in Relationships, therefore, seems to reveal that gr.owth these 

students perceived in their abilities to relate with others in warm, 

personal, and democratic manners. 

2.0 Other Direction Codings 

The second type of data, personal comments contributed by the 

students, was coded by the present investigator under the appropriate 

2.0 Other Direction categories of her analytical framework. The 2.0 

Other Direction categories are: 2.1 Contact, 2.2 Consult, 2.3 Find, 2.4 

Share, and 2.5 Accompany. In that which follows, the total number of 

coded personal comments is presented after each of the categories. Five 

examples of the coded personal comments are then illustrated. 

2.1 Contact - 17 personal comments 

Personal comments: 

Example 1: Here everyone is on the same basis, and everyone is 
willing to communicate. 

Example 2: This is a non-judgmental atmosphere. 
everyone. 

You can like 
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Example 3: I've learned to accept really different people. 

Example 4: People accept me here. 

Example 5: I don't spend so much time in my fantasy world. 

2.2 Consult - 14 personal comments 

Personal comments: 

Example 1: I've helped my friend not to be afraid to speak up. 

Example 2: I was going to quit school, but my new goal is to 
graduate. 

Example 3: After talking it over, I am able to set a new goal 
for myself. 

Example 4: I am not afraid of failing since our discussion. 

Example 5: I have decided to study interior decorating and 
improve my surroundings. 

2.3 Find - 53 personal comments 

Personal Comments: 

Example 1: But now, I don't know, I've changed; I sense a need 
to explore. 

Example 2: I have a new interest in self-sufficiency and in 
autonomy. 

Example 3: I've learned to force myself out of security into 
growing and perhaps into insecurity. 

Example 4: I can now accept blame for things I do wrong. 

Example 5: I've learned to take risks along with my choicing. 

2.4 Share - 39 personal comments 

Personal Comments: 

Example 1: The school allows more sharing, so I can do what I've 
always wanted to do. 
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Example 2: lIve learned about political processes by helping in 
a political campaign. 

Example 3: Communicating with teachers is a new way to learn 
here. 

Example 4: I learned to come out of my world, to be open, to 
express myself. 

Example 5: 11m not as afraid of being laughed at. 
my ideas in class. 

I can share 

2.5 Accompany - 16 personal comments 

Personal Comments: 

Example 1: I am more willing to accept people to work with me. 

Example 2: I learn by tutoring children at the elementary 
school. 

Example 3: Itls more of a group effort here. People help 
out if you have problems. You donlt need to 
things to yourself. 

Example 4: I have become more committed to helping people. 

you 
keep 

Example 5: The teachers have a better attitude toward students. 
They seem to care. 

2.0 Other Direction Codings Interpretations 

Personal comments contributed by the students were coded by the 

present investigator under the appropriate 2.0 Other Direction 

categories of her analytical framework. The total numbers of coded 

personal comments are illustrated in Figure 19. 

The categories of 2.0 Other Direction refer to the social action 

of persons who build democratic relationships with others. Figure 19 

demonstrates the total number of coded personal comments contributed by 

the students. Significance can be seen under the category 2.3 Find. 



Categories of 
2.0 Other Direction 

2.1 Contact /////////1 

2.2 Consult /////1 14 

17 

2.3 Find ///////////////////////////////////////////1 

2.4 Share //////////////////////////////1 39 

2.5 Accompany ////////1 16 

. . . . . . . . . 
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53 

. . 
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 

Total Number of Coded Personal Comments 

Figure 19. Other Direction Total Number of Coded 
Personal Comments (Hall). 
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The students at the alternative-program school were observed as 

setting up their own goals and making many choices about how they wanted 

to facilitate their own learning (Hall 1979, p. 14). Hall (1979, p. 12) 

commented, "From the students' perspective, there is a high degree of 

concer~ for self-actualization and growth as a person. This manifested 

itself in the students' personal comments as a concern for new 

interests, new goals, and new ways of learning. Thus, significance 

under the category 2.3 Find seems to implicate the students as 

perceiving themselves to be open to the discovery of potentials for new 

personal interests, goals, and capabilities. 

Investigation X - Don R. Milner 

Perceptual patterns of 18 secondary students, who were considered 

to be youth-in-trouble, concerning their personal relationships within 

the school and the home were identified. The investigator, Milner, 

considered personal relationships of youth-in-trouble to have a 

significant impact on the satisfactory functionings of society. 

To identify home and school perceptions of youth-in-trouble, 

Milner developed a theoretical framework consisting of four categories 

emphasizing personal relationships. The four categories of his 

theoretical framework were: (1) contact, (2) consult, (3) share, and 

(4) choose. A questionnaire was designed with 16 statements related to 

the four categories. Positive and negative comments and Likert-type 

scaled responses were contributed by the students with regard to each of 

the 16 statements. 
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In Milner's data chapters, two distinct types of data were found. 

The first type of data was supplied by the positive and negative 

comments contributed by the students. The second type of data was the 

students' scaled responses to each of the statements. In the present 

investigation, these two types of data were coded under the two separate 

sections of the present investigator's analytical framework, i.e., 1.0 

Inner Direction and 2.0 Other Direction. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings 

The 1.0 Inner Direction categories are: 1.1 Self as Person, 

1.2 Self as Learner, and 1.3 Self in Relationships. The first type of 

data, positive and negative comments contributed by the students, were 

coded by the present investigator under the appropriate categories of 

her analytical framework. In that which follows, the algebraic total of 

the positive and negative student comments is presented after each of 

the categories. Shown under each of the categories are three examples 

of positive student comments and three examples of negative student 

comments. 

1.1 Self as Person Positive Student Comments = 36 
Negative Student Comments = 23 

Algebraic Total of Student Comments = -13 

Positive Student Comments: 

Example 1: My mom is really a great person. She's so busy, 
though ••• she supports the family. 

Example 2: All of our [family] decisions are about equal. It 
has to be that way. 

Example 3: My folks wouldn't do something without checking with 
me. 
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Negative Student Comments: 

Example 1: Teachers look at me as another face, but they never 
remember my name. 

Example 2: They just got their divorce. They are not interested 
in me. 

Example 3: My parents feel I live in another world, and they 
won't accept what I do. 

1.2 Self as Learner positive Student Comments 
Negative Student Comments 

Algebraic Total of Student Comments 

positive Student Comments: 

Example 1: I had a math teacher who really worked with me. 

5 
13 
-8 

Example 2: I personally feel my mother's ideas are better than 
mine. 

Example 3: Some teachers want you to think you have a say in 
what's happening. 

Negative Student Comments: 

Example 1: I liked 
courses. 
ideas. 

all my teachers, but I didn't pass any 
No, they never knew any of my thoughts or 

Example 2: They [teachers] don't think students know anything. 
They don't really ask for your ideas. 

Example 3: All my teachers would do is tell me to leave school 
and not come back until I did what they wanted. 

1.3 Self in Relationships Positive Student Comments 
Negative Student Comments 

Algebraic Total of Student Comments 

positive Student Comments: 

19 
63 

-44 

Example 1: Oh, wow! 
relationships 
own. 

Mom tries [to establish 
with me], but she can't. 

personal 
I'm on my 
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Example 2: Yeah, my art teacher talked to me and I felt that we 
were close. 

Example 3: I had one high school teacher who was O.K. We talked 
a lot about my dropping out of school. I think she 
liked me. 

Negative Student Comments: 

Example 1: They [parents] never stay in touch with me. 
"hang out" at home. 

I just 

Example 2: MyoId man's· a drunk. He doesn't care. My mother, I 
don't know how she lives there. 

Example 3: I got kicked out of school. 
talk to me about it. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings Interpretations 

No one ever stopped to 

Student comments found in Milner's data chapters were coded under 

the 1.0 Inner Direction categories of the present investigator's 

analytical framework. Algebraic totals of positive and negative student 

comments were calculated for each category. The algebraic totals of the 

student comments are presented in Figure 20. 

The categories of 1.0 Inner Direction refer to the inner 

organization of a person that helps him relate in more democratic ways 

with other persons. Figure 20 illustrates the algebraic totals of the 

positive and negative student comments reported in Milner's data 

chapters and coded under the categories of 1.0 Inner Direction by the 

present investigator. Algebraic totals of student comments under each 

of the categories demonstrate no significance in patterns of personal 

relationships. 

Milner (1980, p. ix) indicated that the youth-in-trouble who were 

studied in his investigation seemed not to perceive themselves as 
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Categories of 
1.0 Inner Direction 

1.1 Self as Person ////////////////1 -13 

1.2 Self as Learner ///////////////////1 -8 

1.3 Self in Relationships //1 -44 

-40 -30 -20 -10 0 +10 +20 +30 +40 

Algebraic Total of Student Responses 

Figure 20. Inner Direction Algebraic Total of Student Responses 
(Milner) • 
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operating in home and school environments of freedom and democratic 

living. These youth-in-trouble appear to be victims of a society that 

is suffering from the scarcity of non-destructive personal relationships 

(Brewer and Tidwell 1977, p. 1). Thus, no significance under the 

categories of 1.0 Inner Direction appears to intensify the need for 

freedom and democratic living in the school/family social units. 

2.0 Other Direction Codings 

The 2.0 Other Direction categories are: 2.1 Contact, 2.2 

Consult, 2.3 Find, 2.4 Share, and 2.5 Accompany. The second type of 

data, students' scaled responses to each of the questionnaire 

statements, were coded by the present investigator under the appropriate 

categories. In that which follows, the average (in percent) of student 

agreement with the questionnaire statements is shown after each of the 

categories. This is followed by a presentation of the questionnaire 

statements. 

2.1 Contact - 3 (in percent) student agreement 

Statements: 

I see my parents as especially interested in establishing 
close personal relationships with me. 

I see my teachers as especially interested in establishing 
close personal relationships with me. 

I see my parents as persons interested in staying in touch 
with me about things that concern them and me. 

I see my teachers as persons interested in staying in touch 
with me about things that concern them and me. 
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2.2 Consult - 10 (in percent) student agreement 

statements: 

I see my parents as persons who check with me in making plans 
about my life. 

I see my teachers as persons who check with me in making plans 
about my life. 

I see my parents as persons who consider my ideas as important 
as theirs and constantly ask for my ideas when they are 
planning. 

I see my teachers as persons who consider my ideas as 
important as theirs and constantly ask for my ideas when they 
are planning. 

2.3 Find - no codings by the present investigator 

2.4 Share - 3 (in percent) student agreement 

Statements: 

I see my parents as persons who work with me on activities 
that interest me as well as them. 

I see my teachers as persons who work with me on activities 
that interest me as well as them. 

I see my parents as persons who regard my selections as equal 
to theirs. 

I see my teachers as persons who regard my selections as equal 
to theirs. 

2.5 Accompany - 9 (in percent) student agreement 

Statements: 

I see my parents as persons who use my plans. 

I see my teachers as persons who use my plans. 

I see my parents as persons who accept my decisions when we 
participate in family matters. 
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I see my teachers as persons who accept my decisions when we 
participate in family matters. 

2.0 Other Direction Codings Interpretations 

Students' scaled responses to each of the questionnaire 

statements were· coded by the present investigator under the appropriate 

2.0 Other Direction categories of her analytical framework. The 

averages (in percent) of student agreement with the questionnaire 

statements are illustrated in Figure 21. 

The categories of 2.0 Other Direction refer to the social action 

of persons who build democratic relationships with others. Figure 21 

demonstrates the average (in percent) of student agreement with the 

questionnaire statements. Because an average of 11 (in percent) would 

indicate that two out of the 18 students agreed with the questionnaire 

statements, no significance is seen under the categories of 2.0 Other 

Direction. 

In his investigation, Milner indicated that little effective 

contact, consultation, sharing, or choosing between the youths-in-

trouble and their parents/teachers was reported. The youths-in-troub1e 

did not seem to be able to perceive these elements of personal 

relationships in their undemocratic horne/school environments. 
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Categories of 
2.0 Other Direction 

2.1 Contact 11\ 3 

2.2 Consult 11111\ 10 

2.3 Find no coding by the present investigator 

2.4 Share 11\ 3 

2.5 Accompany 1111\ 9 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

Average (in percent) of Student Agreement 

Figure 21. Other Direction Average of Student Agreement (Milner). 
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Investigation XI - Eli Sidney Noble 

An assessment of a college wrestling team organized under a 

theory of personal processes was formulated from the reported 

perceptions of team-member participants. The investigator, Noble, 

presented and examined selected data regarding the perceptions of the 

participants. Noble's data was reported using the five categories of 

the personal processes framework: contact, consult, find, share, and 

accompany. He presented and organized each category as follows: 

(1) statements concerning the category under examination; 

related questionnaire statements displaying composite 

(2) category 

quantitative 

findings; (3) representative respondents' comments to each questionnaire 

statement; and (4) an examination of respondents' comments, employing 

the perceptual framework. 

In Noble's data chapters, two distinct types of data were 

presented under each of the personal processes framework categories. The 

first type of data consisted of a total of 267 respondents' comments to 

the questionnaire statements. The second type of data was supplied by 

the category related questionnaire statements displaying composite 

quantitative findings. In the present study, these two types of data 

were coded under the categories of the present investigator's analytical 

framework. The categories of the present investigator's analytical 

framework are arranged under two separate sections, i.e., 1.0 Inner 

Direction and 2.0 Other Direction. 
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1.0 Inner Direction Codings 

The 1.0 Inner Direction categories are: 1.1 Self as Person, 

1.2 Self as Learner, and 1.3 Self in Relationships. The first type of 

data, consisting of 267 respondents' comments to the questionnaire 

statements found in Noble's data chapters, were coded by the present 

investigator under the appropriate categories. In that which follows, 

the number of coded respondents' comments to Lhe questionnaire 

statements, together with its percentages of the whole, is presented 

after each of the categories. Five examples of respondents' comments 

are shown under each of the categories. 

1.1 Self as Person - 124 respondents' comments: 47 percent of the 
total comments coded under 1.0 Inner Direction 

Respondents' Comments: 

Example 1: I learned that I can do anything I want if I try. 

Example 2: I found that it is the individual's desire that 
counts. 

Example 3: It was a pleasure adjusting, but it was hard. 

Example 4: I felt that I learned a lot about myself because I 
was able to express myself as a contributing member 
of the team. 

Example 5: Being a part of the process helped me to grow and 
become a better person. 

1.2 Self as Learner - 39 respondents' comments: 15 percent of the 
total comments coded under 1.0 Inner Direction 

Respondents' Comments: 

Example 1: I was able to see how a system without real strict 
rules worked, and the factors that make it work. 
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Example 2: The most important thing I learned was relating with 
others. 

Example 3: Coaches always insisted that education was before 
everything else. 

Example 4: I learned more here than I did in all of my high 
school years. 

Example 5: In high school, the mental part was never heard of. 
When I came to Pima, it was a new experience, and I 
thought it was great. 

1.3 Self in Relationships - 104 respondents' comments: 38 percent of 
the total comments coded under 1.0 Inner 
Direction 

Respondents' Comments: 

Example 1: I liked the personal contact because I got to know 
the coach, and he got to know me and my parents. 

Example 2: We made a lot of choices and the coaches helped us. 

Example 3: It was easy to relate to others after going through 
this team process. 

Example 4: There aren't many coaches that are as easy to get 
along with as my coaches. 

Example 5: I think the coaches were very honest with me about my 
chances on the team. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings Interpretations 

The 267 respondents' comment to the questionnaire statements 

found in Noble's data chapters were coded under the 1.0 Inner Direction 

categories of the present investigator's analytical framework. The 

coded comments (in percent) are illustrated in Figure 22. 

The categories of 1.0 Inner Direction refer to the inner 

organization of a person that helps him relate in more democratic ways 

with others. Figure 22 shows the quantitative composite of comments 
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Categories of 
1.0 Inner Direction 

1.1 Self as Person ///////////////////////////////////////1 47 

1.2 Self as Learner ///////1 15 

1.3 Self in Relationships //////////////////////////////1 38 

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

Coded Comments (in percent) 

Figure 22. Inner Direction Coded Comments (Noble). 
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(in percent) reported in Noble's data chapters and coded under the 

categories of 1.0 Inner Direction by the present investigator. A 

significant percent of coded comments can be seen under 1.1 Self as 

Person and under 1.3 Self in Relationships. 

In Noble's investigation, the coach's philosophy at the time of 

the writing, 1980, was presented under two headings. One of the 

headings was "Personal Philosophy," and was written as follows: "As a 

person I believe that I am: (1) Equal with every person; (2) A fully 

functioning and adequate person; (3) A curious and energetic person; (4) 

A choicing person; (5) An honest person; (6) A sharing person; and (7) A 

very positive person" (Noble 1981, p. 46). Thus, a significant percent 

of coded comments under 1.1 Self as Person seems to indicate a unique 

pattern of correlation between the coach's personal philosophy and his 

behavioral relationship with the members of the college wrestling team. 

The other heading of the coach's philosophy, found in Noble's 

investigation, was "The 1979-80 Coaching Philosophy," and was written as 

follows: 

As a wrestling coach I believe that my relationships with the 
young men on the wrestling team: (1) Should be warm, friendly, 
and supportive; (2) Should be one of acceptance and encouragement 
at all times; (3) Should be based on the individual differences, 
interests, and concerns of each young person; (4) Should provide 
an environment in which group decisions prevail regarding such 
things as: team goals, team training rules, and team traveling 
arrangements; (5) Should provide an environment in which a range 
of individual options exists, e.g., individual weight class 
selection, individual physical conditioning, and individual skill 
building; (6) Should be such that as many young people as 
possible have the opportunity to participate in wrestling; and 
(7) Should begin with the act of recruiting where personal 
processes are first initiated (Noble 1981, pp. 45-46). 
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Thus, a percent of coded comments under 1.3 Self in Relationships 

appears to show a pattern of the coach's direct application of his 

coaching philosophy to his behavioral relationships with the members of 

the college wrestling team. 

2.0 Other Direction Codings 

The 2.0 Other Direction categories are: 2.1 Contact, 

2.2 Consult, 2.3 Find, 2.4 Share, and 2.5 Accompany. The questionnaire 

statements displaying composite quantitative findings found in Noble's 

data chapters were arranged by the present investigator under the 

appropriate categories of 2.0 Other Direction. In that which follows, 

Noble's assigned number and the paraphrased questionnaire statements are 

arranged by the present investigator under each of the categories of 

2.0 Other Direction. Each paraphrased questionnaire statement is 

followed by Noble's composite quantitative findings (in percent). The 

average of Noble's composite quantitative findings (in percent) is 

finally calculated by the present investigator under each of the 

categories. 

2.1 Contact 

Noble's Assigned Number and 
Paraphrased Questionnaire Statement 

1-1 •.• liked 
contact 

coach's personal 

1-2 •.. decision to wrestle by 
association with coaches • . 

Noble's Composite 
Quantitative Findings 

76 percent agreement 

76 percent agreement 

Average = 76 percent agreement 



2.2 Consult 

Noble's Assigned Number and 
Paraphrased Questionnaire Statement 

4-1 ••• problems given 
and choice •• 

consultation 

2.3 Find 

Noble's Assigned Number and 
Paraphrased Questionnaire Statement 

2-1 ••• aid in deciding educational 
pursuits • • ••• 

4-2 •.• choice of wrestling weight 
class . . . . . · · · · 

4-3 ••• choice of praying before 
matches . . . . . . · · · · 

5-3 ••• found adjustment to process 
hard . . 

5-4 ••• learned about self by the 
process 

5-5 ••• learned about relating to 
others by the process 

5-6 ••• enjoyed being part of the 
process · · · · 

· · · 

· · · 

· · · 

· · · 

· · · 

· · · 

· 

· 

· 

· 

· 

· 
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Noble's Composite 
Quantitative Findings 

88 percent agreement 

Noble's Composite 
Quantitative Findings 

76 percent agreement 

96 percent agreement 

100 percent agreement 

48 percent agreement 

96 percent agreement 

92 percent agreement 

76 percent agreement 

Average = 83 percent agreement 

2.4 Share 

Noble's Assigned Number and 
Paraphrased Questionnaire Statement 

1-4 ••• liked coaches' openness and 

Noble's Composite 
Quantitative Findings 

honesty • • • • • • • • • • 100 percent agreement 

2-5 ••• emphasis on academic 
achievement by coaches • • • 96 percent agreement 



3-3 ••• all considered contributing 
team members • • • 
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92 percent agreement 

3-4 ••• efforts to involve all team 
members • • • • 100 percent agreement 

3-5 ••• emphasis 
development 

on personal 

4-4 ••• coaches' support on choice 
of schools . . . . . . 

5-1 ••• many decisions by team 

5-2 ••• all part of choicing process 

5-7 ••• philosophy of building on 

• • • • 100 percent agreement 

84 percent agreement 

76 percent agreement 

. 92 percent agreement 

positive attributes • • • • • • 100 percent agreement 

2.5 Accompany 

Noble's Assigned Number and 
Paraphrased Questionnaire Statement 

1-3 ••• decision to attend Pima 
College with assistance in 
locating financial aid • • • 

2-2 ••• assistance with registration 

Average = 93 percent agreement 

Noble's Composite 
Quantitative Findings 

84 percent agreement 

by coaches • • • • • • • • 100 percent agreement 

2-3 ••• assistance 
housing 

in finding 
44 percent agreement 

2-4 ••• assistance in locating 
college work study program • 68 percent agreement 

3-1 ••• assistance in 
physical skills 

3-2 ••• assistance in 
mental attitude 

developing 
96 percent agreement 

developing 
• • • • • 100 percent agreement 

Average = 82 percent agreement 
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2.0 Other Direction Codings Interpretations 

Noble's assigned number and paraphrased questionnaire statements 

were arranged by the present investigator under each of the categories 

of 2.0 Other Direction. Each paraphrased questionnaire statement was 

followed by Noble's composite quantitative findings (percent). The 

averages were finally calculated by the present investigator under each 

of the categories. These averages are shown in Figure 23. 

The categories of 2.0 Other Direction refer to the warm, 

productive and personal processes by which a person relates with other 

persons. Figure 23 demonstrates the average of Noble's composite 

quantitative findings (in percent) coded and calculated by the present 

investigator under the categories of 2.0 Other Direction. Significant 

findings can be seen under all five of the above categories, i.e., 

2.1 Contact, 2.2 Consult, 2.3 Find, 2.4 Share, and 2.5 Accompany. 

In Noble's investigation, detailed discussion was given to the 

evolution of the coach's philosophy and practices (Noble 1981, pp. 37-

46). The coach's initial philosophy, as of 1973, was characterized by a 

traditional authoritarian approach. The shift from this approach to a 

more open and personal philosophy evolved over a 1973-1980 time span. 

In the coach's philosophy at the time of the writing, 1980, emphasis was 

placed on the processes of contact, consult, find, share, and accompany. 

Thus, significant averages under all of the 2.0 Other Direction 

categories appears to indicate Noble's ability to translate his unique 

personal philosophy into a consistent behavioral pattern. 
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Categories of 
2.0 Other Direction 

2.1 Contact //////////////////////////////////////// 76 

2.2 Consult //////////////////////////////////////////////// 88 

2.3 Find ///////////////////////////////////////////// 83 

2.4 Share //////////////////////////////////////////////////// 93 

2.5 Accompany ///////////////////////////////////////////1 82 

. . . . . . . . . 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Average (in percent) 

Figure 23. Averages of Composite Findings (Noble). 
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Investigation XII - Thomas Martin Anderson 

Student and instructor perceptions of social-educational 

relationships were identified in a public alternative school program 

called Cherry Field. The 27 alternative school program students who 

participated in the study were designated by the investigator, Anderson, 

as being marginal students. Anderson functioned as a participant 

observer in the alternative program under scrutiny. 

Within a year after they left traditional school programs, 

Anderson conducted and reported case studies, observations, and 

interviews of the 27 marginal students regarding their perceptions of 

the social-educational relationships in traditional schools. After 

their entry into Cherry Field, Anderson again conducted and reported 

case studies, observations, and interviews of the same students 

regarding their perceptions of the social-educational relationships in 

the alternative school. 

Anderson reported two types of data in his case studies, 

observations and interviews of the marginal students regarding their 

perceptions of relationships in the traditional schools. The same two 

types of data were reported in his case studies, observations, and 

interviews of students regarding their perceptions of relationships in 

Cherry Field, the alternative school. The second type of data consisted 

of Anderson's reported comments of the students regarding their 

relationships in the traditional schools and then in the alternative 

school. In the present investigation, these two types of data were 
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coded under the two separate sections of the present investigator's 

analytical framework, i.e., 1.0 Inner Direction and 2.0 Other Direction. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings 

The 1.0 Inner Direction categories are: 1.1 Self as Person, 

1.2 Self as Learner, and 1.3 Self in Relationships. The first type of 

data, Anderson's reported observations in the traditional schools and in 

the alternative school, and the second type of data, Anderson's reported 

student comments regarding the traditional schools and the alternative 

school, were coded by the present investigator under the appropriate 

categories of her analytical framework. 

In that which follows, the total number of Wilde's coded 

observations and comments regarding relationships at Cherry Field, the 

alternative school, is displayed after each of the 1.0 Inner Direction 

categories. Below this, the number of Wilde's coded observations 

regarding relationships in traditional schools and then in the 

alternative school are presented together with examples. Likewise, the 

number of coded comments regarding relationships in traditional schools 

and then in the alternative school are also presented together with 

examples. 

1.1 Self as Person - 66 coded observations and comments regarding 
relationships at Cherry Field, the alternative 
school 

Traditional Schools: 26 Anderson's observations 

Example 1: Her verbosity, aliveness and vibrant personality 
seemed to her to be locked up and frozen. 

Example 2: Jane perceived herself as a shy person. 
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Example 3: Teachers were seen as deliberately selecting them out 
for criticism, for denying them the status of being a 
unique individual. 

Alternative School: 22 Anderson's observations 

Example 1: Roy saw himself as being more independent and more at 
ease in dealing with his environment. 

Example 2: -per'jane, being at Cherry Field meant that she could 
be "real" and not be "phony." 

Example 3: To be treated as an equal in the relationships she 
encountered at school was valued by Jane. 

Traditional Schools: 20 student comments 

Example 1: We just wanted to be ourselves and be accepted 
because we accepted each other. 

Example 2: There they controlled you like a robot. 

Example 3: Nobody asks for your opinion, so students can't 
really be themselves. 

Alternative School: 44 student comments 

Example 1: We're dealt with more like people instead of matric 
numbers. 

Example 2: Here you have freedom. 
our lives. 

They do not try to control 

Example 3: I'm me, and when I'm proud of myself, everybody is 
going to know about it. 

1.2 Self as Learner - 63 coded, observations and comments regarding 
relationships at Cherry Field, the alternative 
school 

Traditional Schools: 16 Anderson's observations 

Example 1: The apparent indifference Pam perceived the teachers 
and students had for her convinced her of the 
irrelevance of the school as a place of learning. 

Example 2: Roy left school convinced that he could not learn. 
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Example 3: Jane was tested and classified as an adaptive 
education student. 

Alternative School: 17 Anderson's observations 

Example 1: In her own way and her own time, she finished large 
amounts of reading. 

Example 2: By traveling into the community, Roy felt he gained 
an education and overcame some personal difficulties. 

Example 3: As a voracious reader, Bill devoured information 
about the natural world. 

Traditional Schools: 23 student comments 

Example 1: I'd rather be out on the parking lot. You know, you 
learn a lot more out there. 

Example 2: You don't learn anything in a regular high school. I 
was smarter in eighth grade than I am now. 

Example 3: I felt as if they didn't care whether or not I 
learned anything. 

Alternative School: 46 student comments 

Example 1: Teachers let us pick our priorities ourselves and 
take responsibility ourselves. I've learned a lot 
about responsibility since I've started going here. 

Example 2: Even though we don't crack books a lot, we still 
learn a lot. 

Example 3: I would do more academic stuff as long as it's not 
forced. I want to learn at my own pace. 

1.3 Self in Relationships - 118 coded observations and comments 
regarding relationships at Cherry Field, 
the alternative school 

Traditional Schools: 28 Anderson's observations 

Example 1: Steve related that he had few good relationships in 
traditional schools. 

Example 2: Feeling of isolation that created barriers were 
reported. 
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Example 3: Student conflicts were reported to interfere with 
performance in school. 

Alternative School: 37 Anderson's observations 

Example 1: One explanation of why Cherry Field seemed attractive 
lay in the kind of relationship that had developed 
there. 

Example 2: Pam perceived the sense of openness and freedom to be 
the reason for no fighting among students in the 
program. 

Example 3: Roy appreciated the many conversations that went on 
among staff and students. 

Traditional Schools: 56 student comments 

Example 1: I didn't relate with them. I didn't care. 
get in a crowd, I keep to myself. 

When I 

Example 2: As long as you're at school, they don't give a damn 
about what happens outside. 

Example 3: There were conflicts where I wasn't appreciated and 
people did not like my style. They just didn't want 
me around. 

Alternative School: 81 student comments 

Example 1: I love it, especially the relationship of teachers 
and students. 

Example 2: Over here at Cherry Field it don't matter what color 
you are. Here we are all people communicating with 
each other. 

Example 3: The relationships between the kids are more like 
brother-sister relationships. It's the same way with 
the teachers. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings Interpretations 

Anderson's reported observations and student comments regarding 

the traditional schools and the alternative school were coded by the 

present investigator under the appropriate 1.0 Inner Direction 
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categories of her analytical framework. The total number of coded 

observations and comments regarding relationships at Cherry Field, the 

alternative school, was displayed after each of the categories. This 

total number is presented in Figure 24. 

The categories of 1.0 Inner Direction refer to the inner 

organization of a person that helps him relate in more democratic ways 

with other persons. Figure 24 illustrates the number of observations 

and comments regarding relationships at Cherry field, the alternative 

school, as reported in Anderson's data chapters, and coded under the 

categories of 1.0 Inner Direction by the present investigator. A 

significant number of coded observations and comments can be seen under 

category 1.3 Self in Relationships. 

k1de~son (1983, p. 190) observed that the students at Cherry 

Field preferred to live the "now," focused upon enjoyment of others, and 

related to people in warm and productive ways. Comments and related 

case studies give evidence that the major cause of the students' 

"marginality" appear to be an absence of democratic relationships at 

home as well as at school. Their reported success and fulfillment at 

Cherry Field seems to be related to their experiences of warm, personal, 

and productive student-teacher relationships. 

The preceding data in this present investigation indicates a 

consistently greater number of coded comments contributed by the 

students regarding their perceptions of Cherry Field than of their 

traditional schools. The students' willingness to relate their positive 
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perceptions of Cherry Field appears, also, to reflect continued growth 

in the category 1.3 Self in Relationships. 

2.0 Other Direction Codings 

The 2.0 Other Direction categories are: 2.1 Contact, 

2.2 Consult, 2.3 Find, 2.4 Share, and 2.5 Accompany. As with 1.0 Inner 

Direction, the first type of data, Anderson's reported observations in 

the traditional schools and in the alternative school, and the second 

type of· data, Anderson's reported student comments regarding the 

traditional schools and the alternative school, were coded by the 

present investigator under the appropriate categories of her analytical 

framework. 

In that which follows, the total number of Wilde's coded 

observations and comments regarding relationships at Cherry Field, the 

alternative school, is displayed after each of the 2.0 Other Direction 

categories. Below this, the number of Wilde's coded observations 

regarding relationships in traditional schools and then in the 

alternative school are presented together with examples. Likewise, the 

number of Wilde's coded comments regarding relationships in traditional 

schools and then in the alternative school are also presented together 

with examples. 

2.1 Contact - 22 coded observations and comments regarding 
relationships at Cherry Field, the alternative school 

Traditional Schools: 10 Anderson's observations 

Example 1: Students having little contact with teachers often 
didn't want to know them. 
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Example 2: Almost all of the informants reported that they had 
limited contact with most people in regular school. 

Example 3: Roy's contact with students in regular schools was 
minimal. 

Alternative School: 6 Anderson's observations 

Example 1: Lisa's enthusiasm about her experiences 
Field was associated with her perceptions 
was accepted there. 

at Cherry 
that she 

Example 2: Acceptance was important for Gary. He felt wanted at 
Cherry Field. 

Example 3: It didn't take Jane long to meet several members of 
the group. 

Traditional Schools: 6 student comments 

Example 1: I didn't talk to them. I didn't care about them. 

Example 2: No one wanted to know me as a friend. 

Example 3: I think that I had only one teacher who would talk to 
me. 

Alternative School: 16 student comments 

Example 1: I see a lot of closeness here; everybody is friendly 
to new people. 

Example 2: Here they said to come on in and they were really 
cool about it. 

Example 3: Here you can talk to everybody. 

2.2 Consult - 21 coded observations and comments regarding 
relationships at Cherry Field, the alternative school 

Traditional Schools: 5 Anderson's observations 

Example 1: There had been one counselor who did occasionally 
excuse Pam for a brief time to smoke. 

Example 2: Steve had a ready explanation for all his behavior. 

Example 3: The students observed their teachers as not having 
time to listen. 
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Alternative School: 6 Anderson's observations 

Example 1: Much of the help for Pam at Cherry Field occurred in 
the form of long, uncensored conversations. 

Example 2: He apparently appreciatd student and staff tolerance 
of his behavior, for he rarely missed school. 

Example 3: In the give-and-take of these arguments, many issues 
were examined and some resolved. 

Traditional Schools: 6 student comments 

Example 1: You can't go into a counselor's office and say, 
"Yesterday I went out and got stoned." 

Example 2: They [teachers) have their own lives and their own 
families to give guidance to. 

Example 3: Every once in a while a teacher would explain 
something to you. 

Alternative School: 15 student comments 

Example 1: You guys work together. You consult with each other. 
To make decisions you sit down and talk about it 
before you make a decision. 

Example 2: They would give me help about my lifestyle. 
would give me encouragement if I needed help. 

They 

Example 3: They would look into my future instead of my past. 

2.3 Find - 20 coded observations and comments regarding relationships 
at Cherry Field, the alternative school 

Traditional Schools: 4 Anderson's observations 

Example 1: Her counselors at the girls' home began searching for 
an alternative program for her. 

Example 2: One girl described herself as a "loner." 

Example 3: Some informants portrayed themselves as having 
personality characteristics contrary to "normal" 
students. 
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Alternative School: 11 Anderson's observations 

Example 1: The orientation of the teachers was to work with the 
students' interests, whatever they happen to be. 

Example 2: The students found themselves in an atmosphere where 
they were encouraged to pursue their own interests. 

Example 3: It was not necessary for Steve to continue to test 
limits. 

Traditional Schools: 3 student comments 

Example 1: The teachers didn't interest me. 

Example 2: The teachers are trying to teach the kids what they 
want. They have their set plans and the kids are 
supposed to be in this frame of mind. 

Example 3: The teachers would give me a headache. I'm not that 
smart. The teachers would ask questions and it would 
make me nervous. 

Alternative School: 9 student comments 

Example 1: The teachers at Cherry Field were trying to find out 
what I wanted to learn, not just what the system 
wanted. 

Example 2: They let you find out what you like and dislike. 

Example 3: Here they teach you what you want to learn. 
know how they do it. 

I don't 

2.4 Share - 25 coded observations and comments regarding 
relationships at Cherry Field, the alternative school 

Traditional Schools: 0 Anderson's observations 

Alternative School: 9 Anderson's observations 

Example 1: Lisa responded very favorably to the sense of mutual 
participation in learning activities. 

Example 2: Staff members were in on these conversations, flowing 
with the dialogue and commenting as others did. 

Example 3: She felt she had a part of what was happening at 
Cherry Field. 
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Traditional Schools: 0 student comments 

Alternative School: 16 student comments 

Example 1: You can learn about people's problems here and talk 
about what kind of trouble you're in. There's no 
taboo subject here. 

Example 2: I like to b.s. with teachers and argue with them 
about ideas and what's going on out there in America. 

Example 3: You listen to what everybody's talking about and 
talk about a lot of things that are important 
teenagers. 

you 
to 

2.5 Accompany - 21 coded observations and comments regarding 
relationships at Cherry Field, the alternative school 

Traditional Schools: 0 Anderson's observations 

Alternative School: 5 Anderson's observations 

Example 1: Teachers at Cherry Field were not seen only as 
friends to the students, but as co-workers. 

Example 2: Cherry Field staff members would accompany her to 
court and actively work with caseworkers and 
probation officers on her behalf. 

Example 3: The teachers helped students in dealing with their 
life problems. 

Traditional Schools: 0 student comments 

Alternative School: 16 student comments 

Example 1: They will actually go out of the school to help you 
with your problems. 

Example 2: Here they went on my side instead of the law side. 
The teacher got those four tickets worked out for me. 

Example 3: Teachers are trying to help you achieve your goals in 
life. 
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2.0 Other Direction Codings Interpretations 

Anderson's reported observations and student comments regarding 

the traditional schools and the alternative school were coded by the 

present investigator under the appropriate 2.0 Other Direction 

categories of her analytical framework. The total number of coded 

observations and comments regarding relationships at Cherry Field, the 

alternative school, was displayed after each of the categories. 

total number is presented in Figure 25. 

This 

The categories of 2.0 Other Direction refer to the warm, 

personal, and productive behavior of teachers that builds democratic 

relationships with students. Figure 25 demonstrates significance under 

all of the categories of 2.0 Other Direction. 

Anderson (1983, p. 106) referred to contact as a personal act 

which required getting in touch with the other person and implied a 

genuine interest in meeting him. At Cherry Field, it was assumed that 

the students would learn when personal contact with the staff was warm, 

positive, and encouraging. Thus, significance under the category 

2.1 Contact seems to indicate that constant dialogue was a crucial 

aspect of relationships at Cherry Field. Anderson (1983, p. 100) 

pointed out that at Cherry Field students often sought out one 

particular staff member for the majority of their conversations, 

depending on their needs and interests. It was assumed by the staff 

members that during the process of consulting, the students tended to 

become more focused on their interactions, and a sense of participation 

increasingly became possible. Significance under the category 
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2.2 Consult, therefore, appears to demonstrate an openness and 

respectful listening in the relationships at Cherry Field. 

According to Anderson (1983, p. lOS), the staff at Cherry Field 

worked within a context of egalitarianism, where persons were perceived 

as making choices and being in qharge of their own lives. They assumed 

that in a context of freedom students could begin a process of self

evaluation that would lead to a reduction of marginality and re-entry 

into a productive relationship with society. A significance under the 

category 2.3 Find seems to give evidence that self-discovery was 

occurring within the supportive atmosphere at Cherry Field. Anderson 

(1983, p. 102) related that at Cherry Field each person shared the 

experiences that he or she had had, thus providing material for further 

discussion. This process was encouraged because of the assumption that 

a sense of participation would lead to the students' re-engagement in 

the learning process. Therefore, the category 2.4 Share appears to 

describe the classroom at Cherry Field as an experience in associated 

living. 

In Anderson's investigation occurrences were reported where 

Cherry Field staff members acted as the communicator and mediator 

between students and parents, the police, court personnel, and friends. 

The staff assumed that accompaniment moved people from interpersonal 

interests into mutual participation. It seems that the students 

perceived this process to be significant under the category 

2.5 Accompany. 
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Investigation XIII - Pearlie Mae Price Chandler 

By focusing on the intersubjective relationships of alternative 

students and their teacher, a preparation program for alternative 

teachers was proposed. The investigator, Chandler, gathered and 

reported data employing the case study approach. Five individual case 

studies of alternative students and their English teacher were 

developed. Each case study was organized around a specific concept of 

her theoretical framework. The concepts of her theoretical framework 

were: (1) choicing, (2) awareness, (3) acceptance, and (4) sharing. 

In Chandler's data chapters, two distinct types of data were 

presented in the five case studies. The first type of data consisted of 

Chandler's narrative descriptions. The second type of data was 

comprised of Chandler's reported dialogue. In the present 

investigation, these two types of data were coded under the two separate 

sections of the present investigator's analytical framework, i.e., 

1.0 Inner Direction and 2.0 Other Direction. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings 

The 1.0 Inner Direction categories are: 1.1 Self as Person, 

1.2 Self as Learner, and 1.3 Self in Relationships. Both the first type 

of data, Chandler's narrative descriptions, and the second type of data, 

Chandler's reported dialogue, were coded by the present investigator 

under the 1.0 Inner Direction categories of her analytical framework. 

In that which follows, the total number of Chandler's narrative 

descriptions and reported dialogue coded by the present investigator is 

presented after each of the categories. Below this, three coded 
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examples of Chandler's narrative descriptions and three coded examples 

of her reported dialogue are illustrated. 

1.1 Self as Person - 61 codings 

Narrative Descriptions: 

Example 1: Dennis had strong feelings about fairness, equality, 
and respect. 

Example 2: He continually urged people to respect him. 

Example 3: Evelyn's comments 
confidence. 

Reported Dialogue: 

indicated 

Example 1: I like the feeling of freedom. 

Example 2: Frequently, I like to be alone. 

a real lack of 

Example 3: I think you would make a beautiful German teacher. 

1.2 Self as Learner - 77 codings 

Narrative Descriptions: 

Example 1: One of the students brought a religious mystic to 
talk about Yoga. 

Example 2: Writing, talking, and working in groups 
activities that Dennis apparently enjoyed. 

were 

Example 3: The counselor from Bobbi's previous school explained 
that she was unusually capable, but seemed 
disinterested in school. 

Reported Dialogue: 

Example 1: Teachers should let students decide what they want to 
learn and how they should go about it. 

Example 2: Some days I wrote quite a bit and then on other days 
I didn't write at all. 

Example 3: I know the students at this school do independent 
work. 
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1.3 Self in Relationships - 70 codings 

Narrative Descriptions: 

Example 1: She continued visiting with each student who stopped 
by the table. 

Example 2: Her relationships with other students were usually 
productive and satisfying. 

Example 3: When she arrived at the school, she was socially 
awkward and had few friends. 

Reported Dialogue: 

Example 1: I don't like to make friends. 
about my life? 

What if they find out 

Example 2: Teachers should be friends with the students. 

Example 3: I talked with Gwen and she told me that she could 
tell me what I needed to do while I'm gone. 

1.0 Inner Direction Codings Interpretations 

Chandler's narrative descriptions and reported dialogue were 

coded by the present investigator under the appropriate 1.0 Inner 

Direction categories of her analytical framework. The total number of 

codings is shown in Figure 26. 

The categories of 1.0 Inner Direction refer to the inner 

organization of teachers that allows them to relate in warm, personal, 

and productive ways with others in the classroom. Figure 26 illustrates 

the total number of Chandler's narrative descriptions and reported 

dialogue coded by the present investigator under the appropriate 

categories. A significant total number of codings can be seen under all 

of the categories of 1.0 Inner Direction. 
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In her investigation, Chandler (1983, p. 95) pointed out that the 

alternative teacher's recognition and responsiveness to each person was 

a special feature of her egalitarian behavior. The alternative students 

identified in her case studies responded to this behavior by 

demonstrating internal attitudes of self respect and confidence. Thus, 

significance under the category 1.1 Self as Person seems to support 

Chandler's proposal that the alternative teacher needs to recognize the 

unique personality, desires, and aspirations of each student in order to 

create conditions of support for them. 

With reference to her five case studies, Chandler (1983, p. 94) 

commented, "Out of the matrix of relationships which the teacher 

developed with the students, warm, productive learning experiences 

emerged." The alternative students, identified in her case studies, 

consistently communicated their appreciation of the freedom they 

experienced in making their own choices of how and what they would 

learn. Thus, significance under the category 1.2 Self as Learner 

appears to provide confirmation to Chandler's suggestion that the 

alternative teacher needs to create learning situations which allow 

students to pursue their own interests in ways that are stimulating and 

pleasant. 

Chandler (1983, p. 95) reported that in relating with each 

student, the alternative teacher "accorded the student special 

recognition as an important individual and as a valued human being." 

The alternative students identified in her case studies reflected these 

positive experiences of personal relationships in their own social 
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interactions. Thus, significance under the category 1.3 Self in 

Relationships appears to highlight the following alternative teacher 

recommendation proposed by Chandler (1983, p. 102): "Learn to work with 

students so that both teacher and students increasingly see themselves 

as able to live the present moment fully, enjoy the people about them, 

and relate to those people in personal, productive ways." 

2.0 Other Direction Codings 

The 2.0 Other Direction categories are: 2.1 Contact, 

2.2 Consult, 2.3 Find, 2.4 Share, and 2.5 Accompany. Both the first 

type of data, Chandler's narrative descriptions, and the second type of 

data, Chandler's reported dialogue, were coded by the present 

investigator under the 2.0 Other Direction categories of her analytical 

framework. In that which follows, the total number of Chandler's 

narrative descriptions and reported dialogue coded by the present 

investigator is presented after each of the categories. Below this, 

three coded examples of Chandler's narrative descriptions and three 

coded examples of her reported dialogue are illustrated. 

2.1 Contact - 50 codings 

Narrative Descriptions: 

Example 1: She walked over to Evelyn and sat with her. 

Example 2: The first day of class was like a reunion. 

Example 3: The students were still talking but glanced at her as 
she approached. 

Reported Dialogue: 

Example 1: Hi! I've thought of you many times. 
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Example 2: Would you like to come over here by this table? 

Example 3: I need to talk to you. 

2.2 Consult - 51 codings 

Narrative Descriptions: 

Example 1: She and the students spoke concerning personal 
interests. 

Example 2: She asked Dennis about his desire to leave home. 

Example 3: She asked if he had ever considered the Air Force. 

Reported Dialogue: 

Example 1: Human beliefs are very different, aren't they? 

Example 2: You have a way of giving great meaning to what you 
write. 

Example 3: Would you like to meet my friend, or would you want 
to visit one of his classes? 

2.3 Find - 48 codings 

Narrative Descriptions: 

Example 1: He found about ten of them who were interested. 

Example 2: Dennis chose to conduct his survey. 

Example 3: She discovered how much she enjoyed writing. 

Reported Dialogue: 

Example 1: We think we should make the choices for our lives. 

Example 2: I'd like to be a German teacher in high school. 

Example 3: The last time we talked you seemed interested in 
historical fiction. 
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2.4 Share - 56 codings 

Narrative Descriptions: 

Example 1: She would visit with them about things happening to 
th~m, discuss current events, and talk about social 
and personal matters. 

Example 2: The discussion moved around a series of topics. 

Example 3: A few students asked her to discuss their reports. 

Reported Dialogue: 

Example 1: Some of the students told me that they wanted to hear 
the results. 

Example 2: I want to tell you about the whole trip. 

Example 3: I feel silly, but I'd like to have you read it. 

2.5 Accompany - 54 codings 

Narrative Descriptions: 

Example 1: She accompanied her to the local college to complete 
the preliminary registration forms for the coming 
semester. 

Example 2: They had worked with the students who had arranged to 
leave school on trips. 

Example 3: She and the other teacher approached Dennis and 
invited him to walk around the building with them. 

Reported Dialogue: 

Example 1: Tell them you will take the job. Stay close and 
we'll get all this worked out together. 

Example 2: We could check to see if he could come here, or could 
we go there? 

Example 3: We have a form that I'll help you fill out. 
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2.0 Other Direction Codings Interpretations 

Chandler's narrative descriptions and reported dialogue were 

coded by the present investigator under the appropriate 2.0 Other 

Direction categories of her analytical framework. 

codings is shown in Figure 27. 

The total number of 

The categories of 2.0 Other Direction refer to the warm, 

personal, and productive behavior of teachers which builds democratic 

relationships with students. Figure 27 illustrates the total number of 

Chandler's narrative descriptions and reported dialogue coded by the 

present investigator under the appropriate categories. A significant 

total number of codings can be seen under all of the categories of 2.0 

Other Direction. 

Chandler (1983, p. 95) related that the alternative teacher 

identified in her study welcomed each person and created a warm climate 

where each person seemed comfortable and relaxed. She continued, "Her 

acceptance of each student appeared to be unconditional. Whatever the 

situation, the teacher invariably seemed to establish this relationship 

of unconditional acceptance." Thus, significance under the category 

2.1 Contact appears to amplify Chandler's suggestion that alternative 

teachers need to be able to communicate a favorable disposition toward 

each student so that a climate of comfort be created in which they will 

be allowed to experience being wanted. 

In her investigation, Chandler demonstrated the extension of 

contact into the process of consulting with the students about their 

lives. By consultation, she checked with them about their special 
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interests and moved with them wherever they were or chose to be. 

Significance under 2.2 Consult apparently brings to light a major step 

in the democratic behavior of the alternative teacher. 

By deliberately creating conditions of support and choicing for 

each student, Chandler showed that students can discover possibilities 

for independent activities. Significance under 2.3 Find seems to point 

to Chandler's proposed goals for an alternative teachers' training 

program. These goals are: (1) Learn to work with students so that both 

the teacher and students maintain their sense of choicing, and (2) Learn 

to work with students in ways which permit both teacher and students to 

discover and share interests with each other (Chandler 1983, p. 102). 

Chandler was specific about the ability of the alternative 

teacher in the sharing of interests. In her study she reported, "There 

was ample evidence of exchanged knowledge, ideas, thoughts, and skills 

with the different persons in the class. Moreover, she appeared to 

offer herself as a friend, and at times as a confidant and guide, to 

whatever extent the students seemed to wish this" (Chandler 1983, 

p.96). Significance under the category 2.4 Share appears to illustrate 

the need for a behavior on the part of the alternative teacher that 

encourages a learning environment where thoughtful cooperativeness 

occurs. 

The category 2.5 Accompany seems to show the strategic position 

which the alternative teacher occupies in personal communication and the 

development of personal support networks. Chandler (1983, p. 97) 

emphasized that the alternative teacher develop webs of personal 
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relationships which can support people in solving problems and will 

fortify them with the means of accompanying students in their 

involvement with community organizations. 



CHAPTER 5 

PATTERNS, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 

Introduction 

The present investigator identified patterns of personal 

relationships documented in a series of thirteen investigations 

involving a Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms. The intent 

was to discover, if possible, implications in terms of additional 

insights and concepts which extend the original theory. Significant 

findings of the present investigation are displayed in the distribution 

chart in Figure 28. Two types of patterns of personal relationships 

have been identified in the distribution chart. The first type is the 

horizontal patterns between the investigations under the various 

categories of the analytical framework. The second type is the vertical 

patterns of categories within each of the investigations. 

The investigator sought to identify significant patterns from 

which theoretical implications might be derived. A pattern was 

determined to be significant if it included more than one-half (50% +) 

of the investigations (in the horizontal patterns) or categories (in the 

vertical patterns)~ Significant horizontal patterns of personal 

relationships identified between the investigations include the 

following categories of Wilde's analytical framework: 1.2 Self as 

Learner - 7 investigations (54 percent)~ 1.3 Self in Relationships - 8 

investigations (62 percent)f 2.1 Contact - 7 investigations (54 
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percent); and 2.3 Find - 10 investigations (77 percent). Significant 

vertical patterns of personal relationships identified within the 

various investigations are as follows: Investigation VIII - 6 

categories (75 percent); Investigation XII - 6 categories (75 percent) ; 

Investigation XI - 7 categories (88 percent); and Investigation XIII - 8 

categories (100 percent) • 

Horizontal Patterns of Personal Relationships 

In terms of the horizontal patterns of personal relationships 

noted above (see Figure 28), 1.2 Self as Learner, the first category of 

1.0 Inner Direction, is to be considered. In this significant 

horizontal pattern of 1.2 Self as Learner, 7 (54 percent) of the 13 

investigations are included. The present investigation suggested that 

the following concepts apply to a teacher who perceives him or herself 

as a learner: 

My learning is: 
- most productive when I pursue my interests 
- always occurring - I choose what I wish to know 
- usually exciting and pleasant 
- most productive where the context is one of support, warmth, and 

encouragement 

In that which follows, the unique insights and concepts 

contributed by each of the seven investigations with regard to 1.2 Self 

as Learner are noted. They are listed with the intent of extending the 

original theoretical understanding of the category. According to the 

various investigations, when a teacher perceives him or herself as a 

learner the following can be implied: 
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1. The teacher is a critical student of his own behavior with intent 

upon self improvement. (Investigation I - Franzen) 

2. The teacher enters into the learning process as a participator in 

the creation of class activities. (Investigation II - Tidwell) 

3. The teacher facilitates the learning of the students by becoming 

involved in the sharing and discovery process. 

III - Archambault) 

(Investigation 

4. The teacher recognizes the combination of democratic processes 

and the scientific method as compatible to learning. 

(Investigation VI - Coltrin) 

5. The teacher views him/herself as a co-learner and is willing to 

allow students freedom of choice in the learning process. 

(Investigation VIII - Reichle) 

6. The teacher uses individualized and personalized methods derived 

from the personal style, subject, and student requirements. 

(Investigation IX - Hall) 

7. The teacher develops warm, productive learning experiences from a 

matrix of democratic teacher/student relationships. 

(Investigation XIII - Chandler) 

In terms of the horizontal patterns of personal relationships 

previously noted (See Figure 28), 1.3 Self in Relationships, the third 

category of 1.0 Inner Direction, is to be considered. In this 

significant horizontal pattern of 1.3 Self in Relationships, 8 (62 

percent) of the 13 investigations are included. The present 
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investigator suggested that the following concepts apply to a teacher 

who perceives him or herself in relationships: 

My intent is: 
- live this moment fully - not in the past, not the future 
- enjoy, not judge and control 
- relate to others in warm, personal, productive ways 

In that which follows, the unique insights and concepts 

contributed by each of the eight investigations with regard to 1.3 Self 

in Relationships are noted. They are listed with the intent of 

extending the original theoretical understanding of the category. 

According to the various investigations, when a teacher perceives him or 

herself in relationships the following can be implied. 

1. The teacher views his experience in the classroom as a process of 

associated living. (Investigation II - Tidwell) 

2. The teacher utilizes democratic processes in all group 

relationships - both within and outside of the classroom. 

(Investigation IV - Bishop) 

3. The teacher develops a democratic leader-member relationship with 

students based on equality and trust. (Investigation V - Gefke) 

4. The teacher creates a democratic educational climate, where high 

quality teacher-student relationships can develop. 

(Investigation VII - Sterman) 

5. The teacher encourages involvement, communication, experience, 

and sharing in classroom relationships. (Investigation IX 

Hall) 
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6. The teacher adheres to a personal philosophy of classroom 

relationships based on support, acceptance, encouragement, and 

freedom. (Investigation XI - Noble) 

7. The teacher is aware that the success and fulfillment of students 

seems to be. related to experiences of warm, personal, and 

productive student-teacher relationships. 

Anderson) 

(Investigation XII 

8. The teacher knows that relating with each student accords the 

student special recognition as an important individual and as a 

valued human being. (Investigation XIII - Chandler) 

In terms of the horizontal patterns of personal relationships 

previously noted (See Figure 28), 2.1 Contact, the first category of 2.0 

Other Direction, is to be considered. In this significant horizontal 

pattern of 2.1 Contact, 7 (54 percent) of the 13 investigations are 

included. Wilde suggested that contact is made by extending greetings, 

beginning to talk to and listen to each person present. 

the Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms, 

According to 

the category 

2.1 Contact refers to a personal contact made by the teacher with each 

class member. 

In that which follows, the unique insights and concepts 

contributed by each of the seven investigations with regard to 

2.1 Contact are noted. They are listed with the intent of extending the 

original theoretical understanding of the category. 

various investigations, the following can be implied: 

According to the 
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1. Contact establishes a mutual respect of opinions, tastes, and 

responsibilities. (Investigation III - Archambault) 

2. Contact occurs when persons act out awareness of each other and 

communicate by making preliminary statements of introduction. 

(Investigation IV - Bishop) 

3. Contact is experienced when a comfortable, communicable 

atmosphere is established. (Investigation VII - Sterman) 

4. Contact radiates the desire to make personal acquaintance with 

another. (Investigation VIII - Reichle) 

5. Contact continues as an initiation process that involves the act 

of "recruiting." (Investigation XI - Noble) 

6. Contact requires a genuine interest in meeting the other person. 

(Investigation XII - Anderson) 

7. Contact communicates a favorable disposition wherein a person is 

allowed to experience being wanted. 

Chandler) 

(Investigation XIII 

In terms of the horizontal patterns of personal relationships 

previously noted (see Figure 28), 2.3 Find, the third category of 2.0 

Other Direction, is to be considered. In this significant horizontal 

pattern of 2.3 Find, 10 (77 percent) of the 13 investigations are 

included. Wilde suggested that finding occurs when teachers move with 

students where they are rather than to bring them to aims and goals 

totally outside themselves. According to the Theory of Democratic 

Processes in Classrooms, the category 2.3 Find refers to the 
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identification of individual interests which permits developing personal 

relationships to expand and deepen. 

In that which follows, the unique insights and concepts 

contributed by each of the ten investigations with regard to 2.3 Find 

are noted. They are listed with the intent of extending the original 

theoretical understanding of the category. 

investigations, the following can be implied: 

According to the various 

1. Find highlights the idea that discovering and seeking are 

synonymous to the process of becoming. 

Tidwell) 

(Investigation II 

2. Find involves the need to elicit and clarify personal interests 

as an aspect of individual freedom. 

Archambault) 

(Investigation III 

3. Find requires verbal interaction that leads to the expansion of 

interests. (Investigation V - Archambault) 

4. Find facilitates the intrinsic motivation of the individual and 

involves the person in group decisions. 

Gefke) 

(Investigation V 

5. Find encourages the questioning of discoveries and the pursuit of 

these questions to logical conclusions. 

Coltrin) 

(Investigation VI 

6. Find allows for the option ••• and invention of new activities. 

(Investigation VIII - Reichle) 

7. Find moves one in the direction of self-actualization. 

(Investigation IX - Hall) 
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8. Find provides an environment in which a wide range of individual 

differences, interests, and concerns might be accepted. 

(Investigation XI - Noble) 

9. Find unites egalitarianism and personal freedom with the 

possibilities of relating to society in productive ways 

(Investigation XII - Anderson) 

10. Find assures students the possibilities of independent activities 

with a potential support network. (Investigation XIII 

Chandler) 

Vertical Patterns of Personal Relationships 

In terms of the vertical patterns of personal relationships 

previously noted, 4 of the 13 investigations were identified as being 

significant (see Figure 28). Three commonalities have been identified 

within these four investigations by the present investigator with the 

intent of perceiving implications in terms of additional insights and 

concepts which extend the Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms. 

The first of these commonalities is that all four of the 

investigations show significance under all of the categories of 2.0 

Other Direction. The categories of 2.0 Other Direction refer to the 

actions of teachers that build bridges of human contact with others in 

the classroom. These categories are very public and social, and can be 

easily observed. However, lying behind the social action which teachers 

perform is the inner organization of teachers which helps them relate in 

more democratic ways with others. The categories of 1.0 Inner Direction 

constitute this hidden intent of teachers. Therefore, it appears 
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implicit that the significance under all of the categories of 2.0 Other 

Direction shown in these four investigations presupposes equal 

significance of all of the underlying categories of 1.0 Inner Direction. 

The second of these commonalities is the evidence that three of 

the four investigations were conducted at the alternative-program 

school, Cherry Field, i.e., Investigation VIII - Reichle, Investigation 

XII - Anderson, and Investigation XIII - Chandler. One of the four 

investigations was conducted with a college wrestling team, i.e., 

Investigation XI - Noble. This seems to imply that although the Theory 

of Democratic Processes in Classrooms appears to be most successfully 

implemented in an alternative-program school, it tends to be utilized 

with equal success in other areas of learning. 

The third of these commonalities is similarity of concepts found 

in the assumptions and findings of the four investigations. These 

similar concepts seem to contribute the following insights to the Theory 

of Democratic Processes in Classrooms: 

1. Democratic processes tend to be experienced in an environment 

where the following are perceived: 

- Daily interaction with others seems to develop into a high 

quality of personal relationships. 

- Individuals seem to be in charge of their own activities, 

choices, and inventions. 

- Persons seem to accompany each other in a supportive manner. 

2. When democratic processes are experienced the following tend to 

occur: 
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Persons tend to develop their maximum potential. 

- Learning appears to involve intrapersonal explorations of 

individual interests and motivation. 

- An atmosphere of freedom and trust tends to allow for mutual 

respect and concern. 

Conclusions 

This investigation sought to analyze the content of thirteen 

investigations as to the use of democratic processes in classrooms. 

Certain patterns of personal relationships were identified and 

described. Each of the investigations considered in this study involved 

a Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms (Barnes and Tidwell 

1974). For purposes of descriptive summary and analysis, the categories 

of this theory were employed as an analytical framework by Wilde. 

A review of related literature suggested descriptions of personal 

relationships in classrooms which foster democracy in education. 

Literary references for such descriptions included the investigations 

identified and employed in this study. Literary considerations of the 

Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms were made with regard to 

each of the categories which constituted the present investigator's 

analytical framework. 

Summaries of each of the thirteen investigations were presented 

in order to provide an introduction and a description. These summaries 

detailed information regarding the date, author, title, problem 

statement, assumptions, methods, and findings of each of the various 

investigations. 
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To prepare for the analysis of each of the investigations, the 

data chapters were read and considered. The present investigator's 

analytical framework was used to code and analyze the data chapters of 

each of the thirteen investigations. A series of bar graphs was 

employed to display and interpret the coded data of the individual 

investigations concerning the patterns of personal relationships. 

Interpretations of the coded data revealed findings unique to each of 

the thirteen investigations. 

In order to identify significant patterns of- personal 

relationships, the findings unique to each of the investigations were 

displayed on a distribution chart (see Figure 28). Two types of 

significant patterns of personal relationships were identified in this 

distribution chart. The first type was the significant horizontal 

patterns between the investigations under the various categories of the 

analytical framework. The second type was the significant vertical 

patterns of categories within each of the investigations. A pattern was 

determined to be significant if it included more than one-half (50 

percent +) of the investigations (in the horizontal patterns) or 

categories (in the vertical patterns). 

Significant horizontal patterns of personal relationships 

identified between the investigations included the following categories 

of Wilde's analytical framework: 1.2 Self as Learner, 1.3 Self in 

Relationships, 2.1 Contact, and 2.3 Find (see Figure 28). Insights and 

concepts contributed by each of the investigations included in the 
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horizontal pattern extended the original theoretical understanding of 

the categories. 

With regard to 1.2 Self as Learner, the original theoretical 

understanding of the category was extended as follows: When a teacher 

perceives him or herself as a learner, the teacher is a critical student 

of his own behavior; enters into the learning process as a participator; 

facilitates student learning by involvement; recognizes the 

compatibility of democratic processes and the scientific method; views 

himself as a co-learner; uses individualized and personalized 

methodologies; and develops productive learning experiences from a 

matrix of democratic teacher/student relationships. 

With regard to 1.3 Self in Relationships, the original 

theoretical understanding of the category was extended as follows: When 

a teacher perceives him or herself in relationships, the teacher views 

his experience as a process of associated living; utilizes democratic 

processes both within and outside of the classroom; develops a 

relationship with students based on equality and trust; creates a 

democratic, educational climate; encourages involvement, communication, 

and sharing; adheres to a personal philosophy of support, acceptance, 

and freedom; is aware of the linkage between student success and 

productive student-teacher relationships; and knows that relating with 

each student accords the student recognition as an important and valued 

human being. 

With regard to 2.1 Contact, the original theoretical 

understanding of the category was extended as follows: Contact 
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establishes mutual respect; occurs when persons act out awareness of 

each other; is experienced in a comfortable atmosphere; radiates the 

desire to make personal acquaintance; continues as the act of 

"recruiting"; requires a genuine interest in meeting; and communicates a 

disposition wherein a person experiences being wanted. 

With regard to 2.3 Find, the original theoretical understanding 

of the category was extended as follows: Find highlights the idea that 

discovering is synonymous with becoming; involves the need to elicit and 

clarify interests; requires verbal interaction; facilitates intrinsic 

motivation; encourages the pursuit of questions to logical conclusions; 

allows for option and invention; moves one in the direction of self

actualization; provides for acceptance of a wide range of individual 

differences and concerns; unites egalitarianism and personal freedom 

with possibilities of relating to society in productive ways; and 

assures students of independence with a potential support network. 

Significant vertical patterns of personal relationships 

identified within the various investigations included the following four 

investigations: Investigation VIII - Reichle, Investigation XI - Noble, 

Investigation XII - Anderson, and Investigation XIII - Chandler (see 

Figure 28). Similar insights and concepts contributed by each of these 

four investigations extended the understanding of the Theory of 

Democratic Processes in Classrooms. These similar insights and concepts 

were identified by the present investigator in terms of three 

commonalities. The first of these commonalities was that in each of the 

four investigations, significance under all the categories of 2.0 Other 
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Direction presupposed equal significance of all of the underlying 

categories of 1.0 Inner Direction. The second of these cornmonalities 

was that three of the four investigations were conducted at the 

alternative-program, Cherry Field, while one of the four investigations 

was conducted with a college wrestling team. This evidence seemed to 

imply that although the Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms 

appears to be most successfully implementen in an alternative-program 

school, it tends to be utilized with equal success in other areas of 

learning. The third of these commonalities was the identification of 

similar concepts in the assumptions and findings of the four 

investigations. These similar concepts seemed to contribute the 

following insights to the Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms: 

(1) Democratic processes tend to be experienced in an environment where 

there is daily interaction, where individuals seem to be in charge of 

their own choices, and where persons seem to accompany each other in a 

supportive manner; and (2) When democratic processes are experienced, 

persons tend to develop their maximum potential, learning appears to 

involve intrapersonal explorations of interests, and an atmosphere of 

freedom and trust tends to allow for mutual respect and concern. 
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Towne Charles 
Bishop 

Pamela Kaye Gefke 

Gene Stephen 
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Title 

Selected Perceptions Regarding 
an Instructor's Democratic 
Methods 

Teacher Behavior and Democratic 
Processes 

The Identification of Teacher 
Attitude Patterns Regarding 
Classroom Control 

Verbal Patterns of an Informal 
Group Which Employs Democratic 
Processes 

Student Behavior Patterns in a 
Democratic Processes Classroom 

Utilization of the Scientific 
Method and Democratic Processes 
in a High School Introductory 
Chemistry Course 

Student Perceptions of 
Democratic/Non-Democratic 
Teacher Behavior in the 
Classroom 

Student Perceptions of Student
Teacher Relationships in the 
Learning Process 

Student Perceptions of Changes 
in Self During an Alternative 
Secondary School Process 
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Invest. # Date Author Title 

X 1980 Don Milner A Study of Perceptual Patterns 
of Youth-in-Trouble Regarding 
Personal Relationships in the 
School and the Home 

XI 1981 Eli Sidney Noble Assessment of a College 
Wrestling Team Organized Under a 
Theory of Personal Processes 

XII 1983 Thomas Martin Student and Instructor Percep-
Anderson tions of Social-Educational 

Relationships in a Public 
Alternative School Program 

XIII 1983 Pearlie Mae Price A Preparation Program for 
Chandler Alternative School Teachers 
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INVESTIGATION NUMBER 

Descriptive Summary Framework 

PROBLEM - What investigations were undertaken? 

Date --------------------------------------------------------
Author ----------------------------------------------
Title -------------------------------------------------------
Problem Statement ------------------------------------------

Assumptions ------------------------------------------------

METHODS: How were the investigations conducted? 

FINDINGS: What were the major findings of the investigations? 
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INVESTIGATION NUMBER 

Analytical Framework 

PATTERNS: What patterns of personal relationships were reported? 

1.0 Inner Direction 

1.1 SELF AS PERSON ---------------------------------

1.2 SELF AS LEARNER ____________________________ __ 

1.3 SELF IN RELATIONSHIPS ________________________ _ 

2.0 Other Direction 

2.1 CONTACT ____________________________________ __ 

2.2 CONSULT __________ ~ ________________________ __ 
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2.3 FIND --------------------------------------------

2.4 SHARE -------------------------------------------

2.5 ACCOMPANY __________________________________ __ 

IMPLICATIONS: What implications for the theory have occurred as a 
consequence of the investigations? 

Summary of PATTERNS ________________________________________________ ___ 

Bar Graph Frequency Totals of 1.0 Inner Direction Categories -------
Bar Graph Frequency Totals of 2.0 Other Direction Categories -------
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE THEORY -------------------------------------------



Categories of 
1.0 Inner Direction 

1.1 Self as Person 

1.2 Self as Learner 

1.3 Self in Relationships 

Categories of 
2.0 Other Direction 

2.1 Contact 

2.2 Consult 

2.3 Find 

2.4 Share 

2.5 Accompany 

APPENDIX D 

BAR GRAPHS 

Frequency Distribution 

Frequency Distribution 
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